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ABSTRACT
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a functional imaging technique used in
clinical diagnostic applications and biomedical research. It is used as a non-invasive
in vivo imaging modality to observe biochemical processes in small animal models, in
particular for the study of diseases and to assist in the development of new treatments.
A common approach to improving the spatial resolution of small animal PET scanners
is to reduce the size of scintillation crystals and/or employ high resolution pixellated
semiconductor detectors.
In this thesis, PETiPIX scanner is designed to achieve ultra high spatial resolution for imaging mice brains. Four Timepix pixellated silicon detector modules are
placed in an edge-on configuration to form a scanner with a field of view (FoV) 15 mm
in diameter. Each detector module consists of 256×256 pixels with dimensions of
55×55×300 µm3 . Monte Carlo simulations using GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) were performed to evaluate the feasibility of the PETiPIX
design. Simulation results estimate a spatial resolution of 0.26 mm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) at the centre of FoV and 0.29 mm FWHM overall spatial resolution with sensitivity of 0.01%.
With many of recent small animal PET scanner designs utilising high resolution
pixellated semiconductor detectors, the large number of detector elements results in
the system matrix - an essential part of statistical iterative reconstruction algorithms
- becoming impractically large. A methodology is proposed in this thesis for system
matrix modelling which utilises a virtual single-layer detector ring to greatly reduce
the size of the system matrix without sacrificing precision. Two methods for populating the system matrix are compared; the first utilises a geometrically-derived system
matrix based on Siddon’s ray tracer method with the addition of an accurate detector response function, while the second uses Monte Carlo simulation to populate
the system matrix. The effectiveness of both variations of the proposed technique is
demonstrated via simulations of PETiPIX. Compression factors of 5×107 and 2.5×107
are achieved using this methodology for the system matrices produced using the geometric and Monte Carlo-based approaches, respectively, requiring a total of 0.5-1.2 GB
of memory-resident storage. Images reconstructed from Monte Carlo simulations of
various point source and phantom models, produced using system matrices generated
via both geometric and simulation methods, are used to evaluate the quality of the
resulting system matrix. The Monte Carlo-based system matrix is shown to provide
the best image quality at the cost of substantial one-off computational effort and a

lower compression factor. In addition, a straightforward extension of the virtual ring
method to a three dimensional virtual cylinder is demonstrated using a 3D DoI PET
scanner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a molecular imaging modality which is commonly used for diagnostic imaging in humans and for in vivo and non-invasive preclinical studies in small animals. The animal subjects used are typically genetically
modified mice due to their genetic similarity with humans, rapid reproductive rate,
short life span and ease of breeding [10]. The need to visualise the complex metabolic
and physiological processes within small organs or functional regions of laboratory
mice demands ever-higher spatial resolution in dedicated preclinical small-animal PET
scanners.
Conventional small animal PET scanners are based on scintillation detectors, in
which crystals of a high-performance activated scintillator material such as lutetium
oxyorthosilicate (LSO), lutetium/yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) or bismuth germanate (BGO) are optically coupled to position-sensitive photomultiplier tubes or silicon photomultipliers. These scanners are capable of providing a spatial resolution of 1
to 2 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
However, achieving sub-millimetre spatial resolution using scintillation detectors is
challenging due to the variation of scintillation light collection efficiency, intra-crystal
Compton or coherent scattering, inter-crystal Compton scattering, and limited depth1
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of-interaction (DoI) information [22, 4]. Theoretically, high intrinsic resolution (better
than one millimetre) can be reached with scintillator-based detection provided that the
pixel size is sufficiently small and individual pixels can be identified unambiguously;
in practice, this results in great complexity and high production costs [23]. For systems which achieve good DoI resolution by radially segmenting the scintillator blocks,
the number of individual crystals can become extremely large, even in a small-animal
preclinical PET system.
An alternative approach is to eliminate the scintillator altogether, trading lower
photon detection efficiency for high resolution by exploiting the capabilities of modern
semiconductor fabrication techniques. In the last decade, several studies have demonstrated improvements in spatial resolution of small animal PET, combined MR-PET
and MR-SPECT systems which can be achieved using an unconventional detector
based on direct detection in silicon [24]. The overwhelming majority (more than
99%) of 511 keV annihilation photon interactions with silicon are Compton-scattered
events; therefore, since the Compton-scattered photons have a high probability of escaping from the detector, the primary detection mechanism is by collection of the recoil
electron-hole pair from a Compton event. Some additional low energy gamma photons
scattered within the object may also be directly detected in silicon via photoelectric
absorption. Direct photon detection systems can either be employed as a secondary
direct-detection array inserted into a conventional scintillation-based scanner ring or
as the primary photon detection mechanism. To date, the relatively large detector
pad or stripe size employed in these studies is the main factor limiting the spatial
resolution which can be achieved, rather than the intrinsic limits imposed by positron
range and photon non-collinearity.
Apart from the intrinsic limits on image resolution imposed by the geometry of the
scanner itself, another factor which is critical to achieving ultra high spatial resolution
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is the method used to reconstruct the images from photon coincidence data. Statistical
iterative image reconstruction techniques such as the maximum-likelihood expectationmaximisation (MLEM) algorithm [25, 26] and the Bayesian reconstruction method [27]
have now largely supplanted the classical approach of filtered backprojection (FBP)
[28]. These iterative algorithms have been shown to significantly improve the quality
of the reconstructed image at the cost of increased computational complexity and
memory requirements in comparison to FBP [29].
A central element of all iterative statistical image reconstruction algorithms is the
system matrix, which models not only the geometry but also the underlying physics
of the data acquisition process and is utilised in both forward and back projection
operations during each iteration of the image reconstruction process. Therefore, image
quality is highly sensitive to the accuracy of the system matrix.
Ultra high resolution PET systems with high-resolution DoI capabilities require
a very large number of individual crystal and detector elements. This massively increases the scale of the associated system matrix, which represent every possible line
of response in the system. In addition, the emerging innovative design concept of
zoom-in PET with additional detector modules placed inside a conventional detector
ring makes its system matrix irregular and dependent on specific scan configuration
parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a scanner-independent technique that
can achieve a high system matrix compression ratio for unconventional PET scanners
with high DoI resolution.

1.1. Objectives, Overview and Summary of Contributions of this Thesis

1.1
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Objectives, Overview and Summary of Contributions of this Thesis

The objective of this thesis is to develop a design for an ultra high resolution small
animal PET scanner based on direct gamma photon detection in a high resolution
edge-on pixellated silicon photodetector, to evaluate its performance and capabilities
via detailed simulation studies, and to develop practical high-performance image reconstruction techniques for such a system, both in 2D and 3D. It is intended that
the proposed PET system is limited only by positron range and 511 keV annihilation photon non-collinearity. As a result of the low photon detection efficiency of Si
based photodetectors, it will suffer from relatively poor detection sensitivity; however,
several variations on the basic design will be explored to ameliorate this shortcoming.
The proposed design utilises a minimum of four state-of-the-art Timepix pixellated
silicon photodetectors, each consisting of a 256×256 array of pixels with dimensions
of 55×55×300 µm3 , in an edge-on configuration; due to the choice of detector, the
design is dubbed PETiPIX. By recording a large number of detected singly-Comptonscattered events, a two-dimensional (2D) tomographic image of the subject can be
reconstructed.
A feasibility study was conducted with an accurate model of PETiPIX developed in
the GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) Monte Carlo simulation
platform. Evaluation of system sensitivity, angular dependence, and spatial resolution of hot phantom and cold phantom studies demonstrated that PETiPIX possesses
excellent characteristics for the imaging of small structures such as mouse brains.
In addition, in order to utilise current state-of-the-art iterative tomographic image
reconstruction algorithms for a system with extreme depth of interaction resolution
such as PETiPIX, a method for achieving very high rates of system matrix compression
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is proposed. The system matrix modelling process involves the utilisation of a virtual
single layer detector ring to greatly reduce the size of the system matrix without
sacrificing precision. The proposed techniques are evaluated by applying them to
PETiPIX and are shown to provide the expected very high system matrix compression
rate as well as yielding images exhibiting excellent image quality. In addition, the
algorithm is extended to a 3D case and is demonstrated using a simplified 3D PET
scanner with DoI as a case study.
The Thesis is divided into the following chapters:
 Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of relevant literature;
 Chapter 3 introduces the PETiPIX small animal PET system, and discusses the

Monte Carlo simulation model to be used in subsequent Chapters;
 Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive feasibility study of the proposed PETiPIX

small animal PET scanner, including several variations on the basic design. This
work resulted in the following publications:
K. Li, M. Safavi-Naeini, D.R. Franklin, M. Petasecca, S. Guatelli, A.B. Rosenfeld, B.F. Hutton, and M.L.F. Lerch, “Design and development of PETiPIX:
An ultra high spatial resolution small animal PET scanner.”, Nuclear Science
Symposium Conference Record (NSS/MIC), 2013 IEEE, pp. 1-4.
K. Li, M. Safavi-Naeini, D.R. Franklin, M. Petasecca, S. Guatelli, A.B. Rosenfeld, B.F. Hutton, and M.L.F. Lerch, “A feasibility study of petipix: an ultra
high resolution small animal pet scanner”. Journal of Instrumentations, 8(12),
Dec 2013.
 Chapter 5 introduces a system matrix compression method for the iterative

MLEM image reconstruction based on the concept of a virtual ring, which is particularly well-suited to scanners with ultra high resolution (in particular those
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with very high resolution DoI capabilities). This work was accepted for a poster
presentation under the abstract name:
K. Li, M. Safavi-Naeini, D.R. Franklin, A.B. Rosenfeld, B.F. Hutton, and M.L.F.
Lerch, “Iterative Reconstruction with an Innovative Monte Carlo-based System
Matrix for PETiPIX Small Animal PET Scanner”, Nuclear Science Symposium
Conference Record (NSS/MIC), 2014 IEEE.
 Chapter 6 presents a detailed quantitative evaluation of virtual-ring-based MLEM

algorithm with three variant methods for system matrix generation, applied to
the PETiPIX scanner as a case study. Image reconstruction quality for the different methods is compared using Monte Carlo simulations of point sources and
a variety of standard phantoms, and quantitatively evaluated using several objective and perceptual figures of merit. A 3D extension of virtual ring is also developed and demonstrated with CMRPET3D, a scintillation-based DoI-capable
small animal PET scanner. This work resulted in the following publication:
K. Li , M. Safavi-Naeini , D.R. Franklin , Z. Han , A.B. Rosenfeld , B. Hutton and
M.L.F. Lerch, “A new virtual ring-based system matrix generator for iterative
image reconstruction in high resolution small volume PET systems.”, Physics in
Medicine and Biology, 60 (2015) 6949-6973.
 Chapter 7 summarises the contributions in this Thesis and discusses several

possible future directions for research.

1.2

Funding Support

This project is supported by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) as well as University of Wollongong under agreement 2011073127.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
This Chapter presents a comprehensive review of literature related to modern PET
systems. Section 2.1 provides a brief introduction of nuclear medicine imaging. Section
2.2 presents several key aspects of PET systems, including principle of PET, scintillators, photon detectors and image reconstruction methods. Section 2.3 examines the
recent development of small animal PET system based on silicon detectors. Section 2.4
discusses the methods of obtaining system matrix for iterative reconstruction methods.
Section 2.5 describes and compares several techniques for system matrix compression.

2.1

Nuclear Medicine Imaging

Nuclear medicine imaging refers to a family of imaging techniques that can provide
real-time information about biological functions occurring in vivo. Nuclear medicine
imaging can be used both as a diagnostic tool for a wide range of diseases, and as
a research tool for evaluating the spatio-temporal distribution of different biochemical processes inside the body of an animal subject [30, 31, 32]. All forms of nuclear
medicine imaging begin with the administration of a radioactive tracer to the patient
[3]. These radiotracers are an analog for some other biologically active molecule (such
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as glucose), with part of the molecule replaced with an unstable radioactive element
(the radionuclide). After it becomes distributed throughout the blood volume in the
body, some fraction of the chosen radiotracer undergoes a biochemical process in the
subject’s cells, with a fraction becoming bound or fixed in place. The radionuclides
eventually decay in situ, releasing high energy photons. By detecting these photons
and deducing information about their trajectory, it is possible to build up a two,
three or four dimensional map of the distribution of the radiotracer in the subject.
By selecting the appropriate radiotracer, different biological functions, such as cellular metabolism of glucose, cell apoptosis, cell proliferation, receptor concentration
or blood flow can be probed. These functional imaging modalities are often used in
combination with structural imaging modalities such as two dimensional X-ray imaging, X-ray computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which
provide high-resolution images of anatomical structures.
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET) are the principal nuclear medicine imaging techniques currently employed in medicine and research [33]. SPECT uses an array of collimators to determine
the angle of arrival of individual detected photons, while PET relies on simultaneous
detection of the two 511 keV photons emitted by electron-positron annihilations. In
comparison to SPECT, PET offers superior image resolution, sensitivity and acquisition time, but with significantly greater complexity and expense.

2.2

Positron Emission Tomography

This Thesis is solely concerned with PET, which is introduced and discussed at length
in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a PET scanner, illustrating its operating principles [6].

2.2.1

Principles of PET

Radiopharmaceuticals for PET contain a radionuclide with a short half-life which predominantly decays via positron emission (β + decay). The radionuclide is typically
produced in a cyclotron, and then chemically combined with other reagents to produce the desired radiopharmaceutical. After injecting the radiopharmaceutical into
a patient, the radionuclide decays, releasing positrons with a certain distribution of
initial kinetic energy (dependent on the chosen radionuclide). As shown in Figure 2.1,
when a positron travels through tissue, it progressively loses energy and slows down
due to electromagnetic interactions with matter until it undergoes annihilation with
an electron. This typically occurs after the positron travels a distance of up to several millimetres from the point of β + decay, depending on the initial kinetic energy
imparted to the positron. The entire rest mass of the electron and positron are then
converted into two gamma photons, each with energy of approximately 511 keV, emitted simultaneously in almost diametrically opposite directions [34]. The deviations
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Radionuclide

Decay
Mode

Half-Life
(min)
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β + (100%)
β + (100%)
β + (100%)
β + (96.7%)

20.39
9.97
2.04
109.77

C
13
N
15
O
18
F
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Average
kinetic
energy
(MeV)
0.385
0.491
0.735
0.242

FWHM
(mm)

FWTM
(mm)

0.188
0.282
0.501
0.102

1.86
2.53
4.14
1.03

Table 2.1: Common positron-emitting nuclides used for in vivo imaging. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) of point source
profiles are results of Monte Carlo simulations where positron-emitting point sources
are placed in water [1]. The shape of point source profiles are ’cusp-like’.
from 511 keV and perfect 180◦ opposition are quite small and are due to the nonzero momentum vectors of the precursor electron and positron. If the two opposed
511 keV photons are both detected by a pair of position sensitive detectors at precisely known locations and within a limited timing window (typically less than 10 ns),
a coincidence event is registered and its spatial information is represented as a Line
of Response (LoR) joining the two points in space where the photons were detected.
After millions of such coincidence events (LoRs) are collected to form a dataset, dedicated mathematical algorithms can reconstruct cross-sectional images in two or three
spatial dimensions, mapping the underlying radioactivity distribution throughout the
tissue and providing valuable information regarding the spatio-temporal distribution
of the process targeted by the chosen radiopharmaceutical.
Positron-emitting radionuclides commonly used for in vivo imaging are listed in
Table 2.1. The radiopharmaceutical is intended to be as functionally equivalent to the
normal form of the analogous compound as possible, which allows them to act as valid
radioactive biomarkers in medical imaging or biological research, for observing functions such as glucose metabolism, receptor binding potential, catecholamine transport,
amino acid transport, or protein synthesis [35].
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The term positron range refers to the mean Euclidean distance between the point
of positron emission and the point of annihilation, and is dependent on the energy of
emission of the positron from the radionuclide. Non-zero positron range has the effect
of blurring the reconstructed activity distribution; however, as the effect is systematic
and uniform, it can be corrected to a large extent via deconvolution of the PET projection data by the point spread function of the scanner (obtained by imaging a point
source). To achieve PET scans with maximum spatial resolution for a given scanner
geometry, it is preferable to use radionuclides with relatively small positron range, such
as

18

F and

11

C. Currently, the most widely used PET radionuclide is

a mean positron range of 0.6 mm. Many

18

18

F, which has

F-based radiopharmaceuticals have been

synthesised, the most common of which is the glucose analog 2Deoxy-2-(18 F)fluoroD-glucose (FDG), in which a hydroxyl group in a 2Deoxy-2- sc D-glucose molecule
is replaced with an

18

F atom [36]. FDG-based PET imaging can be used to evaluate

glucose uptake distribution (and hence the rates of certain metabolic processes), which
is elevated in cancerous tissues due to their high rate of mitosis.
The non-colinearity of the photons resulting from electron-positron annihilation
(due to pre-annihilation momentum of the precursor leptons) results in an angular
distribution with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of around 0.5◦ [3]. Photon
non-colinearity can be estimated by the following equation:

R = 0.0022D

(2.1)

where D is the system diameter. For a whole-body PET scanner with large Field
of View (FoV), the positioning uncertainty imposed by the photon non-colinearity can
be of the order of a few millimetres.
A pair of detected photons resulting from a single positron/electron annihilation
event, which have not been scattered before depositing all of their energy in the detec-
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tors, is classified as a true coincidence event. The actual concentration of radioactivity
in the volume of interest (VoI) can only be estimated precisely by observing a very
large number of pairs of true coincidences. However, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, several other classes of inaccurate or entirely false coincidences exist which degrade the
reconstructed image quality. If one or both photons from an annihilation event scatter within the imaging object before reaching the detector, this type of coincidences is
referred to as a scattered coincidence. The case where two photons resulting from independent annihilation events are detected within the timing window is called a random
coincidence. For both random and scattered coincidences, since the apparent point
of origin of the event is essentially random, the net effect is to degrade the contrast
of the reconstructed image with some degree of position dependence, introducing an
error in the estimate of activity concentration. In addition, the random-to-true ratio
becomes higher with the increasing radiotracer activity, since the true coincidence rate
increases only linearly with activity, while the random coincidence rate increases with
the square of activity. If more than two gamma ray photons are detected within the
timing window, multiple coincidences will be formed. This type of coincidences can be
simply discarded by the coincidence logic or post-processed based on other selection
criteria, such as the difference between the associated detector ID numbers.
The contribution of random coincidences to the reconstructed can be estimated
using a second coincidence detection system which subjects one channel to a delay
greater than the coincidence window (ensuring that no true coincidences will be detected). The image reconstructed using this method may then be subtracted from
the image reconstructed from the prompt (undelayed) coincidences to achieve random
correction. An alternative approach employed by many PET systems is to model randoms based on singles rates as well as the system electronics [37]. As a result, better
variance reduction can be achieved.
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True Coincidence

Random Coincidence

13

Scattered Coincidence

Multiple Coincidences

Figure 2.2: Different types of coincidence event. The real LoRs are represented by
bold lines and the dashed lines are represented by the potential assigned LoRs.
By contrast, scatter correction is more complex, and typically either requires an
experimental or simulation-based estimate of scattering, or based on the derived attenuation from a transmission scan of the imaging object.
A small fraction of the emitted photons are absorbed in the imaging object, with
a probability that depends on the amount and type of tissues between the point of
annihilation and the detector. This attenuation can be measured and corrected, using
the same transmission-based imaging data used in the model-based scatter correction
method, which is largely a geometric effect arising from the obliqueness at which
annihilation photons are detected.
The non-uniformity of scanner sensitivity within the FoV must also be accounted
for using a scanner normalisation procedure, which adjusts the contrast of the reconstructed image based on the probability of detecting emissions in each voxel.
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2.2.2
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Photodetector

The photodetector module plays a key role in a PET system. It needs to provide three
types of information: the location of the point of interaction between the gamma ray
and the detector, the exact time at which when that interaction was detected, and the
amount of energy deposited in the detector by the gamma ray [2]. Therefore, a perfect
detector should have high stopping power (and therefore high sensitivity), high spatial
resolution, high timing resolution, high energy resolution and low cost of materials
and fabrication [2, 38].
With several notable exceptions, the materials used to fabricate solid state photodetectors have relatively low density and atomic number; they are also intrinsically
thin. Therefore, detectors themselves have poor stopping power at PET photon energies (511 keV). The conventional approach adopted in PET systems has been to
combine an optical photodetector such as a photomultiplier tube or a semiconductor
photodetector with a high density scintillator material, which can absorb the highenergy photon and re-radiate its energy in the form of a burst of low-energy optical
photons which can be detected with the optical photodetector. Individual scintillator
crystals must now be optically isolated from each other; in such PET systems, the
minimum practical dimensions of the scintillator crystals is the limiting factor for spatial resolution. For high sensitivity, the radial depth of the crystals must be as large
as possible, however this introduces uncertainty with respect to the depth of photon
interaction. Therefore, crystals should also be segmented radially for good depth of
interaction (DoI) resolution. This is an additional complication in the manufacturing
process.
For preclinical imaging, apart from high sensitivity, spatial resolution is the most
important characteristic as the structures of small animals being studied are much
smaller than those in humans. Sub-millimetre spatial resolution is highly desirable,
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while very fast timing resolution is not a particularly strict requirement since the count
rates are relatively low and the time of flight (ToF) technique, which measures the small
difference in arrival time between photon pairs to estimate the point of annihilation on
the line of response, is less effective than for clinical imaging in humans. The specific
characteristics and constraints of small animal PET design will be discussed in section
2.3.
In the following sections, different aspects of PET detector technology will be
briefly discussed.

2.2.3

Scintillators

Scintillator materials may be organic (polymer), liquid, inorganic crystals or glasses.
Due to their high Z and high density, inorganic crystals are used in the majority PET
detector designs [39]. 511 keV annihilation photons deposit their energy in scintillator
crystals through two major types of interactions: the photoelectric effect and Compton
scattering. In photoelectric interactions, the incident high energy photon is entirely
absorbed by an atom, and a photoelectron is ejected. By contrast, Compton scattering
occurs when the incident photon undergoes inelastic collision with an electron in an
atom, resulting in the deflection of the photon in a random direction and the transfer
of part of its energy to a recoil electron. Compton-scattered photons may then be
absorbed via the photoelectric effect or undergo further scattering events.
When photoelectric interaction occurs, the energy of the incident photon is deposited in one location, with the energy being re-radiated after a short delay as low
energy scintillation photons at optical wavelengths. In contrast, Compton interactions
within a scintillator crystal most often occur as a series of scattering events, in which
the energy of the incident photon is deposited at several points, either within the same
crystal or possibly in a nearby (usually adjacent) crystal in a pixellated array. Some
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of the scattering events may not even occur within the scintillator crystals, resulting
in the deposition of energy in the object being imaged or in other parts of the scanner. Since scintillation photons resulting from Compton scattering may be generated
at several different locations, determining the first point of interaction is challenging
(particularly if not all of the products of the scattering event can be detected).
As the probability of these two types of interactions increase with increasing effective atomic number Zef f and density ρ of scintillation materials, both should be as
high as possible. In addition, the optical attenuation length has to be much longer
than the crystal dimensions in order to avoid scintillation photons absorbed by crystal
itself. Most scintillators are linear over a wide range of gamma energies; it is generally
assumed that the number of emitted scintillation photons is proportional to the energy of the incident gamma photon. The intrinsic energy resolution of the scintillator
is determined by the distribution of the number of detectable photons emitted after
gamma absorption for a particular gamma energy energy; in practice this is influenced
by the shape of the crystal, its surface treatments and the point of interaction inside
the crystal (as this affects the self-attenuation of the crystal). Spatial resolution for a
scintillator-based system is constrained by the crystal dimensions ( although systems
which stagger scintillator crystal between multiple detector elements can improve this
somewhat). The scintillator’s light output decays exponentially, which determines the
minimum feasible width of the temporal coincidence window. The decay curve of
most scintillators is the sum of two exponential decays, known as the fast and slow
components, with the ratio between the two and the individual time constants being
dependent on the material. The shorter the overall decay time, the lower the probability of incorrectly detecting random coincidence events as true coincidences, due
to the higher precision of timing discrimination which can be achieved. The choices
of scintillator and detector are not independent, as the peak output wavelength of
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Property

NaI(TI)BaF2

BGO

LSO

GSO

LYSO

LaBr3 LFS

LuAP

LuI3

Effective atomic no.(Z)
Linear attenuation coefficient (cm−1 )
Density(gm/cm3 )
Index of refraction
Light yield (% NaI(TI))
Peak wavelength(nm)
Decay constant(ns)
Hydroscopic

51
0.34

54
0.44

74
0.92

66
0.87

59
0.62

60
0.86

47
0.47

63
0.82

65
0.9

60
0.56

3.67
1.85
100
410
230
Yes

4.89
5
220
0.8
Slight

7.13
2.15
15
480
300
No

7.4
1.82
75
420
40
No

6.7
1.85
30
430
65
No

7.1
1.81
80
420
41
No

5.3
1.88
160
370
25
No

7.3
1.78
77
430
35
No

8.34
1.95
16
365
18
No

5.6
190
470
30
Yes

Table 2.2: Properties of scintillator used as PET Detectors [2].
the scintillator needs to match the wavelength of maximum sensitivity of the detector.
Cost, hygroscopy, toxicity, longevity and other practical considerations may also apply.
Properties of some scintillators commonly used in PET are shown in Table 2.2.
NaI:Tl is rarely used in PET, but is commonly used for medical imaging with gamma
cameras, since its light output is very high and its cost is low. However, the low effective atomic number and low density make it a poor candidate scintillator for PET
applications; in addition, it is hygroscopic. By contrast, BGO has a higher density
and effective atomic number, resulting in a linear attenuation coefficient 0.92 cm−1 .
However, the light yield is very low compared to NaI:Tl. Other drawbacks of BGO
are its long decay time and temperature-dependent variations in fluorescence intensities. In recent years, LSO and related scintillator materials have become popular for
PET applications due to their relatively high light output, high stopping power and
short decay time. The disadvantages are some degree of non-proportionality of light
output to the deposited energy, some variability in decay times between samples from
different manufacturers and a non-trivial background count rate due to the presence
of a naturally long-lived isotope of lutetium. Several more detailed discussions of the
characteristics of each scintillator type can be found in the literature [2, 39].
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Scintillator-based Photodetection

No matter which photon interaction or combination of interactions occur inside the
scintillator, the scintillation photons need to be converted into to an electrical signal
for acquisition and analysis. A variety of devices have been developed to perform
this function, including photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), silicon PIN diodes, avalanche
photodiodes (APDs) and analog and digital silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs).
PMTs are high-voltage vacuum tube devices in which each incident photon triggers
the release of an photoelectron at the negatively-charged photocathode. The electrons
travel to a succession of dynodes of progressively higher (more positive) potential, with
each photoelectron arriving at a dynode triggering the release of a shower of additional
electrons at each dynode. This exponentially increases the size of the current pulse
which finally arrives at the anode having been amplified by a factor of the order of 106
[39]. PMTs offer high gain with low noise, good stability, fast response, good linearity,
minimal thermionic noise, and relatively low cost [39, 2]. However, PMTs have the major disadvantages of low quantum efficiency (about 25%), high sensitivity to magnetic
fields (precluding the use of PMTs in combined PET/MR systems), large physical
dimensions, the need for a high operating voltage (of the order of several thousand
volts) and their intrinsic fragility [40]. The two most commonly used members of the
PMT family in PET systems are position-sensitive photomultiplier tubes (PSPMT)
and multiple channel PMTs, both of which are capable of providing accurate spatial
and energy information. The intrinsic spatial resolution of PMTs is only between 3
and 10 mm due to their physical dimension and low quantum efficiency. Moreover,
there are other design criteria which PMTs cannot fulfill, including situations where
one-to-one coupling with thin scintillator crystals is required, the ability to detect
photons from multiple surfaces of a single scintillator array, the need for high spatial
resolution (or physical compactness in general) and the need for compatibility with
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magnetic fields [38].
Silicon PIN diodes are based on the classical p-n junction diode, operating under
reverse bias conditions such that a depletion layer is formed. PIN diodes include a
layer of intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor between the p-type and n-type silicon layers, increasing the size of the depletion layer. Inside this layer, a strong electric field
is created, the strength of which is proportional to the magnitude of the reverse bias
potential. When an optical photon with energy exceeding the band-gap of the interacts with the depletion region in a PIN diode, electron-hole pairs are generated, with
the electrons travelling to the (relatively positive) cathode and the holes travelling to
the (relatively negative) cathode. This results in a small current pulse which can be
amplified by an AC-coupled charge-sensitive preamplifier [40]. Silicon PIN diodes are
compact, robust, have high quantum efficiency, are inexpensive to produce, only require a low bias voltage, and can be used in the presence of magnetic fields. Their chief
disadvantages are unity gain (i.e., no intrinsic device gain), relatively high electrical
noise and insufficient timing resolution for time of flight PET applications[38, 39].
An improved version of conventional silicon PIN diodes is the APD or positionsensitive planar APD. Under high revise bias conditions, high energy electrons generate further electron-hole pairs by impact ionisation of silicon atoms. Therefore, an
avalanche multiplication effect of induced charge exits within the depletion region.
Compared to silicon PIN diodes, APDs have a high intrinsic gain. The amplification
coefficient is proportional to the reverse bias voltage, and can be in the order of 103 ,
resulting in a much better SNR compared to PIN diode detectors. APDs also offer
better timing resolution (on the order of 1 ns). The drawbacks of APDs are that the
revise bias must be very high for high gain (although not as high as for PMTs) and
the gain delivered by ADPs is highly temperature sensitive [2, 39].
The gain of an APD can be increased by further increasing the bias voltage to
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the breakdown region. In this case, a single incident photon will trigger breakdown,
resulting in a large current pulse. This will not damage the device provided that
the current flow is immediately quenched via a circuit which rapidly reduces the bias
voltage across the device. In this so-called Geiger mode of operation (analogous to a
Geiger-M uller tube), the device gain is very high (similar to PMTs), but no energy
information can be obtained as any photon whose energy exceeds the band gap will
trigger an equivalent current pulse. Because of this, G-APDs are rarely used singly,
but in a large array known as a SiPM.
The SiPM is the most recent innovation for low-noise, high-gain detection of optical photons. It is based on an array of Geiger-mode avalanche photodiode microcells
connected in parallel. When a scintillation photon strikes any one of these detector
cells, a quantum of current will be produced. This current is rapidly quenched via an
integrated resistor in order to reset the cell. When a burst of scintillation photons arrives, each cell which is triggered contributes to a total current pulse, whose amplitude
is therefore proportional to the number of triggered cells (and hence to the number
of incident photons). A gain of between 104 and 106 can be achieved under a bias
voltage of 30-150 V with excellent energy linearity. Timing resolution can be as low as
100 ps, which is important for PET systems with ToF capabilities. SiPMs may also be
operated in strong magnetic fields, and are therefore suitable for combined PET/MR
systems. The drawbacks of SiPMs are a significant level of dark current, significant
dead space between adjacent microcells, and a large (but rapidly falling) cost of production [38]. Large scale applications of analog SiPMs imply some significant design
challenges - in particular, the need for several tens of thousands of matched analog
signal processing channels, with dedicated readout chips for conditioning and digitising the output signals. More recently, readout electronics has been integrated into
the device itself, resulting in a device known as a digital SiPM (dSiPM) which simply
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.

ρ(g/cm )
Zef f
W (eV)

Si
2.33
14
3.62
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Ge
5.32
32
2.98

CdTe
6.2
48.5
4.43

CZT
5.78
48.5
4.6

Table 2.3: CZT is CdTe in which some of the Te atoms are replaced by Zn atoms;
consequently, CZT has very similar physical properties to CdTe. W (eV) indicates the
average energy expended per electron-hole pair created or per ionisation [3].
provides a count of the number of triggered cells and a high-resolution timestamp to
a common serial bus interface [41].

2.2.5

Direct-interaction Photodetectors

In some recent PET systems, detector systems have been proposed which perform
direct gamma photon detection in the semiconductor material itself, without the need
for a scintillator. Table 2.3 lists some of the key properties of semiconductor materials
which can be used for direct-detection PET detector design.
For PET systems which aim to achieve sub-millimetre spatial resolution, CZT
is often preferred over discrete inorganic crystal scintillators as a 511 keV photon
detection material, since the manufacture of an electrode pattern on a semiconductor
is much easier than fabricating ultra small scintillator crystal elements [42, 43, 44].
A high spatial resolution has been reported (0.78 mm FWHM) by employing a novel
cross-strip readout with interspersed steering electrodes technique [44]. In addition, by
increasing the thickness of the CZT material, high intrinsic detection efficiency can be
achieved, comparable with some medium-density inorganic scintillators. In the study
presented by Levin et al. [45], a 4 cm total thickness of CZT detector material can
detect pairs of 511 keV photons with a coincidence detection probability of over 73%.
Furthermore, CZT offers excellent energy resolution of better than 3% at 511 keV [46].
Even though CZT is a promising material for use in PET detectors, there are a
number of significant challenges associated with its use. First, compared to LSO, CZT
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has a relatively low atomic number, with the result that that Compton scattering
interactions are the primary mode of interaction [47]. Therefore, to maintain high
sensitivity, it is necessary to acquire and process multiple interactions if a thick CZT
module is employed. Second, due to poor hole mobility, CZT detectors have more
timing jitter and time walk compared to silicon or germanium detectors (the output
signal is entirely a result of the electron component of the signal), with the result that
timing resolution is relatively poor. In addition, discrete-pixel CZT detector modules
employ a large number of cathodes and anodes, resulting a significant number of signal
channels which require substantial signal data bandwidth as well as managing thermal
issues [44]. Achieving good uniformity in a monolithic detector array is also relatively
challenging with CZT (and CdTe), however this is an area which is continuing to
improve.
The use of silicon devices as unconventional detectors in PET system has also
been evaluated in a number of studies [4, 48]. Compared to CZT, silicon has a lower
stopping power, and a photoelectric interaction efficiency of less than 1% at 511 keV.
However, recoil electrons from Compton scattering can be localised to high precision,
meaning that a PET system based on direct detection in silicon has the potential to
reach ultra high resolution, constrained only by the fundamental limits of positron
range and photon non-colinearity. Another advantage of utilising silicon is that the
manufacture of silicon detectors is at a very mature stage, and a variety of highresolution pixellated silicon detectors are now commercially available at reasonable
cost. A detailed review of small animal PET systems utilising silicon as the detector
material will be presented in Section 2.3.
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When coincidence events are registered by a PET scanner, the LoRs associated with
these coincidences need to be stored in some specific data format that can be used as
an input to the image reconstruction algorithms. Based on the assumptions that annihilation occurs somewhere along the LoR, the annihilation photons are emitted with
an angular separation of exactly 180 degree and assuming the effects of attenuation
and scatter within the imaging object or detector can be fully corrected, the measured
quantity of counts by a given pair of detector elements genuinely reflects the average
quantity of positron-emitting material along that LoR. As shown in Figure2.3, this
radioactivity can be expressed using a line integral. A full set of these parallel line
integrals forms a projection. By mapping of a set of 1D projection profiles into a 2D
space, where one axis corresponds to the distance r between a LoR and the centre
of the FoV, and the other axis corresponds to the projection angle φ, a specific data
structure termed a sinogram is constructed [49].
In addition to the conventional sinogram representation for representing accumulated coincidence data, there is a growing trend brought about by the adoption of 3d
vs 2d scanning to utilise a simpler alternative data format known as list mode. In
list mode, each coincidence or (LoR) is registered separately in turn, with timing, energy and the associated detector element ID. Without compiling a summary histogram
in sinogram space, raw coincidence data can be maintained and directly utilised by
image reconstruction algorithms; alternatively, the sinogram can easily be generated
from list-mode data. In the following section, the main methods currently used for
reconstructing an image in the spatial domain from sinogram or list-mode data will
be discussed.
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Figure 2.3: The sum of radioactivity along the line of response for the point source may
be calculated using a line integral. One projection profile is formed by summarising a
full set of parallel line integrals. The sinogram is a 2D image of the complete set of
profiles through all projection angles.
2.2.6.2

Classical Tomographic Image Reconstruction with Filtered Backprojection

The oldest and still most widely-used image reconstruction technique is based on a
straightforward transformation of 2D slices from sinogram space to the spatial domain.
Projection profiles, p(r, φi ), are acquired at discrete azimuthal angles φi , and each
profile is sampled at discrete intervals along r. The simplest backprojection method is
to project back the data from each element from a profile in the sinogram across the
entire image pixel, and can be calculated as [3]:
N
1 X
f (x, y) =
p(ri , φi )
N i=1
0

(2.2)

where ri = x cos φi + y sin φi , φi is the ith projection angle and f 0 (x, y) is the
estimate of the true positron distribution f (x, y) at coordinates (x, y). However, the
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reconstructed estimate of the image differs from the true image by the relation:

f 0 (x, y) = f (x, y) ∗

1
r

(2.3)

where r is the distance from the centre of the point-source location. This effect
will cause a blurring of the image; correction of this this 1/r blurring effect is a
straightforward deconvolution process (convolution by the inverse filter) which can be
performed most conveniently in the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform
(FT). This method is known as filtered backprojection (FBP).
The FBP method is based on the projection slice theorem, which states that the
1D FT of a projection profile p(r, φi ) is equal to the values of the 2D FT of the
f (x, y) at the same projection angle φ. In the spatial-frequency domain (k-space),
to eliminate the 1/r blurring effect, the de-convolution process can be executed as
applying a variety of filters to the computed 1D FT profile. Perfect deconvolution of
a finite-domain image would require an infinitely large filter, therefore a compromise
between the quality of deconvolution and the practical filter dimensions is made.
The general procedure for implementing FBP is as follows: After the acquisition
of the projection profile along φi (i ∈ [1, N ]), the 1D FT of each profile is computed:

F (kr , φ) = F{p(r, φ)}

(2.4)

Each associated spatial-frequency domain (k-space) profile is combined with a specific filter, where

F 0 (kr , φ) = Hr F (kr , φ)

(2.5)

In general, this filter should have the function of eliminating the 1/r blurring effect
by enhancing the high-frequency components relative to low-frequency components,
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subject to the practical constraints mentioned previously. After the frequency-domain
representations of the filter is multiplied by the FT of the line profile, the inverse
FT is applied to compute the spatial domain result. The filtered projection profile is
therefore

p0 (r, φ) = F−1 {F 0 (kr , φ)}

(2.6)

The final step is to perform the conventional backprojection using these filtered
profiles, where
N
1 X 0
f (x, y) =
p (ri , φi )
N i=1

(2.7)

The filter that is most commonly used to eliminate the 1/r blurring effect is the
ramp filter, where Hr = |kr |, the absolute value of the radial k-space coordinate at
each point in the FT profile. To minimise the introduction of edge-effect artefacts
and to avoid the noise amplification caused by deconvolution by the ramp filter, other
filters have been proposed, such as the Shepp-Logan, Hamming and Hann filters. The
FBP method can be extended to 3D PET scanners; the resulting technique is known
as 3D reprojection (3DRP) [50].
The FBP and 3DRP algorithms are linear transformations which can be implemented easily with limited computing resource requirements; however, it is a requirement that the data acquired by the detector must provide full angular coverage of the
imaging object, and that the entire object must be included in all projection profiles.
Most of all, the algorithms do not account for the differences between the detector geometry and data acquisition systems of individual PET scanners. In the next section,
an alternative method known as iterative image reconstruction will be described.
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Iterative Image Reconstruction Methods

Statistical iterative image reconstruction techniques such as the maximum-likelihood
expectation-maximisation (MLEM) algorithm [25, 26], ordered subset expectation
maximisation (OSEM, an accelerated extension of MLEM) [51] and the Bayesian reconstruction method [27] have now largely supplanted classical analytic image reconstruction algorithms such as FBP [28]. These iterative algorithms have been shown
to significantly improve the quality of the reconstructed image at the cost of substantially increased computational complexity and memory requirements relative to FBP
[29]. In the next section, the widely used MLEM image reconstruction method will be
discussed in detail.
It is assumed that two annihilation photons are detected in coincidence by a particular pair of detector elements, denoted d, where d ∈ [1, 2, . . . , D] and D is the total
number of possible detector pairs in the physical scanner. Let λ(b) represent the expected number of detected events originating within pixel b, one of a total of B pixels
inside the scanner field of view, b ∈ [1, 2, . . . , B]. The recorded data for each potential
detector pair are then denoted n∗ (d), d ∈ [1, 2, . . . D], where n∗ (d) is the total number
of coincidences counted for the dth detector pair. To reconstruct an image that corresponds most accurately to the actual activity distribution, the maximum likelihood
criteria is evaluated through the expectation maximisation method:

new

λ

λold (b)

(b) = PD

d=1

p(b, d)

D
X
d=1

PB

n∗ (d)p(b, d)

b0 =1

λold (b0 )p(b0 , d)

, b ∈ [1, 2, . . . , B]

(2.8)

where λnew (b) is the next estimated activity of pixel b based on the current estimate
of λold (b), and p(b, d) is the probability that an emission from pixel b is detected in
detector pair d. This system matrix intrinsically models the underlying physics of the
data acquisition process, and is utilised in both forward and back projection operations
during each iteration of the image reconstruction process. Therefore, image quality
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the steps in MLEM iterative reconstruction
method.
(measured via metrics such as spatial resolution, contrast recovery capability and
background noise) is highly sensitive to the accuracy of the system matrix. Several
methods may be used for obtaining an accurate estimate of the system matrix for a
given PET system, which will be discussed in detail in Section 2.4.
Figure 2.4 demonstrates how the next estimate of activity distribution is calculated based on the previous estimate through the process of forward projection and
backprojection. An initial image, normally a uniform activity distribution, is chosen
as a starting point. Forward projections are generated using this image together with
the system matrix. The calculated forward projection profiles are then compared with
the recorded projection profiles from either simulation data or real scan data. The
difference between these, which is a measure of the error between the estimate and
the true activity distribution, is then applied to the original image via backprojection.
This modified image should be a better estimate of the true activity distribution; the
process will be repeated until the error is less than a specified threshold or a maximum
number of iterations has been completed.
Even though the MLEM algorithm demonstrates great potential as an alternate
approach to FBP for PET image reconstruction, there are two main issues which have
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thus far prevented its universal adoption. The first is the issue of computation speed;
when the MLEM family of algorithms was first introduced, commercial off-the-shelf
computer systems lacked the necessary processing capacity to execute the algorithm
within a practical period of time. To address this, several approaches have been proposed to accelerate the execution of the MLEM algorithm as well as increasing the
numerical accuracy of its result. Parallelisation of EM algorithm on multiprocessor systems has been investigated, and significant performance gains have been demonstrated
[52]. The most significant of these efforts is known as OSEM, in which projection data
are grouped into an ordered mutually exclusive sequence of subsets. One iteration of
OSEM [51] is defined as a single pass through all the subsets; in each subset, the current
estimate is used to initialise application of expectation maximisation for that particular data subset. By reducing interdependence of results between subsets, the subsets
can be executed in parallel on multiple processors. When run on a suitable multiprocessor system, OSEM provides an order of magnitude acceleration over conventional
expectation maximisation algorithms, with image restoration quality maintained.
Another issue with the MLEM algorithm arises due to the nature of recorded coincidence data. In a noise-free scenario, the MLEM or OSEM algorithm will ultimately
lead to a convergence where the likelihood function will be maximised and the reconstructed image will accurately represent the original distribution of the radioactivity.
However, in reality, the projection data acquired by the scanner is corrupted by random and scatter coincidences. Randoms, scatter, and atenuation can be corrected to
some extent, while the data is no longer Poisson. Other models are metioned in [53],
such as approximations of the Poisson, shifted Poisson, and the Gaussian models have
been proposed to improve model accuracy.
In addition, the system matrix acquired beforehand may not truly represent the
data acquisition process in every detail (for example, due to physical limitations or
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simulation program limitations). Thus, early termination of the iterative process may
be need to be applied to stop the trend of noise amplification, which can occur after the
algorithm iterates beyond a certain point. However, premature termination of the iterative algorithm may cause sharp details of an image to remain obscured. To overcome
the noise amplification issue, Bayesian reconstruction method [27] were introduced to
include some prior terms during the iteration process, such as the smoothness of the
image or the expected shape.

2.3

Small Animal PET System Design Based On
Silicon Detectors

In this section, the key issues related to the design of PET systems for small animals
are discussed, with a particular focus on using direct gamma photon detection in silicon
rather than scintillator-based detectors.
Conventional small animal PET scanners are based on scintillation detectors, such
as LSO, LYSO or BGO. These scintillators are optically coupled to position-sensitive
photomultiplier tubes or silicon photomultipliers so that scintillation photons can be
converted into an electrical signal. The small animal PET scanners can reach a minimum of 0.5 mm to 2 mm FWHM [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 54, 55], limited in their achievable spatial resolution by the crystal size. Achieving sub-millimetre
spatial resolution using scintillation detectors is a challenge due to the variation of
scintillation light collection efficiency, intra-crystal Compton or coherent scattering,
inter-crystal Compton scattering, and limited DoI information [22, 4].
Simulations suggest that high intrinsic resolution (sub-millimetre) can be reached
with scintillators if the pixel size is sufficiently small and individual pixels can be
identified unambiguously; however, in practice this results in great complexity, high
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production costs and diminishing sensitivity (as a larger fraction of total volume is
taken up by inter-crystal reflective coatings) [23]. Gu et al. proposed a three dimensional position-sensitive photon detector based on a stack of several two dimensional
scintillation detector layers (each consisting of an array of sub-millimetre LYSO crystal elements) coupled to thin position-sensitive avalanche photodiodes (PSAPD) [56].
Since the sequence of multiple interactions of photons can be identified with sufficiently
high timing and energy resolution, this detector design has been shown to achieve submillimetre spatial resolution, making it ideally suited to small animal PET systems
[22].
An alternative approach is to eliminate the scintillator altogether, trading lower
photon detection efficiency for high resolution by exploiting the capabilities of modern
CMOS fabrication techniques. Over 99% of interactions between 511 keV annihilation
photons and silicon are in the form of Compton scattering. Compton-scattered photons have a high probability of escaping from the detector; Giovanni et al. have shown
that even for a 40 mm thick silicon detector, over 51.8% of single Compton scattered
photons escape undetected [57]. Therefore, the primary detection mechanism is by
collection of the recoil electron-hole pair from a Compton event, with some additional
low energy gamma photons scattered within the object and directly detected via the
photoelectric effect. Since the energy required to generate one electron-hole pair in
silicon is only a few electron-volts, it can provide an excellent energy resolution, especially at lower energies (less than 50 keV). While silicon’s low electron density does not
permit the direct detection of high energy photons, it can be used to detect and track
the recoil electrons which deposit their kinetic energy along their track via multiple
inelastic interactions. Additionally, the charge carriers - especially holes - travel much
faster in silicon compared to most alternative semiconductors used for radiation detection (such as CZT), resulting in relatively good timing resolution. Modern CMOS
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fabrication techniques enable the production of silicon detectors with extremely small
pixels, offering excellent intrinsic spatial resolution compared to that which is possible
with scintillation crystals.
In the last decade, a number of studies have demonstrated improved spatial resolution achievable using direct detection in silicon for small animal PET systems as
well and combined MR-PET and MR-SPECT [24] systems. The following section will
describe several of the most significant designs which have been proposed for small
animal PET scanners, which are categorised into three major classes of design: the
silicon ring insert, silicon probe insert and silicon ring only.

2.3.1

Silicon Ring Insert

Park et al. proposed a design for a small animal PET scanner using a silicon scatter
detector insert [4, 58]. As shown in Figure 2.5, this PET scanner is based on inserting a ring of non-scintillation silicon detectors into a conventional scintillator-based
small animal PET scanner. Three forms of true coincidences are recorded: siliconsilicon (direct-direct), silicon-BGO (direct-scintillator) and BGO-BGO (scintillatorscintillator). Direct-direct coincidences are formed when two annihilation photons
interact directly with the silicon-only scatter detector via single-photon Compton Scattering; accurate location information for the generated recoil electrons is registered by
the scatter-detection silicon pads, forming the most accurate LoR among all coincidence types (albeit with relatively low probability of occurrence). Direct-scintillator
coincidences are formed by combining one event detected in a scatter-detection silicon
pad with photoelectric absorption of the other photon in a BGO detector. Scintillatorscintillator coincidences are conventional coincidence pairs as utilised in scintillatorbased PET scanners.
The authors conducted a feasibility study for their silicon ring insert design using
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Figure 2.5: Silicon scatter detector inserted into a conventional scintillator-based small
animal PET system [4].
Monte Carlo simulations. The geometry of the scintillation-based detector and the
silicon insert were optimised separately. The inner scatter detector ring was simulated
with of 300 × 300 µm2 silicon pads, with a depth of between 300 µm and 64 mm, while
the scintillation detector’s crystals were kept at a constant thickness of 20 mm; optimal
silicon thickness was considered to be that which was most likely to observe single
scattering events. This resulted in an optimised design featuring 16 layers of 1 mm
thick silicon, which was used as the working design for the subsequent optimisation of
the BGO layer.
The outer ring of the scanner is based on a single layer of 3 × 3 mm2 BGO crystals.
The scintillator crystal ring has an inner diameter of 17.6 cm and an axial length of
16 cm. In a series of simulations, the crystal geometry in the radial direction was
varied between 1 mm and 160 mm with the inner detector thickness fixed at 16 mm.
The optimal radial depth of the BGO crystal segments was found to be 16 mm.
With this design, a spatial resolution of 340 µm was obtained in simulation using a
18

F point source, and its sensitivity was estimated to be 1%. An improved sensitivity

of 9% can be achieved when using direct-detection coincidences between one singly-
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scattered photon detected in the silicon insert and one full-energy photon absorption
in the BGO detector; however, this design could only achieve a spatial resolution of
1 mm (approximately three times worse). Therefore, by choosing which coincidences to
consider in the reconstruction, it is possible to trade sensitivity with spatial resolution
with a single scanner.
In addition to their simulation studies, Park et al. conducted an experimental
evaluation of a silicon detector insert design and compared its performance with the
predictions of simulation studies published in [4, 58]. The proposed Compton PET
system is evaluated using a proof-of-concept prototype, which includes two silicon
detectors forming a single-slice imaging plan. The thickness of each silicon detector
is 1 mm, and a total of 512 1.4 mm × 1.4 mm pads are arranged in a 32 × 16
array [59, 60, 61]. To increase the sensitivity of the system, the silicon detectors were
located on opposite sides of a 40 mm FoV in the edge-on configuration. In addition,
two non-position sensitive BGO detectors are employed to provide energy information
for the Compton-scattered photons emitted from the silicon detectors. The energy
resolution for the silicon detector is 1%, compared to 23% for the BGO system. The
timing resolution for the silicon detectors was reported as 82.1 ns FWHM due to timewalk in trigger devices. The prototype achieved an intrinsic detector resolution of
700 µm FWHM and a reconstructed spatial resolution of 980 µm, obtained from a 1D
profile of a 0.25 mm diameter

18

F line source. The spatial resolution differs from the

previous simulations because of the larger detector pad size; this is the main factor
preventing this prototype from reaching the theoretical limit of resolution imposed only
by positron range and photon non-colinearity. A low coincidence detection sensitivity
of 1.04 × 103 % was obtained due to the small solid angle coverage provided by this
design.
Clinthorne et al. conducted experimental work on a similar dual-ring small animal
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PET system [48, 62]. The outer ring consists of BGO block detectors, with the dimensions of each BGO crystal being 6 mm × 12 mm × 30 mm. The inserted ring
consists of silicon detectors, functioning as a ‘magnifying glass’ for the BGO-based
PET system. To emulate a full detector ring, a stack of two 512-pad, 1 mm thick
silicon detectors are mounted in an edge-on configuration. The pads are arranged in
a 32 × 16 array with a pad size of 1.4 mm × 1.4 mm. By imaging a spatial-resolution
characterisation phantom with rod diameters between 1.2 mm and 4.8 mm, consideration of BGO-BGO events only resulted in a spatial resolution worse than 3 mm,
while consideration of Si-BGO events enables the smallest (1.2 mm) rods in the

18

F

filled phantom to be resolved. The use of Si-Si events offers the best resolution with
the lowest noise compared to Si-BGO or BGO-BGO coincidences, at the cost of very
poor sensitivity.
Compared to some similar dual ring designs based on inserting arrays of small scintillation crystals [63], challenges remain when utilising direct-detection pixellated detectors in PET. For example, detection efficiency is significantly less than conventional
high-Z scintillator-based designs; however, when spatial resolution is the primary consideration in a PET system design, the addition of silicon detectors clearly has the
potential to become the optimal design choice for PET since Compton interactions
can be localised to a high precision.

2.3.2

Silicon Probe Insert

As an alternative to the insertion of a complete high-resolution imaging ring (as described in Section 2.3.1), a single detector array with high intrinsic resolution can be
utilised to improve the spatial resolution of a conventional small animal PET scanner
at a significantly lower cost compared to a full ring insert. The inserted device can either utilise direct detection, or use small scintillation crystals (the cost no longer being
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prohibitive due to the limited size of the detector). Tai et al. proposed a novel geometry design, Virtual-Pinhole PET, which is analogous to pinhole SPECT [64]. This
design includes a LSO crystal array with crystal dimensions of 1.5 × 1.5 × 10 mm3 inside a conventional PET scanner ring. Improved spatial resolution was demonstrated,
although resolution remains primarily constrained by the crystal size of the probe
insert.
A similar approach is proposed by Wu [63], in which a smaller LSO array consisting of 144 crystals with crystal size of 0.8 × 0.8 × 3.75 mm3 is placed inside the
microPET F-220 scanner. Nine rotations were performed to collect samples over all
angles in a 180◦ domain. The improvement in spatial resolution which was obtained
using this insert was estimated to be approximately 33% (the actual resolution being
between 1.1 mm to 1.4 mm FWHM without correction for the non-zero point-source
dimensions). However, the sensitivity of the device is 0.064 % at the centre of the FoV,
which is quite low compared to a conventional cylindrical scintillator-based scanner.
In a similar design, Zhou et al. proposed a small animal adaptive PET imaging system
[65]. This design integrates an array of 0.25 × 0.25 × 20 mm3 LSO crystals inserted
into a microPET II small animal PET scanner, where the scintillation light emitted
from the small crystals is read from both front and back surfaces of the crystals in
order to provide DoI information. A lesion detection study was performed based on
this system, in which quantitative results verified that the proposed system has better
performance than the unaugmented microPET II in terms of spatial resolution and
lesion detectability [66].
Photon scattering within the scintillation crystals decreases the maximum spatial
resolution that can be achieved with a given scintillator crystal array. In addition,
fine pixellation of the scintillation crystal poses significant manufacturing challenges,
becoming more serious as crystal size decreases. Semiconductor materials used for
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Figure 2.6: A high resolution silicon probe is inserted into a conventional scintillatorbased small animal PET scanner.
direct gamma photon detection - especially silicon - provide an alternate approach.
Several authors have demonstrated that the addition of direct-detection silicon photodetectors is sufficient to convert a low resolution PET scanner to a high resolution
scanner (of the order of 1 mm FWHM) by forming coincidence pairs between the inner
silicon-only detector and the external scintillator crystals. The resolution of these proposed scanners approaches that of some dedicated high resolution small animal PET
scanners.
Studen et al. investigated the incorporation of a direct-detection silicon detector
insert with motion tracking capability into conventional PET scanners, as shown in
Figure 2.6 [67]. This prototype probe used a 1 mm thick high resolution silicon pad
array, measuring 40 × 26 mm2 and segmented into 1 mm3 cubic voxels. Monte Carlo
simulations indicated that a spatial resolution of 1 mm FWHM was achievable with
this design. The significance of this work is that the voxel dimensions can be scaled
down to significantly smaller dimensions due to modern semiconductor fabrication
methods.
As a part of the MADEIRA collaboration, Brzeziński et al. performed a feasibility
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study for a high-resolution PET system using a silicon detector probe insert [68]. The
silicon probe consists of ten layers, with each layer segmented into an 80 × 52 pixel
array with pixel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 . The uniqueness of this system is that the probe
is static during the entire scan, covering only a limited FoV. When coincidences from
probe and the outside scintillator ring are combined, spatial resolution was shown to
have improved by a factor of up to 2 in the specific regions adjacent to the silicon
probe, compared to the resolution of the conventional scintillator-based PET system
alone.

2.3.3

Silicon Only

In addition to the aforementioned “insert” design, a small animal PET scanner can also
be constructed entirely using direct-detection silicon detectors without any scintillation
at all.
Giovanni et al. conducted a series of Monte Carlo simulations of SiliPET, a prototype small animal PET scanner consists of four stacks of double-sided silicon strip
detectors, using the EGSNrcMP simulation platform [69, 57]. Based on simulating
511 keV photons interacting with a thick slab of silicon (40 mm), it was shown that
over 51.8% of the gamma photons which interact with the silicon (almost exclusively
via Compton scattering) will completely escape from the detector volume after the
first interaction. This means that for these events, which are the majority of interactions, LoRs can be determined with very high precision by tracking recoil electrons.
This demonstrates the potential for constructing a very high resolution PET system
using direct detection in silicon.
For the SiliPET design, the silicon detector arrays are arranged in four rectangularprism stacks, each providing a 5 × 5 × 6 cm3 sensitive volume, as shown in Figure
2.7. Each stack contains 40 silicon detectors measuring 60 × 60 × 1 mm3 , with 128
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3 cm

5 cm

Figure 2.7: Transaxial view of SiliPET geometry with each stack of 40 detectors.
orthogonal strips on each side. 3D coordinates are given by the strip index as well as
the detector index in the stack. Spatial resolution was measured for a point source of
18

F in a water phantom with and without positron range modelling. Resolution was

estimated to be 0.52 mm when positron range was accounted for, and only 0.33 mm
FWHM without. The intrinsic resolution of the strip pitch contributes to the majority
of the 0.33 mm FWHM, since even though photon non-colinearity is included, the
relatively small FoV means that photon non-colinearity had little impact on overall
blurring of an image of a point source. Since almost two thirds of the solid angle around
the FoV is covered by detector volume, the sensitivity of SiliPET is comparable to some
scintillator-based PET systems at 5.1%.
A version of the SiliPET design was prototyped and characterised by Cesca et al.
in which double-sided silicon strip detectors are arranged in 11 planes [70]. These
planes are separated into two groups in of 5 and 6 planes, respectively, with the
distance between the two groups being 1 mm. A 22 Na point source with a diameter of
0.9 mm was placed in the middle of the FoV. The reconstructed profile of this point
source demonstrated that the prototype could provide a spatial resolution of 1 mm. In
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subsequent extensions to this work, the SiliPET scanner was refined by incorporating
prototype double-sided silicon detectors with an active area of 30×30 mm2 and a strip
pitch of 500 µm [71, 72]. With the low energy threshold set to 25 keV, the measured
spatial resolution (after accounting for the dimensions of the

22

Na point source) was

estimated to be 0.51 mm, which was in accordance to the previous simulation result.
The timing resolution was 25.5 ns with a time walk correction method applied. The
strip size of their detector module was the primary limitation preventing the design
from reaching the ultimate theoretical spatial resolution, limited only by positronrange blurring and photon non-colinearity.

2.4

System Matrix Modelling Methods

Statistical iterative reconstruction algorithms can be optimised and tuned for the
specific geometry and other characteristics of a particular PET scanner, offering the
prospect of improved contrast and improved signal to noise ratio in the reconstructed
images compared to plain filtered backprojection [73]. In addition, artefacts caused
by gaps in the detector rings as well as crystal failures can be greatly reduced, since
iterative reconstruction algorithms can account for the effect of missing data in the
recorded projection datasets [74, 75].
A central element of all iterative statistical image reconstruction algorithms is the
system matrix. For a reconstructed image with a total of I pixels generated using
data from a scanner with J possible detector pairs or possible lines of response (LoR),
each element pij of the system matrix represents the probability that the annihilation of a positron emitted from the ith image pixel (i ∈ [1, 2, . . . I]) is detected by
the j th (j ∈ [1, 2, . . . J]) detector pair. This system matrix models the underlying
physics of the data acquisition process and is utilised in both forward and back projection operations during each iteration of the image reconstruction process, describing
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the mapping between the radiopharmaceutical distribution and the projection data.
Therefore, image quality (measured via metrics such as spatial resolution, contrast
recovery capability and background noise) is highly sensitive to the accuracy of the
system matrix.
An ideal system matrix will take into account spatial resolution variability across
scanner FoV, will correctly model the detectors, and accounts for object attenuation
and scatter effects - however, in practice, accounting for all of these factors is rarely
feasible [76]. Positron range and photon noncolinearity can be modelled [77], particularly for small animal PET scanners where blurring due to positron range will
significantly degrade overall spatial resolution [78, 79]. However, accounting for these
effects via 3D deconvolution will significantly increase the execution time of the image
reconstruction.
Several approaches may be used for obtaining an accurate estimate of the system matrix for a given PET system, including analytical calculation, experimental
measurements and Monte Carlo simulations. The following sections will discuss these
techniques in detail.

2.4.1

Analytical Methods

One well-known analytical method to obtain an approximation to the optimal system
matrix is Siddon’s ray-tracer [80]. As shown in Figure 2.8, the value of each system
matrix element is calculated by the length of the intersection between a specific LoR
and an image pixel. This method has been widely employed for system matrix estimation since it is fast and straightforward to implement [81]. An updated version
of this method incorporates a shift-invariant Gaussian function to model the imagespace convolution process[82, 83]. In addition, an orthogonal-distance based ray-tracer
method (normalised to the FWHM of the system point spread function (PSF)) was
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Figure 2.8: The grayscale in this image is proportional to the probability of detecting
positron emission in various pixels, calculated as the length of intersection between
LoR and the image pixel.
also evaluated by computing the orthogonal distance from the centre of image voxel
to the LoR. This method was demonstrated to offer significant improvement in contrast recovery and spatial resolution of reconstructed images compared to Siddon’s
method [84, 47]. A version of this method has also been demonstrated which utilises
a spherically symmetric basis function [85, 86].
The system matrix estimated by the Siddon’s ray-tracer method does not take crystal size into consideration, so that the intrinsic resolution provided by detectors cannot
be modelled accurately. This simplification affects the visual image quality and may
have significant effects on image quantification accuracy [87]. Terstegge et al. proposed
a method to incorporate crystal size into the 2D case [88]. For 3D reconstruction, an
approach that calculates the volume of intersection between a specific tube-of-response
(ToR) and an image voxel is demonstrated to achieve a better contrast-noise trade-off
than Siddon’s algorithm [89].
To enhance the geometrical estimation of the system matrix, spatially-variant crystal penetration effects have been considered in several studies [90], including 2D approximations [91, 87, 92] and 3D approximations. In addition, a multiple-ray-tracing
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method was employed in several studies to increase the accuracy of analytical estimation [93, 79, 94, 84].

2.4.2

Experimental Methods

The system matrix can be estimated experimentally by placing point or line sources in
different locations within the region of interest and recording the associated projection
profiles.
Panin et al. obtained both the geometric and detection physics components of the
system matrix for the HiRez scanner (CPS Innovations) by moving a point source
between different locations within the field of view of the scanner [95, 96]. Using a
similar approach, Tohme et al. acquired the system matrix of the microPET II scanner
[12] using a point source mounted on a high-precision 2D motion stage; in addition, a
monotonically convergent iterative algorithm has been derived to estimate the blurring
matrix based on point source measurements [29].
To improve clinical fully-3D reconstruction without substantially increasing computation time, Alessio et al. proposed a practical method for measuring the detector
blurring component of the system matrix by scanning a Na22 point source [97]. The
system response of this whole-body scanner was then simplified to a 2D function, and
a parameterised form of this function was incorporated into a modified fully 3D OSEM
image reconstruction algorithm. A 15% improvement in spatial resolution and a 10%
improvement in contrast at equivalent image noise levels have been demonstrated.
To acquire an accurate system matrix for GE Discovery PET/CT, Wiant et al.
sampled the spatially-variant PSF at over 6000 locations within the FoV [98]. The
PSF-blurred system matrix was then employed to test the overall spatial dependence
of the PSF on image quality. The reconstruction algorithm used in this study is LOROSEM. This study demonstrated that PET image reconstruction using a system ma-
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trix derived from accurately characterised PSF can achieve significant improvements
in spatial resolution and contrast-noise ratio.
In order to quantitatively compare FBP, EM and Bayesian reconstruction algorithms, Frese et al. employed an empirical system kernel for the Indy Scanner [99]
estimated from scans of line source phantoms [100]. The iterative algorithms demonstrated superior reconstruction images compared with FBP in terms of qualitative
and quantitative measurements, largely due to extensive utilisation of the the system
kernel through the forward model. In addition, the Bayesian methods were shown to
outperform EM in the terms of visual quality and quantitative measures.

2.4.3

Monte Carlo Simulation Methods

The experimental approach mentioned in the previous section potentially provides the
most accurate system matrix by taking all physical effects - including scanner-specific
detector non-uniformity - into consideration. However, it requires a complete data
set acquired by a fully functional scanner; it cannot be used in feasibility studies
for a newly proposed scanner architecture. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations provide
an alternative method for obtaining the system matrix, by including a very detailed
model of the scanner geometry and data acquisition process [101, 102, 103, 104, 105],
and even object scatter [106].
To evaluate the effect of noise in the system matrix for iterative reconstruction,
Rafecs et al. conducted a study to quantify the noise effect for the OSEM and Penalized weighted least-squares (PWLS) algorithms based an accurate model of MADPET
in GATE simulations [107]. System matrices with different statistical quality were
used to reconstruct two simulated phantoms. It has been demonstrated that, when
the number of registered coincidences per pixel exceeds 2 × 104 , no significant improvements in the statistical quality of system matrix will be obtained. Therefore, at
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this point, longer simulations will not result in a measurable improvement in system
matrix accuracy; on the other hand, longer simulations will increase the number of
observed noise/scatter coincidence events, which reduces the sparseness of the system
matrix and hence increases the in-memory storage requirements. Rafecas et al. followed up this work with the development of a small animal (71 mm inner diameter)
PET scanner, MADPET-II, consisting of LSO crystal elements read out individually
by APDs [102]. A fully 3D MLEM/OSEM algorithm was developed to achieve high
spatial resolution; the system matrix was estimated using Monte Carlo simulations
based on GEANT 3.0, with 5.51 × 1010 simulated decays. To speed up the simulations, positron range and non-colinearity were not included. A database management
system (DB2) was employed to handle the system matrix process and storage. By
applying the underlying symmetries within the matrix to reduce statistical noise that
affects the matrix elements, the detectability and contrast ratio of the reconstructed
images are further improved.
Ortuno et al. used Monte Carlo simulations conducted in GATE to compute the
system matrix for a high resolution flat head 3D PET camera [108]. A sparse system
matrix representation was used to reduce storage requirements for the matrix, which
was especially large in this case.
A major drawback of the Monte Carlo method for system matrix generation is the
lengthy simulation time needed to obtain sufficient statistics for an accurate estimate
of the system matrix [107]. Dedicated Monte Carlo tomographic simulators such as
GATE [109] or the more system matrix-oriented egs pet [110] provide a fast and
accurate means of estimating the system matrix. It is important to note, however, that
this computational burden is a one-off effort for a particular scanner; once generated,
the same system matrix can be used for all subsequent iterative image reconstructions.
In order to obtain an accurate system model for the state-of-the-art Philips Gemini
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GS whole-body PET scanner, Monte Carlo-based system matrix generation imposes
a significant computational cost as well as very large memory consumption due to
the large number of detector elements. In this case, the system matrix dimension is
6.567 × 1014 , which consumes around 2389 Tb of storage space if each system matrix
element were represented by a single precision (four-byte) floating point number [76].
To achieve fast Monte Carlo simulation, the EGSnrc-based Monte Carlo simulation
code egs pet was employed [110]. A uniform cylindrical source of

18

F was placed in

the centre of the FoV, and surrounded by water. A sparse matrix format was used
to reduce storage requirements. 2.1 × 1010 coincidences were recorded, which met the
stopping criteria proposed in [107, 111, 112, 113]. A rotator-based OSEM algorithm
was chosen to perform image reconstruction. It has be demonstrated that, compared
to a standard OSEM algorithm, the proposed framework of utilising egs pet, sparse
matrix format and rotator-based OSEM provides improved image quality in terms of
contrast recovery coefficient and noise level

2.5

System Matrix Compression Techniques

While all of these methods for system matrix construction are effective, for certain
scanner geometries - in particular, for those scanners with large numbers of detector
elements - the system matrix can become impractically large. As a result, a variety of
methods have been developed to reduce the computational cost and in-memory storage
requirements of the system matrix.

2.5.1

On-the-fly Calculation

On-the-fly system matrix calculation methods eliminate the storage requirement entirely, as the matrix elements are discarded after they are generated and used in the
reconstruction process. However, this approach has an obvious substantial computa-
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tional cost (which is imposed for each subsequent image reconstruction). Thus, the
on-the-fly method is usually combined with list-mode image reconstruction techniques
to deliver the best reconstructed images while maintaining a reasonable processing
time [114, 115, 116]. In addition, to achieve the desired accuracy of the system matrix
as well as reducing the image reconstruction time, a one-pass list-mode reconstruction (OPL) method that considered time-ordered subsets of a list-mode data-set has
been proposed by Reader et al. [117]. A recently developed simulated one-pass listmode (SOPL) method was evaluated and validated by modifying the conventional
MLEM algorithm with non-constant system matrix implementation for each iteration. Compared to an equal-computation counterpart, simulated one-pass list-mode
reconstruction method provides much enhanced noise properties while introducing a
penalty in image resolution[118, 119]. The resolution penalty can be recovered with
the enhancement of the system matrix by increasing the number of samples in the
ensemble.

2.5.2

Matrix Factorisation

Matrix factorisation methods may be used to split the system matrix into several
distinct components, typically consisting of a geometric projection matrix, a sinogram
blurring matrix and an image blurring matrix. These components are well-suited to
storage in a sparse-matrix format [120, 121]. The resulting matrices have far fewer nonzero elements, providing the flexibility of being able to choose the most appropriate
method (analytic, experimental or Monte Carlo) for individually obtaining each of the
aforementioned components.
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Geometrical Symmetry

The geometric symmetry of the scanner (axial and planar symmetries) can be employed to reduce in-memory storage requirements during system matrix construction
as well as during the image reconstruction process. This concept has been applied to
a wide variety of high-resolution PET systems [102, 120, 112]. However, the degree
of exploitable symmetry is limited in practice by the image space functions. In [76],
according to the specific geometrical configuration of Philips Gemini GS PET scanner, 14-fold rotational symmetry and twofold in-plane mirror symmetry was utilised
to reduce the system matrix dimension. In addition, 15 translational symmetries were
applied.
To obtain further reductions in storage requirements, Harraiz et al. have proposed
the concept of quasi-symmetry [122]. A number of quasi-equivalent LoR classes are
constructed to categorise LoRs associated with different rings along the axial direction
for a 3D small animal PET scanner.
In a similar approach, in order to compress the system matrix for a 4-layer DoI
PET scanner, Yamaya et al. proposed a method to combine deep pairs of DoI layers
into shallow pairs of DoI layers whose detector response function highly correlated.
As a result, a 117 petabyte system matrix was compressed to the extent that it was
able to be fully memory-resident in a standard PC ca. 2008 [92, 94].

2.5.4

Image Basis Function

In order to reduce the in-memory size of the system matrix further, several studies
were conducted to evaluate the effects of using a polar rather than cubic voxelisation
method [123, 124]. Jorge et al. conducted a thorough comparison of basis functions
between spherically symmetric blob, cubic and polar basis functions [125]. It shows
that spherically symmetric functions outperform polar and cubic basis functions in
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terms of noise properties at the cost of slightly degraded spatial resolution. The
spherical representation required a larger system matrix size than the rectangular
form, and required a longer reconstruction time.

2.5.5

Scanner Independent Approach

Scheins et al. proposed a scanner-independent system matrix generation and compression method which incorporates a virtual generic cylinder model (GCM) and rotationsymmetric voxels [126]. This method generates a system matrix for an equivalent
single-layer virtual detector cylinder located just inside the detector ring of the physical scanner; therefore, the expected matrix compression ratio delivered by rotationsymmetric voxels method can be achieved for a wide range of PET scanner configurations. The system matrix is populated using full detector-to-detector volumes of
response (VoRs) rather than the one-dimensional lines of response used in Siddon’s
method. Respective compression factors of 288 and 320 for two different PET scanners were reported, with excellent reconstructed image quality. However, although
this method is applicable to scanners with DoI capabilities, this is not explored in this
paper.

2.6

Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview of the background to this project, and illustrates
the major research opportunities related to the development of a small animal PET
scanner with ultra high spatial resolution, limited only by positron range as well as
photon non-colinearity. Direct photon detection in semiconductor materials such as
silicon or CZT are a promising candidates to reach ultra high spatial resolution with
fine pixellated detector readout system. With the increasing number of detector elements utilised in the PET system design, a number of techniques have been evaluated
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to compress system matrix so that standard computer memory has the capacity to
conduct image reconstruction tasks efficiently. In addition, a DoI-enabled scanner
system with innovative scanner geometry configuration makes the development of a
scanner independent system matrix compression approach a necessity.

Chapter 3
PETiPIX Ultra High Resolution
Small Animal PET Scanner
PET is a non-invasive in vivo imaging modality, used to visualise and quantify biochemical parameters and biological pathways in small animal models for investigation
of disease mechanisms and their central biomarkers, and to assist in the development
of new therapeutic agents and determine their correct dosing [33, 127, 128, 129]. Genetically engineered rodents (including transgenic, knockout and knock-in mice) are
increasingly being used for enhancing the signal to noise ratio of the target of interest.
These rodents exhibit many biological similarities with humans, but have a short life
span with a rapid reproductive rate and easy breeding, making them a convenient
surrogate for human studies [10, 130, 131, 132]. The need to visualise the complex
metabolic and physiological processes within the brains of laboratory rodents demands
the best possible spatial resolution achievable in dedicated small animal PET scanners;
ideally approaching the theoretical limit of resolution imposed by positron range and
photon non-colinearity. Preclinical investigations of neuroinflammation, pathophysiology and brain disorders are commonly performed in knockout mice and involve the
use of PET or SPECT, followed by the sacrificing of the animal for the extraction of
51
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the brain for ex vivo quantification of the aforementioned receptors [129, 133, 134].
Preparation of the samples involve the extraction of the brain followed by staining,
sectioning and fixing onto slides prior to their autoradiographic or histological imaging [133]. Incorrect sectioning, tearing and deformation of the sections through the
cutting phase may render some samples unusable. Additionally, due to their invasive
and terminal nature, repeated observation and quantification within the same animal
is not feasible. Therefore, a non invasive, in vivo technique which provides a high resolution two-dimensional map of the endogenous ligand of interest would be a valuable
capability for fundamental and translational preclinical investigations.
In the previous chapter, a review of the trends in the design and development of
preclinical small animal PET scanner was conducted. As discussed in Section 2.3,
achieving a sub-millimetre spatial resolution using scintillator based detector technology is a challenge, largely due to the variation of scintillation light collection efficiency,
intra-crystal Compton or coherent scattering, inter-crystal Compton scattering, and
limited DoI information [22, 4]. To achieve a better spatial resolution, as discussed
in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, a number of research groups conducted feasibility
studies of inserting silicon based detectors into conventional scintillator-based small
animal PET scanner. By utilising the LoRs formed from “Silicon-Scintillator” and
“Silicon-Silicon” coincidences, the spatial resolution was largely improved compared
to the images only reconstructed from “Scintillator-Scintillator” coincidences. Furthermore, small animal PET systems consisting of only Silicon based detectors are
also proposed and evaluated, as shown in Section 2.3.3. The spatial resolution can
be improved, while the relatively large detector pad or stripe size employed in these
studies is the main factor preventing their prototypes from reaching the theoretical
limit of resolution imposed only by positron range and photon non-colinearity.
A preclinical PET scanner designed for producing two-dimensional maps of radio-
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tracer distribution in a specific slice of brain tissue with a spatial resolution approaching that of ex vivo imaging techniques implies a unique and unusual set of design
constraints. The intrinsic reconstructed spatial resolution of a PET scanner (Γ), defined as the FWHM of the reconstructed image of a point source placed at distance
r mm from the CoV is given by [135]:
r

d
(1.25r2 )
Γ = 1.25 ( )2 + s2 + (0.0044R)2 + b2 + 2
mm
2
r + R2

(3.1)

where d is the detector pixel width, s is the mean positron range, b is the scintillator
crystal decoding error factor (assumed zero if no optical decoding is employed), and
R is the detector ring. It therefore follows that a specialised scanner optimised for
ultra high resolution imaging can be designed with very small detector pixel size and
the smallest possible scanner diameter which can accommodate the subject. In small
diameter scanners, the parallax error is a key factor in the deterioration of the spatial
resolution along the radial axis (within the same plane). To minimise its effect, the
detectors should provide an accurate estimate of the DoI information.
Considering the above design requirements, a novel small animal PET scanner,
PETiPIX, is proposed in this chapter. This scanner is designed to reach the ultra
high spatial resolution, incorporating a highly pixellated detector with a fine pixel
size, limited only by positron range and photon non-colinearity. Rather than utilising
traditional indirect detection of the annihilation photons via a scintillator crystal, the
incident photon pairs are directly located through tracking of the recoil electrons created by Compton scattering interaction of the annihilation photons and the detector.
DoI information is provided through the edge-on placement of these highly pixellated
detectors so that parallax error can be minimised, while improving system sensitivity
and the acceptance angle along the plane of detection (2D section). Benefiting from
modern CMOS fabrication techniques, the cost of detector model is moderate and this
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual drawing of PETiPIX
scanner design is highly scalable. In this Chapter, a brief discussion of the Monte
Carlo simulation tools customised for use in emission tomography is also included, followed by a detailed description of the procedures involved in simulating the proposed
PETiPIX scanner.

3.1

PETiPIX Design Overview

As shown in Figure 3.1, PETiPIX is designed to provide accurate functional image
of mice brains. It consists of Silicon-based detectors with fine pixellation, placed in
an edge-on configuration mounted on a rotating gantry. To provide a good level of
solid angle coverage while reducing the total cost of the scanner, based on the detector
geometry introduced in section 3.2, four detectors are chosen to closely surround the
imaging object with a FoV of 15 mm in diameter. The stationary scan will only
provide limited angular coverage of the object, posing a challenge to analytical image
reconstruction. The rotating gantry is utilised in this design so that a complete angular
coverage can be provided. In addition, the detector ring can be translated axially in
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steps of 0.0125 mm, allowing multiple 2D scans to be performed for different slices
across the entire mouse brain.
The 511 keV photon pairs are directly located by the recoil electron tracks from
Compton scattering events. The fine pixellation of detector surface is able to provide
exceptional intrinsic detector resolution. To overcome the parallax error, especially for
small animal PET systems where the imaging object is close to scanner, the detectors
are placed in an edge on orientation so that precise DoI encoding and accurate LoRs can
be provided by the fine pixel array in a 2D slice. In addition, this edge on configuration
can also increase the detection efficiency within a 2D slice.
To capture the coincidence events, all detector modules are synchronised by a
common clock signal and data is recorded in list mode format (LMF). Each particle
(photon) that deposits energies higher than the user-configured low energy threshold
triggers an event-log operation. Within the LMF file, each logged event contains the
detector identification number (ID), pixel ID and its time-stamp. Coincidence pairs
are found by post processing all LMF data files from all four detector modules and
processed to reconstruct the final image.

3.2

Timepix Detector

Figure 3.2 depicts the detector module utilised in the PETiPIX scanner design. Timepix
is a highly pixellated, hybrid silicon detector. It consists of a 256×256 pixellated detector, bump-bonded to a readout ASIC which is manufactured on a 300 µm silicon
substrate. Each pixel on the detector layer has an active area of 55×55 µm2 , and is
coupled to a dedicated readout channel consisting of an amplifier, a discriminator with
adjustable threshold, and a 14-bit counter. The sensors can be manufactured on different substrate material such as silicon, CZT and germanium and different thickness,
with 300 µm the most common option. The Timepix architecture is based on that
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Figure 3.2: Timepix module
of the Medipix 2, a photon tracking and counting device developed at The European
Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN [136, 137, 138].
Timepix can be operated in one of the following four modes [139]:
1. Medipix: The counter is incremented each time the signal goes above the discriminator’s threshold, during the open shutter and therefore records the number
particles with energies above the corresponding threshold;
2. Time over Threshold (TOT): The counter records the number of clock cycles
that the shaped pulse stays above the threshold during the open shutter; this is
directly correlated with the area under each pulse, and therefore with particle’s
energy;
3. Time of Arrival (ToA) or Timepix mode: The counter records the number of
clock pulses (maximum of 11810) when the shaped signal crosses the low threshold, until the shutter is closed; and
4. One Hit mode: The counter increments once if the signal exceeds the threshold
at least once during the open shutter.
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Figure 3.3: Photon mass attenuation coefficients for silicon
The ToA mode or the Timepix mode is used in the design and implementation of
PETiPIX. The maximum operational clock frequency is 100 MHz and is configured
by an external clock source. This provides a timing resolution of 10 ns.
With less than 0.2% of the total attenuation of a 511 keV photon in silicon governed
by the photoelectric interactions, Compton scattering is the most dominant form of
interaction between the incident annihilation photons and the detector (Figure 3.3).
This type of event can be localised by mapping it to the Compton recoil electron
track, which typically varies from several to a few hundred µm, shown in Table 3.1.
The probability of angular distribution for Compton scattered gamma rays in silicon
for 511 keV photons can be calculated based on Klein-Nishina formula [140]. The
scatter fraction at angles less than 90 degree is 70% of total scatter and the most
probable angle of scatter is about 35 degree [4].
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Scattering an- Recoil electron
gel (◦ )
energy (keV)
30
60
60
171
. 90
256
120
307
150
333
180
340
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Range x density (g/cm−2 )
7.65E−3
4.40E−2
8.74E−2
1.09E−1
1.23E−1
1.27E−1

CSDA
µm
33
189
375
468
528
544

range

Table 3.1: Continuous slowing down approximation range in silicon for various electron
energies from the NIST ESTAR database [4].

3.3

GATE Monte Carlo Simulation Tool

Monte Carlo (MC) methods are numerical calculation methods that utilises random
variable sampling, which has been applied in medical radiation physics to a variety of problems that could not be easily addressed using analytical or experimental
approaches [141]. It plays an important role in the design, validation and optimisation of the emission imaging tomographic systems (SPECT and PET) as well as
optimising the reconstruction algorithms. MC simulation tools can be categorised
into two groups: general-purpose codes and dedicated codes. General-purpose codes
are developed for high energy physics or dosimetry, including Geant4 [142], Electron Gamma Shower by Monte Carlo (EGSnrc)[143], Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNP)[144], Penetration and ENErgy LOss of Positrons and Electrons
(Penelope)[145], etc. General-purpose codes usually are well documented and widely
validated by a large number of researchers. In addition, they offer a great level of
flexibility and accuracy in terms of simulation a variety of scenarios. However, there
are also drawbacks. They require extensive coding and need to disable a great number of features that are irrelevant to SPECT and PET. On the other hand, dedicated
codes are designed for simulating PET and SPECT, including Geant4 Application for
Tomographic Emission (GATE) [146], Simulation System for Emission Tomography
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(SimSET) [147], PeneloPET [148], Geant4-based Architecture for Medicine-Oriented
Simulations (GAMOS)[149], etc. Most of the dedicated codes are also utilise the
general-purpose codes behind them which are well validated. Compared to generalpurpose codes, dedicated codes are relatively convenient to implement with greater
simulation speed. Apart from these advantages, some of the dedicated codes are
developed by small research groups, hence they are more prone to incomplete documentation, bugs and slower evolution. In addition, they don’t offer the flexibility that
would necessary to adapt them to new design [141].
GATE can be considered the most commonly used dedicated simulation software
in emission tomography so far [150]. It’s a modular, versatile and scripted Monte
Carlo based simulation platform. Despite its higher computational cost compared to
SimSET and PeneloPET, it meets the following criteria that make it an ideal simulation platform for this thesis: It is based on Geant4, a general purpose simulation code
which is regularly upgraded and supports a wide range of validated physics models;
it focuses on facilitating PET and SPECT simulations with great details; it is flexible
enough to simulate current available scanners as well as future prototypes; it’s userfriendly (end-users do not have to perform any C++ coding) and it has been very well
validated through extensive studies.
GATE allows user to specify all simulation parameters, including scanner geometric
configuration, radioisotope source, phantom structure, signal processing chains. In
addition, GATE is capable of modelling time-dependent processes, such as translation
or rotation of the scanner or the patient.
The output files contain detailed information of the interactions including deposited
energy, location of interaction in the world referential, crystal ID, time stamp, number
of Compton interactions in phantoms before reaching the detector, scanner position
and etc. The information can be stored into different data formats for subsequent
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analysis. Taking advantage of the Geant4 physics lists, GATE can accurately model
the underlying physics processes of the complicated emission tomography scanners
with a user friendly scripting language.
A number of studies have been conducted to compare GATE simulations and experimental results. It has been validated for a number of commercial PET systems
[151, 152, 153, 154] as well as preclinical small animal PET systems [155, 156, 157].
In the next Section, a detailed GATE simulation procedure of the proposed PETiPIX
Scanner is presented.

3.4

GATE Simulation Design of PETiPIX Scanner

GATE simulation can be configured with macro language, either by entering commands in an interactive mode or macro files. In this thesis, the interactive mode
together with the visilisation function was utilised in the early stage, mainly for troubleshooting purpose of the simulated PETiPIX model, e.g. the geometry configuration
of scanner or the position of the phantom and source. Once the simulation was verified, the macro files were used extensively on clusters to collect simulation data for
various scenarios. The general sequence of configuring a simulation is shown in Figure
3.4 and the design of GATE simulation of PETiPIX scanner will be discussed in the
next following sections.

3.4.1

Scanner Geometry

In general, for any MC simulator, it is necessary to define the boundary of those interactions need to be recorded or can be ignored. As the PETiPIX scanner is designed
for accommodating imaging mice brains, the sizes of detector and phantom are relatively small compared to conventional small animal PET configurations. In GATE, a
predefined volume object world is utilised and created in the dimensions of 20 cm×20
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Figure 3.4: Monte Carlo simulation procedure of PETiPIX in GATE
cm×20 cm, which is large enough to contain the PETiPIX scanner, phantom and
sources. The details of its implementation can be found in Appendix A.1.1.
To simulate PETiPIX scanner itself, the geometry arrangement of its components
needs to be defined accurately in a sequential manner. PETiPIX design incorporates
four Timepix detectors in an edge-on configuration, surrounding its imaging objects.
The detector can be considered as a cuboid in a dimension of 14 mm×14 mm×300 µm
Each detector is orthogonal to its adjacent detector in the same 2D plane. Each
Timepix detector consists of 65536 individual pixels in a 256×256 matrix format and
each pixel is a cuboid in a dimension of 0.0546875×0.0546875×0.3 mm3 , assuming
no gap between the neighbour pixels. To model the cuboid shape of Timepix and its
pixel, a predefined shape box from GATE was utilised.
GATE offers a number of predefined system type that customised PET scanners
can be defined based on. A predefined system type, cylindricalPET, was chosen due
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cylindricalPET
rsector
module
submode
crystal
layer

PETiPIX
Timepix
pixel
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Shape
Dimension (mm) Repeat
box(cuboid)
14×14×0.3
4
box(cuboid) 0.055×0.055×0.3 256×256
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Table 3.2: The PETiPIX scanner based on the hierarchical configuration of predefined
system type-cylindricalPET
to its geometrical similarity to PETiPIX. In addition, ASCII data output format can
be employed for this system type, providing a good degree of flexibility in terms of
data processing and image reconstruction. By default, the cylindricalPET offers five
layers of detector element layers (the relationship of mother object and daughter object), consisting of rsector, module, submode, crystal and layer. In terms of PETiPIX
design with two layers (Timepix and its pixel), only rsector and module were utilised.
As shown in Table 3.2, two hierarchical layers are selected which are named Timepix
and pixel. The system hierarchy is created as shown in Appendix A.1.2. The repeat
function is used to construct the desired scanner geometry configuration. The geometry of PETiPIX is shown in Figure 3.5 and the detailed code of creating the Timepix
detector can be found in Appendix A.1.3.
To enable data acquisition function properly, the components of PETiPIX are
“attached” to predefined modules from cylindricalPET, (rsector and module in this
case). In addition, the sensitive volume which interact with sources is defined by
assigning attachCrystalSD to the last layer, which is pixel.

3.4.2

Phantom and Source

The phantoms utilised in this thesis were defined in two methods provided by GATE,
including analytical method and voxelised method. The analytical method was to
create various basic shapes of phantom, e.g. sphere and cylinder. The material of
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Figure 3.5: Monte Carlo model of PETiPIX in GATE
these phantom were set to water by inserting the associated key word. One basic
sphere phantom full of water, measuring 6.5 mm in radius can be simulated as shown
in Appendix A.1.4. The voxelised phantom was used to simulate complex phantom
structure by defining the parameterised phantom object macro. A voxelised phantom
based on MOBY, a 4D digital mouse phantom, was utilised to assess overall image
quality in Section 6.3.3.
Among several types of source provided by GATE, including ion source (specified
by the atomic number, atomic weight, ionic charge and excitation energy) or simple
particles, such as positron and photon source, 18 F positron emitter is primarily utilised
in this thesis. The positron energy spectrum of fluorine-18 is predefined by GATE and
was included into the simulation by selecting energy type as Fluor18, as shown in
Appendix A.1.5. The half life is set to be 6586 seconds and the activity can be defined
as well. In addition, back to back source was utilised to increase the speed of the
simulation while maintaining the accuracy to build system matrix of PETiPIX in
Chapter 5. Two annihilation photons are generated at exact 180 degrees and allows
for selecting specific emission angles.
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Physics Processes

The physics processes, including gamma interactions (Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering), electron ionisation, multiple scattering and
bremsstrahlung were modelled using the Standard GEANT4 electromagnetic physics
Package, which has previously been shown to be in good agreement with the NIST
reference database [158].

3.4.4

Sensitive Volume and Data Acquisition

The sensitive volume is a volume that records the interactions between particles and
matter. These physical interactions are represented as hits, which are snapshots of the
physical interaction of a track within a sensitive volume. Each hit contains information
associated with it, including the position, timing, energy, interaction type as well as by
which volume registered. hits are physical processes mimic by computer generally can
not be directly readout. The digitiser provided by GATE groups the information from
hits within a predefined smallest volume and outputs signals representing the position
of interaction , energy deposited, timing and other information. The new dataset from
hits file are called singles. Coincidence data is searched from the singles dataset for
those recorded within a given time interval.
For PETiPIX, the smallest volume is Timepix pixel. The hits within a Timepix
pixel are grouped together to generate a single. As the primary interactions between
511 keV photons and silicon are Compton Scattered events, the recoil electrons will
deposit energy between adjacent pixels. To improve the sensitivity as well as reduce
electronic noise, 10 keV low energy threshold is selected. Singles will be recorded when
their energies are above the low energy threshold. To sort singles into coincidence,
only the single with the highest energy is selected to form one half of a coincidence
pair.
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Figure 3.6: Formation of Hits, Singles and Coincidences
One common coincidence form from PETiPIX scanner is shown in Figure 3.6. Two
511 keV photons interact with Timepix detector through single Compton Scattering
and the scattered photons escape from the detector. The resulting recoil electrons
deposit their energy on adjacent ultra small pixels. One single is formed by combining
two hits from the recoil electron interactions with Silicon material. Two recoil electrons
have tracks of 3 and 5 Singles exceeding 10 keV low energy threshold respectively.
The coincidence pair is selected by choosing the single with the highest energy. Even
though the single with earliest time stamp should be the most accurate one, however,
as compared to the positron range, the pixel size is very small so that the LoR will lose
very little accuracy. As shown in Appendix A.1.6 the configuration of the coincidence
sorter, where timing window is set to be 10 ns and the single with highest energy are
considered when two singles are from different Timepix modules. PETiPIX design is
relatively insensitive to object-scatter events, however such events contribute very little
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when imaging rodents. As a result, energy resolution is not a significant requirement
and there is then no need for considering adding energy from all pixels.

3.4.5

Data Output

To maintain the flexibility and accuracy of the recorded data from simulations, ASCII
format is chosen for PETiPIX simulation. To save hard disk space, the output of hits
and signals are disabled, while coincidence data output is enabled. The detail can be
found in Appendix A.1.7
Within a ASCII coincidence file, one line stands for a coincidence pair sorted by
GATE coincidence sorter module. Each column within the same line contains information such as deposited energy for each singles, ID of the sensitive volume, time stamp.
Based on the cylindricalPET, there are in total 46 columns of information for each
pair of coincidence. A coincidence mask is applied to reduce the size of the recorded
data.

3.5

Summary and Conclusion

To perform non-invasive in vivo imaging for small rodents’ brain with ultra high spatial
resolution, a novel small animal PET system, PETiPIX, is designed and proposed. It
consists of four Silicon-based detectors, Timepix, with pixel size of 55×55 µm2 on a
300 µm silicon substrate. The 511 keV photon pairs are directly located by the recoil
electron tracks from Compton scattering events. The excellent pixellation of detector
surface provides exceptional intrinsic detector resolution. The edge on configuration
together with fine pixellation enables precise DoI encoding that can overcome the
parallax error while increasing the detection efficiency within a 2D slice. Several
alternative design based on PETiPIX are also proposed to increase sensitivity, provide
more angular coverage as well as enlarge FoV. An accurate MC model of PETiPIX
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was developed in GATE and a detailed simulation procedure was also discussed. A
feasibility study will be discussed in detail for PETiPIX and its alternative designs
with the focus on PETiPIX.

Chapter 4
Feasibility Study of PETiPIX
In the previous chapter, the design of PETiPiX small animal PET scanner consisting
of four Timepix modules is proposed. The procedure of building an accurate Monte
Carlo module of PETiPIX scanner was described based on GATE simulation tool.
In this chapter, a series of feasibility studies will be carried out, including system
sensitivity, angular dependence, spatial resolution and phantom study. In addition,
alternative designs will also be discussed and evaluated.

4.1

System Sensitivity

A 37 MBq 18 F point source with a diameter of 10 µm was simulated inside a spherical
water phantom with a diameter of 12 mm, placed at the centre of the scanner’s FoV.
The simulation runs for 5 seconds of simulated acquisition time. Absolute system
sensitivity was calculated as a ratio of the number of true coincidences detected per
second to the

18

F point source activity.

The true coincidence count rate for a 37 MBq

18

F point source from simulation

is determined to be 3541 coincidences per second. The absolute system sensitivity is
calculated as 0.0096% with an energy window of 10 keV-650 keV. The system sensi-
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity changes with low energy threshold
tivity as a function of the low energy threshold is plotted in Figure 4.1. As the low
energy threshold is increased (narrowing the energy acceptance window), the system
sensitivity is decreased. The true coincidence ratio is 88%, within which the Single
Compton scattering events and Photonelectirc events take around 99.55 % and 0.45
% respectively.

4.2

Angular Dependence

To avoid geometric distortions, data acquired by the scanner must provide full coverage
of the object (a full 180◦ arc). The angular coverage of PETiPIX was evaluated by
placing a 37 MBq

18

F point source at a radial displacement of 3 mm from the centre

of FoV in a 12 mm diameter water phantom. The first simulation was performed with
the scanner set at its initial position for 2 seconds of simulated acquisition time. The
second simulation was then repeated with exactly the same conditions as the first,
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but with the scanner rotated by 45 degrees. 2D sinograms for each simulation as well
as their summation were constructed to evaluate the angular coverage of PETiPIX
scanner.
Three sinograms are shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2(a) is the sinogram generated
when the scanner is placed in its initial position, covering only limited angles corresponding to approximately half of the 180◦ arc. The sinogram shown in Figure 4.2(b)
is generated when the scanner is rotated by 45◦ . The combined sinogram (Figure
4.2(c)) contains a data set with complete angular coverage.

4.3

Spatial Resolution

Spatial resolution of the proposed scanner was assessed by placing five uniformly
spaced 37 MBq

18

F point sources with 10 µm diameters inside a cylindrical water

phantom with a diameter of 13 mm. Three sets of simulations were then performed
in which the point sources are placed 1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.3 mm apart along the
radial direction within the FoV. Each simulation runs for 20 seconds of simulated acquisition time for two scanner positions (initial position of zero degrees and rotated
by 45 degrees).
To demonstrate the capability of resolving the DoI, uniformity of the spatial resolution across the entire FoV was also tested. A 37 MBq

18

F point source with a

diameter of 10 µm was placed in a water phantom with a diameter of 13 mm. This
point source was simulated in six different positions, stepped along the radial direction in 1 mm increments from the centre of FoV to 6 mm from the centre. Each point
source position was simulated for 5 seconds of simulated acquisition time with two
scanner positions (initial position and rotated by 45 degrees).
Images were reconstructed using the data acquired from these simulations via the
two-dimensional filtered backprojection (2D-FBP) method. As the point source profile
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(a) Initial Position

(b) Rotated Position

(c) Combined Sinogram

Figure 4.2: Sinograms of a point source acquired with two different scanner positions,
individually and combined. The dark part along the individual sinogram curves is due
to absent projection angles. The cumulative sinogram contains all angular information.
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was expected to be a cusp-like shape due to the blurring from non-zero positron range,
spatial resolution of PETiPIX was directly calculated by the FWHM of the point
source profile, without any Gaussian curve fitting.
The reconstructed images and profiles of five uniformly spaced point sources with
1 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm separation are shown in Figure 4.3. The radial crosssections and reconstructed images clearly demonstrate that the system is capable of
resolving all point sources.
The FWHM of the point source placed at the centre of FoV is measured as 0.26 mm
in both radial and tangential directions and is shown Figure 4.4. As the radial offset
increases, the spatial resolution only deteriorates slightly, increasing from 0.26 mm to
0.3 mm in the radial direction and 0.26 mm to 0.32 mm in the tangential direction.
The overall spatial resolution of proposed PETiPIX was calculated to be 0.29 mm
FWHM.

4.4

Phantom Study

To assess the overall image quality of the proposed scanner, two accurately modelled
Ultra Micro Jaszczak phantoms (hot and cold phantoms) were simulated separately.
The hot Jaszczak phantom was filled with a total activity of 3.5 MBq 18 F. It consists
of a hollow cylinder, 12 mm in diameter with a length of 0.3 mm, filled with water,
accommodating six sectors of hot rods, 0.3 mm in length with diameters of 0.96 mm,
0.8 mm, 0.68 mm, 0.54 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.3 mm. The centre-to-centre spacing within
each sector is twice the rod diameter.
The cold Jaszczak phantom consists of a hollow cylinder, 10 mm in diameter with
a length of 0.3 mm, filled with a total activity of 37 MBq

18

F, housing six sectors of

cold rods, with dimensions slightly different to the previously described hot phantom:
0.84 mm, 0.70 mm, 0.59 mm, 0.47 mm, 0.35 mm and 0.26 mm.
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Figure 4.3: Reconstructed images and radial profiles for five point sources placed 1 mm,
0.5 mm and 0.3 mm apart.
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Figure 4.4: Overall spatial resolution (FWHM) versus the radial source position
Phantom data from both phantom simulations were acquired in two scanner positions (initial and 45 degree rotated positions). The hot and cold phantoms were
simulated for a total of 1000 and 800 seconds for each scanner position, respectively.
Images were reconstructed by 2D-FBP as well as MLEM method. To demonstrate the
influence brought by the angular coverage of the data set, images with a single scanner position were also reconstructed. In addtion, a more realistic contrast phantom is
utilised and will be descirbed in Section 6.3.
Reconstructed images of Ultra Micro Jaszczk phantoms (hot phantom and cold
phantom) by FBP and MLEM algorithm for single (initial position) and combined
scanner positions are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The FBP reconstructed
image of the phantom acquired with a single scanner position (Figure 4.5(a), 4.6(a)) is
geometrically distorted. These artefacts are largely eliminated when using both data
sets corresponding to the two scanner positions. As seen in Figure 4.5(b) and 4.6(b),
the smallest diameter rods (0.3 mm) and the second smallest diameter rods (0.35 mm)
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(a) FBP, single scanner position

(b) FBP, two scanner positions

(c) MLEM, single scanner position

(d) MLEM, two scanner positions

Figure 4.5: Reconstructed images of Ultra Micro Jaszczk hot phantom by FBP and
MLEM algorithm for single and two scanner positions.
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(a) FBP, single scanner position

(b) FBP, two scanner positions

(c) MLEM, single scanner position

(d) MLEM, two scanner positions

Figure 4.6: Reconstructed images of Ultra Micro Jaszczk cold phantom by FBP and
MLEM algorithm for single and two scanner positions.
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are resolved unambiguously. Applying the MLEM algorithm partially eliminates the
geometric distortion seen in 4.5(a) and 4.6(a) , with the resulting image shown in
Figure 4.5(c) and 4.6(c). The best image was obtained by applying the MLEM to the
data set with two scanner positions (Figure 4.5(d) and Figure 4.6(d)).

4.5

Shielding Design

For a source distribution extending in the axial direction or surrounded by a scattering
medium extending in this direction, a significant rate of random coincidences will be
observed by a transaxial detector array unless shielding is used to absorb non-coplanar
photons.
The effects of both phantom scattering and random coincidences on the spatial
resolution must be therefore carefully considered for the PETiPIX design performance.
This is especially important for 2D tomographic scanning of an object that extends
beyond the width of the scanner field of view in the axial direction. To study the above
effects, a simulation study was conducted in which a line source with a total activity
of 37 MBq

18

F and a diameter of 10 µm and length of 16 mm was placed along the

central axis of a 20 mm long cylindrical water phantom with a diameter of 13 mm.
Four sets of simulations were performed using this source/phantom configuration:
three in which two 14×14×1.5 mm3 tungsten shields were placed 0.5 mm, 1 mm and
2 mm away from both surfaces of each Timepix detector, and one control simulation
with no tungsten shield present. Each simulation was executed for 20 seconds of
simulated acquisition time for two scanner positions (angle of gantry rotation θ = 0◦
and θ = 45◦ ).
The proposed shield design and simulation configuration is illustrated in Figure
4.7. h denotes the separation of the shield from the detector while the thickness of the
shield plates is denoted t (1.5 mm in this simulation).
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Figure 4.7: Proposed tungsten shield design, showing simulation configuration.
The acquired data from each simulation was used to construct a sinogram. A sum
of the projections from all angles was calculated to produce a line source profile, in
which the events outside the central peak consist mostly of the phantom scattered and
random events.
The line source profiles acquired using three different shield-to-Timepix-surface distances (h = 0.5, 1 and 2 mm) are shown in Figure 4.8. In addition, the accompanying
profile with no shielding is also plotted for comparison. As phantom scattering events
and random events both contributed to the tail sections of these line source profiles, it
can be seen that when shields were placed 0.5 mm and 1 mm away from the detector
surfaces, the total number of random and scattered events were reduced by 75% and
50% respectively, compared to the profile seen in the absence of shielding. However,
when the tungsten shields were 2 mm away, the effect of shielding is negligible.
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Figure 4.8: Radial profiles of the line source plotted for different shield to Timepix
distances.
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Alternative Designs

Based on the feasibility studies of PETiPIX, several other designs are also considered,
including a version with more Timepix detector modules and a version with 3D capability. These design utilise the advantage of Timepix being a modular detector that
can be based on different materials.

4.6.1

PETiPIX-CZT

The available version currently in our lab is Silicon based Timepix module, however,
it is desirable to increase the sensitivity while maintaining the ultra high spatial resolution. The version of PETiPIX design described in this section is based on CZT
version of Timepix. The Monte Carlo Mode of PETiPIX-CZT is based on GATE,
similar as the Silicon version. To test the sensitivity, a 37 MBq

18

F point source with

a diameter of 10 µm was simulated inside a spherical water phantom with a diameter
of 12 mm, placed at the centre of the scanner’s FoV. The simulation runs for 5 seconds of simulated acquisition time. A total of 85600 coincidences are recorded, out of
which 73750 coincidences are true coincidences. The true coincidence ratio is 86 % in
this case. Among the true coincidences, 81.44 % recorded events are Single Compton
Scattering and 18.56 % are Photoelectric absorption. The absolute sensitivity is 0.04
%, which is more than 4 times as the PETiPIX with silicon Timepix module.
The spatial resolution of this design is tested by simulating a 37 MBq

18

F point

sources with 10 µm diameters inside a cylindrical water phantom with a diameter of
13 mm. The scanner was rotated at 45 degree after the first original scanner and each
scan was lasted for 5 seconds. The image was reconstructed by FBP with full angular
coverage. As most of the true coincidence events are formed by Single Compton
Scattering, the spatial resolution was mainly limited by the positron range, measured
under 0.3 mm in FWHM of the point source.
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Figure 4.9: Monte Carlo Model of PETiPIX-s, a PETiPIX based scanner with 8
Timepix modules in an edge-on configuration.

4.6.2

PETiPIX-s

This version of PETiPIX design is suitable for scanning mouse brain without any
rotation to cover all the angle surrounding the FoV. It follows the similar design as
PETiPIX but consists of eight Timepix Detector Modules shown in Figure 4.9.
The sinogram obtained by PETiPIX-s scanning a point source in the middle of the
FoV is shown in 4.10. It can be observed that a complete angular coverage can be
achieved as the additional four Timepix detectors cover the missing angles around the
FoV. Provided by the complete sinogram. The sensitivity is nearly doubled compared
to the original PETiPIX with four Silicon Timepix modules since more detectors are
employed.

4.6.3

PETiPIX-Hex

To cover a larger FoV which is suitable for mouse body or even rats, it is desirable to
evaluate a design similar as PETiPIX but with more Timepix detectors around the
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Figure 4.10: PETiPIX-s recorded a complete angular information for point source.
ring. This section covers some feasibility tests of a PETiPIX based scanner with 6
Timepix detectors (PETiPIX-Hex).
As Figure 4.11 shown, the PETiPIX-Hex consists of 6 Timepix detectors arranging
in an edge-on configuration, which is similar to PETiPIX shown in Figure 3.1. The
FoV measures nearly 20 mm in diameter, which increased 88% compared to that of
PETiPIX while only adding two Timepix modules.
As the angular coverage of PETiPIX-Hex is different compared to PETiPIX, the
sinograms are shown in Figure 4.12. The stationary position covers over 70% of the
entire 180 degree, which is 40% higher than that of PETiPIX, however, it is still
necessary to rotate PETiPIX-Hex by 30 degree (different from rotating 45 degree for
PETiPIX) to provide entire angular information. The sensitivity of PETiPIX-Hex is
0.0053%, lower than that of PETiPIX (0.0096%) due to its enlarged FoV, resulting
a smaller solid angle coverage. The point source located at 0 mm, 6 mm and 9 mm
are shown in Figure 4.13 and the FWHM can be reached under 0.3 mm in different
locations.
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14 mm
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9.6 mm

14 mm

11.9 mm

Figure 4.11: Monte Carlo Model of PETiPIX-HEX, a PETiPIX based scanner with 6
Timepix modules in an edge-on configuration.
Silicon
CZT
0.3 mm 0.0001% 0.0048%
0.5 mm 0.0018% 0.0105%
1 mm 0.0057% 0.0341%
Table 4.1: Sensitivity test for PETiPIX-cube based on different material and thickness

4.6.4

PETiPIX-cube

To construct a small PET scanner with 3D capability, several designs have been tested.
These includes a four detector module with four Timepix detectors in a face-on configuration, shown in Figure 4.14. To increase the sensitivity, silicon material is replaced
by CZT, providing a higher stopping power for high energy photons. Different thickness of Silicon and CZT are also evaluated. Based on the simulation results, the
sensitivity of PETiPIX-cube is relatively low as the material is not thick enough to
provide sufficient stopping power.
The sensitivity test is shown in the table 4.1.
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Figure 4.12: Sinograms of a point source acquired with two different scanner positions,
individually and combined. The dark part along the individual sinogram curves is due
to absent projection angles. The cumulative sinogram contains all angular information.
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(a) Point Source at 0 mm

(b) Point Source at 6 mm

(c) Point Source at 9 mm

Figure 4.13: Spatial Resolution of PETiPIX-Hex.
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Figure 4.14: Monte Carlo Model of PETiPIX-cube, a PETiPIX based scanner with 4
Timepix modules in an face-on configuration.

4.7

Experimental Detection of Recoil Electrons from
Single Compton Scattering

To establish the detector’s ability to localise and detect scattered photons and recoil
electrons, a 7 MBq

68

Ga (

68

Ge generator) positron-emitting point source encased in

a 1 mm thick steel case was placed 15 mm from a single edge-on Timepix detector,
such that the resulting 511 keV annihilation photons were incident on the detector’s
edge.
The detector was reverse-biased at 100 V at room temperature and coupled to a
USB data acquisition module (FitPIX). The total acquisition time was 5 minutes, with
a frame duration of 1 second.
Preliminary experimental data recording the low energy single scattered photons
and tracks of the Compton recoil electrons by the Timepix detector were analysed; two
one-second acquisitions are shown in Figure 4.15. The frames clearly show that the
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Figure 4.15: Two 1 s frames acquired by Timepix when placed in edge-on mode 15 mm
from a 7 MBq 68 Ga (68 Ge) point source encased in a 1 mm thick steel, showing the
tracks of the Compton recoil electrons. Energies ranging from 10 keV to 313.8 keV
are observed.
recoil electrons from single Compton scattered events are detected within the space
of a few pixels, where the average number of pixels crossed by the recoil electron is
approximately 5.

4.8

A Proof of Concept Coincidence Detection Mechanism

To evaluate the approach that allows Timepix Detector to be setup in coincidence
mode, a proof of concept experiment has been conducted. This system includes two
Timepix detectors (0.3 mm thickness Silicon), one pulse generator, a FPGA board and
the Pixelman (Timepix readout software) running on a workstation. Two Timepix
detectors were triggered simultaneously by external pulses with a frequency 10 Hz.
The FPGA board provides two Timepix with external clock cycles with 100 MHz
clock rate. Two Timepix were separated in a distance at 15 mm with a 68 Ga positron
emitting point source placed in the middle of FoV. The Timepix detector used in this
study was the early generation of its family. Each pixel of a Timepix detector has its
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own clock counter register, while the maximum number is limited at 11810. The true
scanning time for the current system is merely at 1 ms out of 1 second. As a result,
only several true coincidences are registered successfully.
To overcome the limit of the counting register, the next version of Timepix comes
with more bits associated with the counter register for each pixel. With the newest
design, the Timepix detector can perform a continuous scan for up to 26 seconds at
100 MHz clock rate without the external trigger to reset the Timepix counter. Due to
the newest version of Timepix is not available during the time being that this research
was conducted, the development of the prototype PETiPIX will not be conducted in
this thesis.

4.9

Discussion

The Monte Carlo simulations of the proposed PETiPIX scanner geometry demonstrate
that it provides a spatial resolution of 0.26 mm FWHM at the centre of the FoV and
an overall spatial resolution of 0.29 mm FWHM. As the vast majority (over 95%) of
the recorded coincidence pairs were formed from single Compton scattering events, the
lines of response contain accurate information regarding the location of annihilation
events. All simulations were configured to take positron range and the non-colinearity
effect into account and the results demonstrate that a realisation of PETiPIX would
be suitable for performing pre-clinical mouse brain PET studies.
While the sensitivity of the proposed PETiPIX scanner configuration is comparable
to that of a high resolution SPECT system (0.01%), it is relatively low when compared
to conventional small animal PET scanners. This is due to its limited solid angle
coverage and low photon absorption of silicon at 511 keV. There are a number of
methods by which the sensitivity can be increased. By adding four detector modules
to fill the corners of the PETiPIX scanner, the system sensitivity is nearly doubled.
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A further improvement can be achieved by increasing the thickness of the detector
substrate to 500 µm and therefore improving its angular coverage. An alternative
approach is to fabricate the detector using a higher Z semiconductor material such as
CZT, which provides a higher stopping power compared to silicon.
However, the images resulting from hot phantom simulations presented in this section demonstrate that PETiPIX can produce high resolution images in approximately
40 minutes (20 minutes for each scanner position) of scan time for realistic pre-clinical
activity levels.
The angular coverage of the data set acquired by PETiPIX will influence the reconstructed image. Geometric distortions caused by insufficient angular coverage can be
eliminated either by rotating the gantry by 45 degrees to perform a second scan, and
by applying an iterative image reconstruction technique, such as the MLEM algorithm
as demonstrated in Section 4.4.
In the case of PETiPIX performing 2D tomographic scans for an object extending
in the axial direction, an increasing number of random coincidences can be expected
since many non-coplanar annihilation photons will enter the 14×14 mm2 surface of
the Timepix detector. The overall spatial resolution and image contrast can therefore
be degraded. Simulation results show that by placing 1.5 mm thick tungsten shields
less than 1 mm away from both detector surfaces (analogous to placing the Timepix
detector inside a rectangular tungsten box with only its front edge open), most of
the non-coplanar annihilation photons can be prevented from reaching the detector,
reducing the rate of random and non-coplanar coincidences by up to 75%.

4.10

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presents the feasibility studies of the proposed PETiPIX small animal
PET scanner based on Timepix silicon detector modules placed in coincidence. Monte
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Carlo simulations of the proposed scanner were performed using GATE to evaluate
its performance. A spatial resolution of 0.26 mm FWHM at the centre of FoV and
0.29 mm FWHM overall were predicted by the simulations, and system sensitivity was
estimated to be 0.01%.
The high spatial resolution of PETiPIX provides opportunities for pre-clinical small
animal brain research with exceptional levels of detail. Further proposed improvements
to the PETiPIX design include extending the geometry to increase the FoV by employing more Timepix detector modules, and 3D PETiPIX by placing Timepix modules
stacked in a face-on configuration. Additionally, higher Z substrates are also investigated and have demonstrated the potential to increase the sensitivity by over 400%
under the same geometry configurations without sacrificing spatial resolution.
A prototype PETiPIX system with two Timepix modules synchronised with a
central clock in coincidence is tested and preliminary results demonstrated that the
current design limitation is the internal clock register associated with each Timepix
pixel can be easily saturated and need to be reset. The next version of Timepix has
been recently reported to support more clock cycles that can dramatically increase the
system sensitivity in reality.

Chapter 5
Virtual Ring Method and its
Implementation
In the last chapter, the feasibility studies have been conducted for PETiPIX scanner
based on Timepix detector with 65536 ultra small pixels. For small-bore animal PET
systems based on scintillation crystals with DoI capability or pixellated semiconductor
elements array, the geometry of those scanners are not well approximated by the
conventional cylindrical model with single layer of detector elements around the ring.
As it is shown in the Figure5.1, the detectors are represented as rectangular arrays
arranged around the FoV, with the inner edges of the detectors forming a regular
polyhedron. Each detector array consists of an extreme large number of individual
semiconductor pixels or DoI enabled scintillation crystals. As a result, the number of
elements of the system matrix becomes gigantic.
To reduce the size of the system matrix, transaxial and axial symmetry can be
exploited according to a specific PET scanner design with additional improvements
obtained by exploiting the sparsity of the matrix as well as modeling the image pixel
or voxel differently. However, this will only help up to a point (compression factor
from a few up to several hundreds), and it is not sufficient for scanners consisting
91
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of an extremely large number of very small detector arranged in a rectangular array;
neither is it particularly efficient for matrix calculations for each individual scanner
design.
In this chapter, a new methodology is presented for achieving very high rates of
system matrix compression for PET systems featuring detectors with extremely fine
granularity in the radial dimension. This is achieved by exploiting the ability of the
virtual cylinder model to represent multiple layers of detector elements in the radial
dimension as a single detector volume in the virtual detector layer. This work primarily
focuses on PET systems with a single axial layer; therefore the resulting virtual cylinder
is termed a virtual ring. Whereas Scheins et al.[126] use a geometric approach to
calculate the values of the system matrix based on volumes of response, in the next
chapter a comparison is made for an enhanced geometric approach based Siddon’s raytracer, incorporating an accurate detector response model, with a method based on a
Monte Carlo simulation of a flood-filled disc insert. In addition, the implementation
of this virtual ring method will be described in details.

5.1

The Virtual Ring Method

The method proposed in this chapter is a virtual ring. It is capable of accurately
constructing system matrix that describes systems with ultra high resolution detector array, while significantly reducing the size of the system matrix and improving
the efficiency of image reconstruction process. In addition, it is a versatile scanner
independent method that can be applied for both 2D and 3D scanner designs. For
demonstration purpose as well as aligning with the prototype scanner developed in
our group, the virtual ring method is proposed and validated based on the 2D case
in this chapter. The development and demonstration of a 3D virtual cylinder will be
described in details in the later chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Coincidence pairs resulting from tiny pixels arranged in edge-on configuration

Figure 5.2: Virtual ring structure
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As shown in Figure5.2, consider a true coincidence originating from a pixel b somewhere in image space, with photons recorded by two detector elements (pixellated
scintillation crystals with DoI information or semiconductor detector pixels), Si and
Sj , centered at (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) respectively. Detector pair dij is defined by Si and
Sj , and p(b, dij ) is the probability that an emission from pixel b is detected in detector
pair dij .
A virtual ring with its centre co-located with the centre of the FoV and radius of
R is created as shown in Figure5.2. The virtual detector ring is comprised of detector
elements of width W . R is chosen to be able to surround the imaging subject yet fully
contained within the actual scanner FoV, such that all of the true coincidences will
have two intersections with this virtual ring. The two intersection points (x0i , yi0 ) and
(x0j , yj0 ) are based on the calculation suggested by Rhoad et al.[159]:

x0i =
yi0 =
x0j =
yj0 =

p
E 4 y + sign∗ (4y) 4 x r2 (4x2 + 4y 2 ) − E 2
4x2 + 4y 2
p
−E 4 x + | 4 y| r2 (4x2 + 4y 2 ) − E 2
4x2 + 4y 2
p
E 4 y − sign∗ (4y) 4 x r2 (4x2 + 4y 2 ) − E 2
4x2 + 4y 2
p
−E 4 x + | 4 y| r2 (4x2 + 4y 2 ) − E 2
4x2 + 4y 2

where



4x = xj − xi



4y = yj − yi




 E = xi yj − xj yi
and

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Virtual Ring concept


 −1 f or 4 y < 0
∗
sign (4y) =

 1 otherwise
Based on the intersection points (x0i , yi0 ) and (x0j , yj0 ), two virtual detector pixels,
Si0 and Sj0 can be identified, and a new detector pair v between detector positions on
the virtual ring can be determined. In addition, all of the original scanner’s detector
pairs which can be represented as v are added together, as shown in Figure5.3. Thus,
n∗ (v) is the number of total counts measured in pair v for the virtual ring. p(b, v) can
then be calculated as n∗ (v) divided by the counts emitted from image pixel b. As a
result, a transformation of the original system matrix in the form of virtual ring can
be constructed.
The virtual ring reduces the dimensions of the system matrix by eliminating all
potential LoRs outside the FoV. In addition, the potentially very large amounts of DoI
information from the scanner are summarised into a more condensed form consisting
of virtual ring detector pairs. Consequently, due to the combination of the aforementioned two factors, significant compression of the system matrix size can be expected,
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particularly for scanners with extremely high DoI resolution.

5.2

The Virtual Ring Based MLEM Algorithm

The image reconstruction algorithm is based on MLEM. In Shepp et al. 1982, it is
assumed that two annihilation photons are detected in coincidence by a particular pair
of detector elements, denoted d, where d ∈ [1, 2, . . . , D] and D is the total number of
possible detector pairs in the physical scanner. Let λ(b) represent the expected number
of detected events originating within pixel b, one of a total of B pixels inside the scanner
field of view, b ∈ [1, 2, . . . , B]. The recorded data for each potential detector pair are
then denoted n∗ (d), d ∈ [1, 2, . . . D], where n∗ (d) is the total number of coincidences
counted for the dth detector pair. The MLEM algorithm is then defined as follows:

new

λ

λold (b)

(b) = PD

d=1

p(b, d)

D
X
d=1

PB

n∗ (d)p(b, d)

b0 =1

λold (b0 )p(b0 , d)

, b ∈ [1, 2, . . . , B]

(5.5)

where λnew (b) is the next estimated value of pixel b based on the current estimate
of λold (b), and p(b, d) is the probability that an emission from pixel b is detected in
detector pair d.
Based on the virtual ring system matrix element, p(b, v), defined in Section 5.1,
the MLEM algorithm iteratively optimises λ(b) as:
λold (b) X
n∗ (d)p(b, v)
, b ∈ [1, 2, . . . , B]
λnew (b) = PV
PB
old (b0 )p(b0 , v)
p(b,
v)
λ
0
v=1
b =1
v=1
V

(5.6)

where v ∈ [1, 2, . . . , V ] and V is the total number of detector pairs in the virtual
ring.
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Figure 5.4: Virtual ring toolkit overview

5.3

Virtual Ring Toolkit Overview

The virtual ring toolkit developed in this thesis is based on Linux system (Ubuntu
11.10 LTS) and Matlab (2012b). The Monte Carlo simulation tool, GATE can be
installed on Linux environment as well as Mac OS, thus it’s convenient to process and
reconstruct image for the same operating system. As Figure 5.4 shown, this toolkit has
three main components, including a system matrix generator, recorded data processor
and the image reconstruction algorithm.
The System Matrix Generator has the function of constructing an accurate virtual
ring based system matrix for a specific PET scanner. Monte Carlo simulation as well
as analytical calculation (Siddon Ray-tracer based) are employed. Recorded Data Processor aims at processing the coincidence data either from simulations or experiments
so that the processed data can be used as a suitable input for iterative algorithm. The
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image reconstruction algorithm developed in this thesis is based on MLEM algorithm
previously described.
The core of implementation of the virtual ring toolkit is to identify the most suitable representation of the system matrix in Matlab. In addition, the format of system
matrix determines the associated image reconstruction algorithm and its performance.
As to reach the maximum processing speed provided by Matlab, the size of the system matrix should be less than the memory of the computer that runs the image
reconstruction algorithm.
The functional units, System Matrix Generator, Recorded Data Processor as well
as Image Reconstruction Algorithm can be implemented in different ways and it is
also critical for this Toolkit to handle different scanner setup. To fully evaluate the
potential best method, two different methods are implemented, tested and validated.
These methods are full matrix method and sparse matrix method. In the following
sections, the development of each method will be described and discussed.

5.4

Virtual Ring Toolkit-Full Matrix Version

Based on Matlab, it is straightforward to use the default system matrix type (full
system matrix). As the LoRs of coincidences are represented by its virtual ring detector
index I and image pixel index S. To construct a virtual ring system matrix in full
system matrix follows the following procedures:
 Identify the maximum number of image pixel ID (MAX-S). For example, an

image with 256x256 pixels would have MAX-S equals to 65536.
 Identify the maximum number of virtual ring detector index (MAX-I)
 Create a MATLAB matrix with all zeros (V-SM) with column number equals to

MAX-I and row number equals to MAX-S
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the virtual ring system matrix in full system mode
 Bin all coincidences based on their individual I and S to the V-SM (shown in

Figure 5.5)
 Save V-SM as .mat format

The system matrix generator is based on the virtual ring method mentioned in
Section 5.1. It can generate a virtual ring based system matrix for a specific PET
scanner from two different methods, including a Monte Carlo simulation based method
and an analytical method. The following sections will describe the details of the system
matrix generator.

5.4.1

System Matrix Generator

5.4.1.1

Monte Carlo Based

To construct a virtual ring system matrix based on Monte Carlo method (V-MC),
GATE Monte Carlo simulation tool is utilised. A phantom, covering the entire FoV,
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Virtual Ring System Matrix

Figure 5.6: Flow chart of monte carlo based system matrix generator
is filled with

18

F. To reduce the simulation time, positron range as well as photon

non-colinearity is not included. In theory, increasing the simulated coincidences would
reduce the statistic uncertainty, however, based on previous literatures, a very good
degree of system matrix accuracy can be reached when the amount of simulation data
is approaching to a certain point. This will discussed thoroughly in the Section 6.2.2.
As Figure 5.6 shows,the raw simulation data is represented in the list mode form
the data pool for generating the V-MC. A list mode coincidence pair, formed by two
single events, has 46 parameters from GATE default output. The absolute locations
of energy deposition are not used. Instead, the detector pixel IDs are selected since
they are identical to the information provided by Timepix detector in experimental
settings. In addition, a large number of random and scatter events are eliminated by
filtering those coincidence events, whose two single events are on the same detector
module. This function is performed by F ind true coin f inal.m. The output is a
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corrected data pool with detector pixel IDs.
The coincidence pairs with detector pixel IDs will be calculated into absolute locations in space, assuming that the interaction occurs in the centre of the detector
element. This transformation depends on the configuration of each specific PET scanner in spatial domain, performed by quantise back to abs new f ull f inal.m. At this
stage, the coincidence data are represented by its locations in absolute values in space.
Depending on these absolute values of coincidences, accurate LoRs can be formed.
The next step is performed by quantise virtual abs f ull f inal.m. The first part is to
choose the virtual ring radius to cover the whole FoV. This radius is chosen to make
every true coincidence LoR has two intersections with this virtual ring. The next step
is to calculate the absolute locations of two intersections. At this stage, the virtual
ring is considered a continues detector circle without any discrete pixels.
To form the virtual ring system matrix, virtual ring detector ID needs to be assigned
to each virtual ring intersections, performed by quantise virtual pixel f ull f inal.m.
Based on the virtual ring radius as well as the size of the computer memory, the
virtual ring detector pixel width needs to be chosen as small as possible, making the
quantification error small while keeping the overall system matrix under the limit of
computer memory.
For each LoR, the virtual ring pixel ID has been formed by combining two virtual
ring detector index together. For a LoR with virtual ring detector ID a and b, the
virtual ring detector index I equals to a × N − 1+b, where N is the number of virtual
detectors in total. I forms half of the identification for each LoR. The other half of
the identification is called source location index S. It is essentially where the location
of the annihilation occurs in the space. This index can be calculated from list mode
simulated coincidence data which records the absolute source location in space. Based
on different image pixel or voxel setup (pixel/voxel width and the number of pixel-
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s/voxels). This index can be calculated by quantise source locations f ull f inal.m.
Each LoR of original true coincidence is now represented by index I and S. The virtual ring system matrix can be then summarised based on billions of coincidences with
their I and S by f ind system matrix f ull f inal.m. The detailed code can be found
in Appendix A.2

5.4.1.2

Analytical Calculation Based

The analytical method of constructing system matrix is based on Siddon Ray-tracer
method.

The basic process is shown in Figure 5.7.

A virtual ring structure is

created by defining V irtualRingDetectorN umber and V irtualRingRaidusN umber.
ImageP ixelN umber and ImageP ixelW idth defines the image space. By using a raydriven technique, each LoR connecting two virtual ring detector surfaces is passing
through the image space, resulting of numerous intersection points along its route.
The intersection points can be used to calculate the length of the line intersection accordingly. As the virtual ring detector index I and image pixel index S are known, thus
by combining the calculated length, the virtual ring system matrix can be constructed.
In the following sections, various methods of how to store and process virtual ring system matrix based on Monte Carlo method and Analytical Method will be discussed.
The detailed code can be found in Appendix A.3

5.4.2

Recorded Data Processor

The Recorded Data Processor is designed to handle two types of recorded data, which
are data from Gate MC simulation tool and List Mode Data from prototype PET
scanners.
In the case of the data from Gate simulation, the recorded data processor will process the data in a similar way as Monte Carlo based System Generator. The processor
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Deﬁne Parameters:
Virtual Ring Detector Number
Virtual Ring Raidus Number
Image Pixel Number
Image Pixel Width

Monte
Carlo
Simulation
Method
System
Matrix
Generator

Code in Appendix

generate_siddon_sm.m
Create a Image Space and Virtual Ring

Connect Potential LoRs through Detector Surface

Analytical
Method
Find Interactions between each LoR and Image Pixel

Calcualte the width of all intersections
Virtual Ring Detector Index(I)
Image Pixel Index (S)
Virtual Ring System Matrix

Figure 5.7: Flow chart of analytical calculation based system matrix generator
will follow the same procedures, shown in Figure 5.6 from ListM odeSimulationData
to V irtualRingDetectorIDs. As a result, all coincidences are represented only by the
Virtual Ring Pair Index (I) without adding source/image pixel information. Thus, the
recorded data is ready to utilised by the image reconstruction algorithm. For the List
Mode Data from prototype PET scanner, the procedure is straightforward. Since the
pixel IDs associated with each coincidence are known as well as the absolute location
of each detector module, every LoR with absolute location can be calculated and every
LoR can be represented by the Virtual Ring Pair Index (I).
As the source/image pixel information is not known (for simulation, this information is omitted for image reconstruction purpose), the full matrix version of the
recorded data is a 1×N matrix. N represents the maximum potential number of the
Virtual Ring Pair Index (I). All zeros in this matrix is kept to fit the format of the
full version system matrix.
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Image Reconstruction Algorithm

For this thesis, MLEM algorithm is chosen to be the primary image reconstruction
algorithm. The MLEM algorithm is a widely used iterative algorithm and relatively
easy to implement. The MLEM function has three inputs, including the initial image,
the recorded data and the number of iteration. The file name of a particular system
matrix needs to be assigned beforehand. The system matrix can be constructed from
Monte Carlo simulation or analytical calculation, mentioned in Section 5.4.1. The
initial image is normally chosen to be an uniform image with all ones (the highest
value in gray-scale image index system). The recorded data is the data output from
the Recorded Data Processor described in Section 5.4.2. The number of iterations can
be chosen to run this algorithm for various iterations. The output of this function is
the reconstructed image.

5.4.4

Initial Test on Simple Scenario

In order to debug the iterative algorithm and the system matrix generator for the
full matrix version concept, all the associated modules including the system matrix
generator as well as the MLEM algorithm are configured to run a test scenario. The
data provided for test scenario is generated by GATE Monte Carlo simulation with an
accurate modelling of PETiPIX small animal scanner. The detail of simulation can
be found in 4.
In the simple test scenario, as shown in figure 5.8 the image space consists of 16
image pixels in a 4×4 configuration. Each image pixel has the pixel width of 1 mm.
As a result, the maximum number of image pixel ID (MAX-S) is 16. The virtual ring
has a radius of 3 mm and consists of 16 detector pixels. Thus, the virtual ring detector
index (I) number is ranging from 1 to 256.
To test the functionality of the System Matrix Generator, ten true coincidence
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Figure 5.8: Virtual ring and image configuration for the simple scenario test
pairs were chosen randomly from the data pool, which has been simulated to form
the system matrix. According to Figure 5.8, various source locations should be accurately translated as the image pixel ID. At the same time, each intersection point of
a coincidence pair should be represented by the Virtual Detector ID according to its
absolute locations in space. The details of ten testing points are shown in table 5.1. By
comparing the image ID with the annihilation locations, it can be seen from table 5.1
that the mapping function of System Matrix Generator functions works properly. The
same conclusion can be made when comparing the two intersection points in Cartesian
coordinates with the calculated Virtual Detector ID.
To generate the system matrix for the simple test, a simulated flood-filled square 4
mm in length is placed at the centre of the the scanner FoV. The disk is filled with 37
MBq

18

F . Positron range and photon non-colinearity are not included. The angular

distribution of the photon pairs is confined within the scanner plane, where θ = 90◦
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Source location Image pixel ID
(0.86 1.11)
(-0.01 0.07)
(-1.96 1.35)
(-0.12 -1.76)
(-1.31 -1.65)
(0.64 -0.01)
(-1.77 0.29)
(-0.49 0.28)
(-0.83 1.95)
(0.45 0.37)

3
7
4
14
13
11
5
6
2
7
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Two intersection
Virtual detector ID
points
(-0.06 19.63) (1.59 -14.11)
(4,13)
(11.16 3.06) (-15.64 -4.10)
(9,1)
(8.58 -1.36) (-8.42 -5.63)
(1,6)
(-8.58 -1.09) (10.28 -2.62)
(10,15)
(13.94 2.51) (-16.67 -5.96)
(16,10)
(0.76 -11.97) (0.49 14.87)
(13,4)
(-3.23 7.38) (1.15 -14.3)
(7,11)
(-9.35 -2.02) (9.62 -1.69)
(16,8)
(-7.92 3.71) (7.65 -0.21)
(1,6)
(10.22 2.29) (-12.68 -2.18)
(9,1)

Table 5.1: Test of ten coincidences for system matrix generator
System matrix properties
True coincidences
Total number of elements
Number of elements has no counts
Number of elements has counts
Percentage of non-zero elements
Average counts per non-zero element
Maximum count

Value
45045592
4096
1563
2533
61.8%
10997
335692

Table 5.2: Parameters for the system matrix constructed for the simplified testing
version
and φ ∈ [0◦ ,360◦ ]. Approximately 45 million true coincidences are recorded in the
list-mode format. The details of the system matrix for the simplified version is shown
in table 5.2. The system matrix was also visualised in Figure 5.9, where the highest
intensity (white) represents the high values of system matrix element.
The MLEM algorithm implemented in Matlab was tested with the system matrix
shown in Figure 5.9. Several point sources were placed in different locations within the
image pixel and simulated in GATE, providing the PETiPIX scanner recorded data.
Positron range as well as photon non-colinearity were not included. The first point
source was located at (0.5,0.5), which equals to the Image Pixel Index 7. The second
point source was located at (1.5,1.5), which equals to the Image Pixel Index 4. The

Image Pixel Index (S)
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Figure 5.9: Histogram for the simplified version of the system matrix. X-axis is ranging
from 1 to 256, indicating the range of Virtual Ring Detector Pair. Y-axis shows the
Image Pixel ID. The intensity implies the value of each element in the system matrix.

(a) I=7 It=1

(b) I=7 It=2

(c) I=7 It=5

(d) I=7 It=10

(e) I=4 It=1

(f) I=4 It=2

(g) I=4 It=5

(h) I=4 It=10

Figure 5.10: Reconstructed images from point source tests for simple scenario
reconstructed image is shown in Figure 5.10 below, demonstrating that the virtual ring
based MLEM algorithm functions properly. The time consumption on each iteration
is around 6.7778E−04 second. The system matrix takes 5.4 kB memory space.
The functionality of System Matrix Generator, Recorded Data Processor as well as
the MLEM image reconstruction algorithm had been tested thoroughly. Based on the
test results shown above, a much more complex version of virtual ring for the entire
FoV of the PETiPIX can be then implemented. The detail will be discussed in the
next section.
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System matrix properties
True Coincidences
Total number of elements
Number of elements has no counts
Number of elements has counts
Percentage of non-zero elements
Average counts per non-zero element
Maximum count
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Value
59.78 × 106
530.84 × 106
526.62 × 106
4.2 × 106
0.8 %
14.17
114

Table 5.3: Parameters for the system matrix constructed for the complex scenario

5.4.5

Full Test on Complex Scenario

The full test on complex scenario is based on current PETiPIX design, mentioned in
Chapter 4. The image space consists of 128×128 pixels with pixel width 0.1 mm. To
reduce the random events, the positron source will not be placed close to the Timepix
detector edge in a 1-2 mm range. Thus, a virtual ring measuring 6.5 mm in radius is
large enough so that every true coincidence pair will have two intersections with it. To
reduce the quantification error (mapping coincidence pair from Timepix detector pixel
to virtual ring pixel), 180 virtual detector elements is chosen. Each virtual detector
element is estimated to has a detector width of 0.226 mm. The dimension of the
system matrix in full version mode is (128×128)×(180×180), which is 16384×32400.
It takes around 4.25 GB continuous memory space.
To construct this virtual ring based system matrix, a 6 mm radius disk was simulated in GATE. Other simulation parameters are identical to those of the simulations
designed for the simple scenario. 59.78 million coincidence pairs were recorded and
processed by the System Matrix Generator. The parameters of this system matrix is
shown in the table 5.3.
The MLEM algorithm was updated to incorporate the system matrix mentioned
above. The simulation phantom was chosen to be the Ultra Micro Jaszczak hot phantom, used by the feasibility study in Chapter 4. No scanner rotation is performed.
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Figure 5.11: Ultra Micro Jaszczk hot phantom reconstructed by virtual ring based
MLEM in full matrix format. No rotation of scanner was performed during the data
acquisition phase.
Each iteration takes 28.6 seconds to complete. As Figure 5.11 shown, compared to
Figure 4.6(c), the points measuring 0.35 mm diameter can be resolved. Furthermore,
the geometrical distortion has been partially eliminated, especially at the centre of
the FoV, indicating that the virtual ring based system matrix models the PETiPIX
scanner more accurately even when only partial angular information available.

5.4.6

Limitation

The full matrix version of virtual ring method is straightforward to implement. However, as the system matrix is usually highly sparse, storing all zeros that will not be
utilised in the iterative reconstruction algorithm is neither efficient nor effective. In
the complex scenario, the memory consumption is over 4 GB with image only consists
of 128 x 128 pixels. When the number of image pixel increases by N times, the size of
the system matrix will be increasing by N times accordingly. Further more, the number of virtual ring detector elements may also increase when a bigger FoV of scanner
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is employed. Even though the size of full system matrix can be reduced by applying
symmetrical reduction technique, as the virtual ring system method aims to provide a
scanner independent technique, applying symmetrical property according to a specific
scanner is not desirable. Therefore, it is necessary to find a better approach to reduce
the memory consumption required.
As a very high proportion (92.2% of the complex scenario) of the virtual ring
system matrix has no values, it is a necessity to eliminate those zero elements during
the matrix generation, storing as well as the processing phase. In the next section,
another method for implementation the virtual ring method will be discussed.

5.5

Virtual Ring Toolkit-Sparse Matrix Version

To remove the undesired elements in the system matrix with zero count, a specific
data type provided by MATLAB is employed. This type is named sparse matrix data
type. All of the MATLAB built-in arithmetic, logical, and indexing operations can be
applied to sparse matrices, making it very convenient to update and implement the
modules of the Virtual Ring Toolkit.
The System Matrix Generator, Recorded Data Processor as well as the Image
Reconstruction Algorithm are modified based on the full matrix version modules accordingly. The basic principle is that by using the pre-built function sparse, a full
system matrix can be transformed into a sparse matrix format, shown in Figure 5.12.
Compared to the full system mode, each elements of the sparse system matrix are
indexed by the column number (virtual ring pair index I) and the row number (Image
pixel index S).
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of the Virtual Ring system matrix in sparse Mode

5.5.1

Initial Test on Simple Scenario

To test the functionality of the MLEM in sparse matrix version, simple scenario was
designed to conduct several basic tests. The configuration of virtual ring as well as
the image pixel follows the previous settings shown in Figure 5.8, where there are 16
virtual detector elements around the virtual ring and the image has 16 image pixels
with 0.1 mm pixel width. In the first test, a point source at (-1.5 -1.5) was simulated,
whose Image Pixel Index is 13. The second test was consisting of two point sources,
(0.5,0.5) and (0.5 -0.5), whose Image Pixel Index are 7 and 11 respectively. The sparse
system matrix was constructed based on the full version matrix shown in Table 5.2,
while all its zero elements were eliminated. Images were reconstructed by MLEM
algorithm in 1, 2, 5, 10 iterations respectively.
As Figure 5.13 demonstrated, with the increasing number of iterations, point
sources located at image space 13, 7 and 11 were reconstructed successfully.
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(a) I=13 It=1

(b) I=13 It=2

(c) I=13 It=5
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(d) I=13 It=10

(e) I=7,11 It=1 (f) I=7,11 It=2 (g) I=7,11 It=5 (h) I=7,11 It=10

Figure 5.13: Reconstructed images from point source tests on simple scenario based
on sparse matrix

5.5.2

Full Test on Complex Scenario

To generate the data for constructing the system matrix, an accurate model of the
scanner is simulated in GATE. A simulated flood-filled disc 12 mm in diameter is
placed at the centre of the the scanner FoV. The disk is filled with 37 MBq

18

F.

Positron range and photon non-colinearity are not included. Approximately 1.7 billion
true coincidences are recorded in list-mode format. This dataset provides the base for
utilising virtual ring method to form the system matrix.
The image consists of 256 × 256 image pixels with pixel width 0.05 mm. Four
different virtual detector widths (0.9 mm, 0.45 mm, 0.22 mm and 0.11 mm) were
selected for constructing the system matrix, corresponding to 45, 90, 180 and 360
virtual ring detectors around a 13 mm diameter virtual ring. The parameters of these
four virtual ring system matrix are shown in the Table 5.4. The storage space on hard
disk for 45, 90, 180 and 360 virtual ring detector settings are 6.6 MB, 11.8 MB, 24.5
MB and 56.4 MB respectively. The memory consumptions are 148 MB, 263 MB, 495
MB and 1109 MB.
A model of an Ultra Micro Jaszczk phantom was used to evaluate the impact of
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Virtual Ring
Detector Number
45
90
180
360

Detector Number of
Width
Non-zeros
0.90 mm
0.9×107
0.45 mm
1.6×107
0.22 mm
3.1×107
0.11 mm
6.9×107

Counts per
Non-zeros
165
92
49
23
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Non-zero
Memory
percentage Consumption
7%
148 MB
3.1%
263 MB
1.5%
495 MB
0.8%
1109 MB

Table 5.4: System matrix information for different Virtual Ring detector numbers
adjusting the virtual ring detector size and pitch (and hence the size of the system
matrix) on image quality for a given set of coincidence data. The simulated Ultra
Micro Jaszczak phantom used as the test subject in these image reconstructions. It
consists of a hollow cylinder with an inner diameter of 12 mm, containing a phantom
insert with six groups of cylindrical voids in solid plastic (hot phantom). Each of the six
groups contains a set of identical structures with a different diameter per group. The
voids in the simulated phantom are filled with a solution containing a total activity of
3.5 MBq 18 F; the cylindrical structures have diameters of 0.96 mm, 0.8 mm, 0.68 mm,
0.54 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.3 mm. The resulting images were reconstructed using MLEM
with 20 iterations.
As Table 5.4 shown, the number of non-zero elements in SM is increasing as the
detector number is growing. The size of the largest SM is around 1000 MB, which is
reduced by a factor of 107 compared to its original size and is suitable for storing in
the memory of computers. Each iteration of the MLEM image reconstruction based
on the 180 virtual detector elements and 360 virtual detector elements consume 0.85,
1.64 seconds respectively.
As Figure 5.14 illustrated, the sparse matrix format reduces the amount of memory
consumed by the MLEM algorithm. As the full matrix shown in this figure is based on
128 ×128 image pixels, rather than 256 ×256 image pixels for the sparse matrix, the
compression ratio between full matrix and sparse matrix is over 60 times. In addition,
the processing time for one iteration is over 25 seconds for full matrix. On the contrary,
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Figure 5.14: System matrix in sparse matrix format versus full matrix format in terms
of memory consumption and speed of iteration
the longest iteration time for the sparse matrix tests is below 1.7 second per iteration.
The effect of adjusting the width of the virtual ring detector is illustrated in Figure
5.15. The system matrix constructed with only 45 virtual detectors (0.9 mm in width)
is capable of resolving 0.8 mm rods with a slight shape distortion. Due to the width of
the virtual detector as well as a lack of full angular coverage, 0.7 mm rods and below
could not be resolved unambiguously. Figure 5.15(c) and 5.15(d) demonstrated that
the 0.4 mm rods can be resolved when the virtual ring detector width is at 0.22 mm
and 0.11 mm respectively.

5.6

Summary and Conclusion

This Chapter describes the principle of the virtual ring method, which aims at significantly reducing the memory consumption of system matrix, especially for PET
scanners with extreme DoI capabilities. The Virtual Ring Toolkit is initially designed
based on Matlab full matrix data format but later, by utilising the sparse matrix format, memory consumption is further reduced. The MLEM algorithm based on the
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(a) 45 virtual detectors

(b) 90 virtual detectors

(c) 180 virtual detectors

(d) 360 virtual detectors

Figure 5.15: Evaluating the impact of the Virtual Ring detector numbers on reconstructed images
virtual ring system matrix in sparse matrix has been tested and the time consumption
for each iteration based on sparse matrix is less than 6% of that consumed by the full
matrix version. The functionality of the Virtual Ring Toolkit has been evaluated and
proved to be capability of performing iterative image reconstruction tasks. The details of application of the virtual ring method as well as the associated comprehensive
evaluation will be discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 6
Application and Evaluation of the
Virtual Ring Method
In the previous chapter, a methodology was presented for achieving very high system
matrix compression ratio for PET systems featuring detectors with extremely fine
granularity in the radial dimension. This is achieved by exploiting the ability of
the virtual ring model to represent multiple layers of detector elements in the radial
dimension as a single detector volume in the virtual detector layer.
In this chapter, the proposed techniques are evaluated by applying them to PETiPIX,
an ultra high resolution DoI PET system [7], and are shown to provide the expected
very high system matrix compression ratio. The proposed methods for system matrix
generation are shown to yield images exhibiting excellent image quality. Images reconstructed from GATE simulations of various point sources and phantoms demonstrate
excellent spatial resolution, contrast recovery coefficient (CRC), coefficient of variance
(CoV), and structural similarity index (which is closely correlated with image quality
as perceived by human eyes). The Monte Carlo system matrix generation method is
shown to produce the best overall image results at the expense of a substantial one-off
computational effort.
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual drawing of PETiPIX [7]
Furthermore, the 2D virtual ring method has been extended to a virtual cylinder
for use in 3D PET systems, where it also achieves a very high factor of reduction in
system matrix memory requirements. The effectiveness of the Monte Carlo system
matrix generator is demonstrated using a virtual cylinder model constructed for a 3D
DoI scanner; data resulting from Monte Carlo simulations of the 3D scanner imaging
a 3D Ultra Micro Hot Spot PhantomTM model are used to reconstruct a high quality
3D image.

6.1

Simulation Application of Virtual Ring Method:
PETiPIX

The performance of the virtual ring method is demonstrated in simulation using the
PETiPIX scanner as a case study. It is a small animal PET scanner with DoI capabilities, which offers exceptionally high spatial resolution. The trade-off for its high
spatial resolution is relatively low detection sensitivity, which is a consequence of the
use of direct detection of gamma photons and recoil electrons in silicon rather than
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traditional indirect detection via a scintillator crystal. As illustrated in Figure 6.1,
PETiPIX utilises four high resolution Timepix pixellated silicon detectors in an edgeon configuration, for maximum sensitivity and DoI detection. Each detector consists of
an array of 256×256 pixels, with pixel dimensions of 55µm×55µm×300-1000µm (the
thickness depends on the specific detector type; Timepix detectors can be fabricated
on silicon or CZT with various thicknesses). The complete scanner has a 15 mm wide
square FoV, and the detector ring can be translated axially in steps of 0.0125 mm,
allowing multiple 2D scans to be performed for different slices across the entire mouse
brain. For the highest-quality images, the PETiPIX detector ring is positioned at the
desired axial position, and two acquisitions are performed, with the ring rotated in
the azimuthal dimension by 45 degrees for the second acquisition.
PETiPIX has already been extensively evaluated and characterised via Monte Carlo
simulation, using the GATE Monte Carlo simulator with classical image reconstruction
techniques [160, 7]. An overall spatial resolution of 0.29 mm FWHM was obtained
using filtered backprojection, and sensitivity was estimated to be 0.01%. The relatively
low sensitivity (compared to that provided by other small animal PET scanners) is
due to the low stopping power of silicon, as well as the small solid angle covered by
the detectors. Most photons are not detected via photoelectric interactions with the
detector; instead, following Compton scattering, most interactions are detected via
the resulting recoil electrons. The recoil electrons are typically registered by a small
number of adjacent detector pixels along their track; total track length is less than
positron range in the subject being imaged, therefore recoil electron range does not
significantly contribute to noise in the resulting image. The point of interaction is
taken as the pixel with the most energy deposited along the track.
PETiPIX is chosen as a case study due to the high resolution of the detector
modules in the radial direction. The geometry of PETiPIX is a pathological case for
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classical system matrix construction as a single Timepix module contains 65536 small
pixel elements. For an image consisting of 256×256 pixels with the width of image
pixels being 0.05 mm, the dimensions of the uncompressed PETiPIX system matrix
are estimated to be 25.8 billion (LoRs) × 65536 (image pixels). The estimated size of
this system matrix is 6.76 PB, assuming a precision of 4 bytes per element. Thus, the
original system matrix remains impractically large, necessitating further reductions in
system matrix size.

6.2

Implementation of the Virtual Ring Method

For PETiPIX’s 15 mm×15 mm FoV, the positron-emitting source will always be separated from the detectors by at least 1-2 mm. In this work, we restricted the locations
of positron sources to be contained within the a disc measuring 12 mm in diameter.
The virtual ring radius r is set to 6.5 mm, such that it is possible to guarantee that
all true coincidences can have two points of intersection. The virtual ring was initially
segmented into 45, 90, 180 and 360 detector elements. Since each square pixel of the
Timepix detectors is 55 µm wide, the limiting factor determining overall scanner resolution is positron range rather than pixel size. As a result, it is not necessary to make
the virtual ring detector widths as small as possible. Choosing 360 virtual detector
elements with a detector width of 0.11 mm demonstrated that no significant sampling
errors will occur compared to the original LoRs. The reconstructed image consists
of 256×256 pixels, with the width of image pixels being 0.05 mm. The image space
covers the entire potential positron source locations.
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Figure 6.2: Siddon ray-tracer method for conventional ring structure PET

6.2.1

Siddon Ray-tracer with Detector Response Function
Based System Matrix

Siddon’s ray-tracer is a well-known method for computing geometrical efficiencies in
emission tomography systems [80]. As shown in Figure 6.2, the probability p(b, d) that
an emission from pixel b is detected in detector pair d is calculated as the length of
intersection between detector pair d and image pixel b. This model is most accurate
when the scanner has a standard ring-type geometry and the detector elements are relatively small compared to the FoV. However, when it comes to unconventional scanner
geometries, such as PETiPIX or ring type scanners with small FoV, it oversimplifies
the system matrix by ignoring the detector response function.
As the Timepix detector has very high pixel density (over 330 pixels/mm2 ), it can
be represented as a 14 mm×14 mm continuous silicon slab. Each element of the virtual
ring system matrix p(b, v) can therefore be calculated as:

p(b, v) = p1 (b, v)p2 (v)

(6.1)
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Figure 6.3: Virtual ring detector response model
where p1 (b, v) is the length of intersection between virtual ring detector pair v and
image pixel b, and p2 (v) is the virtual ring detector response function calculated as:

µ

µ

p2 (v) = (1 − e− ρ ρL1 )(1 − e− ρ ρL2 )
where

µ
ρ

(6.2)

is 8.748 × 10−2 cm2 /g, ρ is 2.3290 g/cm−3 for silicon. L1 and L2 are

the length of intersections between the LoR with two Timepix detectors respectively
shown as Figure 6.3. As a result, a virtual ring detector pair together with its detector
response function calculated using the above equation is able to accurately represent
all possible detector pairs of the PETiPIX scanner along that particular LoR.
In the remainder of this chapter, the virtual ring system matrix derived from
Siddon’s ray-tracer method is denoted V-S and the system matrix based on Siddon
ray-tracer with virtual ring detector response function is denoted V-SD.
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Figure 6.4: This flow chart illustrates the procedure of data processing from the listmode data recorded from GATE simulation to the sparse system matrix can be utilised
for iterative image reconstruction algorithms

6.2.2

Monte Carlo Based System Matrix

To generate the data for constructing the system matrix based on Monte Carlo simulation, an accurate model of the scanner is simulated in GATE version 7.0. For the
PETiPIX scanner, a simulated flood-filled disc 12 mm in diameter is placed at the
centre of the the scanner FoV. The disk is filled with 37 MBq 18 F (although the actual
activity is irrelevant to the simulation as execution time is only dependent on the total number of decays). To decrease the required simulation time, positron range and
photon non-colinearity are not included. Approximately 1.7 billion true coincidences
are recorded in the list-mode format. This data set provides the base for utilising
virtual ring method to form the Monte Carlo based new system matrix (V-MC). The
whole data processing scheme from the list-mode output of GATE simulation to the
construction of the virtual system matrix is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Two well-known statistical metrics are used to evaluate the compactness and quality of the resulting V-MC matrix: the number of non-zero matrix elements (N ), and
the mean relative error (MRE) σ̄rel , originally introduced by [102]. The latter of these
metrics is calculated as

σ̄rel ≡

1 X σ(b, d0 )
N b,d0 p(b, d0 )

(6.3)

where σ(b, d0 ) is the standard deviation of a particular element in p(b, d0 ); assuming
p
a Poisson-distributed photon arrival process, σ(b, d0 ) = p(b, d0 ) [102, 90].
As the flood-filled disc has a diameter of 12 mm and the virtual ring is 13 mm
in diameter, true coincidences will not interact with virtual ring detectors close to a
certain point, shown in Figure 6.5. It is straightforward to calculate the minimum
valid difference D in virtual ring detector numbers; it is 45 in the case of the PETiPIX
geometry used here. Therefore, the raw data from the Monte Carlo simulation are
filtered to eliminate all events with D less than 45, as these coincidences must be due
to random and inter-detector scattering.

6.3

Phantoms for Evaluation and Figures of Merit

Phantom simulations were also performed using GATE 7.0, with the same scanner
and detector models as used for the system matrix generator. Simulations were performed on a cluster consisting of 60 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon cores. The physics processes,
including gamma interactions (photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and Rayleigh
scattering), electron ionisation, multiple scattering and Bremsstrahlung were modelled
using the Standard GEANT4 electromagnetic physics Package. The detector energy
window was set to 10 keV-650 keV with a constant energy resolution of 1.2 keV for
all energies; the wide energy resolution is required because most photons interact with
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D

Figure 6.5: The minimum valid virtual ring detector difference number (D) can be
calculated based on the source and virtual ring dimensions. In this case, D < 45
means the recorded coincidences are either scattered events or random events.
the detector via Compton scattering rather than via the photoelectric effect (due to
the low stopping power of silicon) and therefore must be indirectly detected via the
detection of recoil electrons (and occasionally by low-energy scattered photons). The
timing resolution was set to be 10 ns. All phantom simulations included modelling of
positron range and annihilation photon non-colinearity.

6.3.1

Point Source Phantom

Spatial resolution was assessed by simulating a spherical water phantom, 13 mm in
diameter, containing eleven 37 MBq

18

F point sources. As shown in Figure 6.6, the

point sources are uniformly distributed along two radii (with orientations of (θ, φ) =
(0◦ , 0◦ ) and (0◦ , 45◦ )) within the water phantom, separated by by 1 mm increments.
430000 coincidences were recorded, and the images reconstructed by 2D-FBP, MLEM
with Siddon’s ray-tracer system matrix (MLEM-V-S), MLEM with Siddon’s ray-tracer
with virtual ring element response function (MLEM-V-SD), and MLEM with Monte
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13 mm

Figure 6.6: Point source phantom.
Carlo-based virtual ring system matrix (MLEM-V-MC). The spatial resolution was
measured as the FWHM of the point source intensity profiles measured in the radial
direction along each of the two radii. Gaussian curve fitting was not applied as the
point source intensity profile was expected to be a cusp-like shape due to the blurring
from non-zero positron range.

6.3.2

Contrast phantom

The contrast phantom, shown in Figure 6.7, consists of five rods inside a hollow cylinder, 10 mm in diameter with a length of 0.3 mm. The diameters of the hot rods are
0.5 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm respectively; the ratio of activity in the hot rods to the
warm background was 5:1. The largest two rods, measuring 2 mm and 2.5 mm, are
cold rods with zero activity in each. A total of 106 coincidences are generated including
true, random and scattering events. The images are reconstructed using the 2D-FBP,
MLEM-V-S, MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC algorithms. A total of 300 iterations
was used for the iterative reconstruction algorithms.
The CRC is a widely used method to perform quantitative comparison of the
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Figure 6.7: Contrast phantom.
reconstructed images. Three regions of interest (RoIs) were selected for this contrast
phantom: the cold rods, hot rods and the background respectively. The CRCs of the
cold dots and the hot dots are calculated as follows:

CRCcold (%) =

Cb − Cc
× 100
Cb

(6.4)

Ch
× 100
RC b

(6.5)

CRChot (%) =

here C b is the average number of counts recorded in the warm background region,
C c is the average number of counts in the cold RoI, C h is the average number of counts
in the hot RoI and R is the true activity concentration ratio between the hot RoI and
the warm background (R was set to 5 in the above simulation).
The normalised noise level is commonly denoted as the Coefficient of Variation
(CoV), which is calculated as

CoV =

σs
µs

(6.6)

where µs is the mean value and σs is the standard deviation of the background.
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The complex wavelet structural similarity (CW-SSIM) index is an effective method
of objectively assessing perceptual image similarity based on structural differences. It is
considered to be more consistent with the subjective perceptual response of the human
eye perception than other objective image quality metrics, and is widely employed in
the field of medical imaging [161, 162]. The detail of this method can be found in
[163].

6.3.3

Moby phantom

A 4D digital mouse phantom, MOBY, was employed to assess overall image quality
[164]. One slice of brain was selected which included sections of cortex, striatum,
amygdala, hypothalamus and thalamus. The relative uptake of FDG for each voxel in
each region was based on data published by [8] and is shown in Figure 6.8. A total
of 107 coincidences are recorded (in reality, more than 90 minutes data acquistion
time may be needed). The images were reconstructed using the MLEM-V-SD and
MLEM-V-MC algorithms for iteration numbers of 10, 50 and 100.

6.4
6.4.1

Results
System Matrix Statistics

Table 6.1 compares the sizes of the virtual ring-based system matrices resulting from
the V-S, V-SD and V-MC generation methods. The number of non-zero elements,
compression ratio, compressed size in computer memory and an approximate computational requirements are also shown in this table. In Figure 6.9, the number of
non-zero elements are plotted versus number of detected coincidences per image pixel
for uncorrected V-MC and corrected V-MC (D = 45) respectively. It can be observed
that the corrected V-MC has fewer non-zero elements and converges faster than the
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Cortex: 1.06

striatum : 1.15

Whole brain
background:1

Thalamus: 1.1
Amygdala:0.78

Hypothalamus: 0.75

Figure 6.8: This slice of mouse brain is generated from the MOBY phantom. The
activity concentrations in each part are based on data published by [8]
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Figure 6.9: Non-zero elements of V-MC.
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System Matrix Non-zero
Type
elements
V-S
3.41×107
V-SD
3.41×107
V-MC
7.19×107
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.
Compression Compressed
ratio
size in memory
5.0×107
0.54 GB
7
5.0×10
0.54 GB
7
2.4×10
1.19 GB

Computation
time (h)
2
2
1000

Table 6.1: Overview of virtual ring system matrix properties based on V-S, V-SD
and V-MC system matrices. The total number of elements for the uncompressed
PETiPIX system matrix is estimated to be 1.69×1015 . The compression ratio shown
here is resulted from applying the virtual ring method first and then removing all
zero elements. The compression ratio for removing all zero elements (by using sparse
matrix format) is estimated to be around 102 . The CPUs are 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon
E5-1680 v3 or similar.
uncorrected V-MC. The MREs of both corrected and uncorrected V-MC generators
are shown in Figure 6.10.
The virtual ring method achieved an extremely high compression ratio for the
PETiPIX system matrix. This is due to the extreme amount of DoI information,
which are a result of the ultra small pixellated detector elements of PETiPIX scanner.
In addition, by storing the virtual ring system matrix in sparse matrix format, the
final memory consumption of matrices generated using V-S, V-D and V-MC methods
are 0.54 GB, 0.54 GB and 1.19 GB respectively, far less than the physical memory
of a typical (c. 2015) desktop PC. The symmetrical compression method along the
transaxial direction of the PETiPIX scanner has not been applied here; however, a
further improvement in compression ratio can be expected.
As shown in Figure 6.9, the number of non-zero elements for the corrected VMC converges rapidly when more than 5 × 103 coincidences are recorded per pixel.
In contrast, this trend is less evident in the case of the uncorrected system matrix,
increasing nearly linearly after 1 × 104 recorded coincidences per pixel. This is because
randoms and scattering events (D < 45) significantly contribute to the whole dataset,
occupying new elements of the system matrix with very low counts.
The value of σ̄rel for the uncorrected V-MC shown in Figure 6.10 decreases from
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Figure 6.10: Mean Relative Error σ̄rel of V-MC
System Matrix Integral
Type
Uniformity
. V-S
78.66%
V-SD
18.86%
V-MC
2.29%

Pixel Standard
Deviation
0.1051
0.0516
0.0056

Table 6.2: Uniformity of image reconstructions of simulated flood-filled insert. Integral
uniformity (IU) is as defined by [5]; for both metrics, a completely flat field should
yield a value of zero. A total of 1.2 × 108 coincidences are used for each method
0.94 to 0.7 as the number of detected coincidences per image pixel increases to about
7 × 103 . Beyond this point, σ̄rel starts to increase again, since the increasing number of
randoms and scattering events (D < 45) degrade the matrix. For the corrected V-MC,
the σ̄rel monotonically decreases rapidly from 0.9 to a limiting value of approximately
0.52 once the number of detected coincidences per pixel exceeds 2×104 . At this point,
the system matrix has converged; additional simulation time will result in no further
significant improvement to the accuracy of the matrix.
Table 6.2 shows the uniformity of image reconstructions of a simulated flood-filled
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Figure 6.11: Sinogram of the point source phantom
disc with the same dimensions as those used to populate the Monte Carlo-based system
matrix. The uniformity of the Monte Carlo-based system matrix is the best by a
significant margin, and in fact the uniformity metrics continue to decline as a larger
number of coincidence pairs are used. The V-S method performs very poorly since an
accurate model of the detector response function is not included.

6.4.2

Point Source Phantom

The PETiPIX scanner is stationary during the phase of locating target areas along
the axial direction. Therefore, the detector doesn’t provide the 360 degree coverage
around the object. As shown in Figures 6.11, sinogram is recorded incompletely.
Figure 6.12 shows point source images reconstructed by different methods. Figure 6.12(a) was reconstructed using FBP with a Hamming filter (normalised cut-off
frequency of 0.8). Figure 6.12(b), 6.12(c) and 6.12(d) were reconstructed using 50
iterations of the MLEM algorithm with three virtual ring based system matrices,
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(a) FBP

(b) MLEM-V-S

(c) MLEM-V-SD

(d) MLEM-V-MC

Figure 6.12: Reconstructions of the point source phantom by filtered backprojection
(FBP) and maximum likelihood expectation maximisation (MLEM) methods, with
virtual ring system matrices generated via Siddon ray tracing, Siddon ray tracing with
detector response model and Monte Carlo methods.
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MLEM-V-S, MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC. Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show the
intensity profiles of the point sources along the two radii. Figure 6.15 compares the
average FWHM of all 11 point source intensity profiles using each matrix construction
method as a function of the number of MLEM iterations, ranging from 1 to 100.
The reconstructed images shown in Figure 6.12 demonstrate that the FBP algorithm will cause significant image distortion. This is because the PETiPIX scanner is
stationary during the whole data acquisition process, resulting an incomplete sinogram
(covering only half of the full set of full angular information). This causes analytical
reconstruction methods such as FBP to perform poorly, particularly when some key
structure of the images from particular angles (in the case of PETiPIX, angles along
diagonals between detector modules) lack sufficient recorded LoRs. As a result, the
point sources distributed along the horizontal radius cannot be resolved accurately;
however, the point sources along the diagonal radius at (θ, φ) = (0◦ , 45◦ ) can be resolved well due to the more complete data at this angle. In contrast, the iterative
MLEM algorithm with an accurate system matrix suffers very little from the incomplete angular coverage, as demonstrated in figurename 6.12(b), 6.12(c) and 6.12(d).
Point sources along both radii are reconstructed clearly.
As can be seen in Figure 6.13,Figure 6.14, intensity profiles taken through images
reconstructed using the MLEM-V-MC method provide the highest peak-to-valley ratio
compared to those using on MLEM-V-S and MLEM-V-SD. The average FWHM of
the point sources shown in Figure 6.15 illustrates that the MLEM-V-MC algorithm
results in the highest spatial resolution of approximately 0.16 mm when more than 40
MLEM iterations are used. MLEM-V-SD yields slightly better spatial resolution (approximately 0.18 mm) compared to the MLEM-V-S (approximately 0.19 mm) method
due to additional detector response modelling.
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Figure 6.14: Profile along diagonal axis
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Figure 6.15: The average spatial resolution across all points based on FBP, MLEMV-S, MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC methods

6.4.3

Contrast Phantom

Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17,Figure 6.18, compares images of the contrast phantom reconstructed using the three variants of the MLEM algorithm under evaluation for 10, 50,
100 and 300 iterations. Figure 6.19 and 6.19 compare the intensity profiles of the images reconstructed using MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC. The profiles were measured
horizontally across the two hot sources (0.5 mm and 1.5 mm in diameter, respectively),
for images resulting from 50 iterations of each algorithm.
These figures show that as the number of iterations increases, application of the
MLEM-V-S algorithm results in an increasingly distorted image, especially at its geometric centre. This is a consequence of the fact that the MLEM-V-S method does not
accurately model the unique geometry the PETiPIX scanner; it assigns a very high
value for the system matrix elements of central image pixels, which is valid for a conventional ring-structured PET scanner, but not for unconventional scanner geometries
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(a) MLEM-V-S Niter = 10

(b) MLEM-V-S Niter = 50

(c) MLEM-V-S Niter = 100

(d) MLEM-V-S Niter = 300

Figure 6.16: Reconstructed images of contrast phantom based on MLEM-V-S in various iterations
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(a) MLEM-V-SD Niter = 10

(b) MLEM-V-SD Niter = 50

(c) MLEM-V-SD Niter = 100

(d) MLEM-V-SD Niter = 300

Figure 6.17: Reconstructed images of contrast phantom based on MLEM-V-SD in
various iterations
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(a) MLEM-V-MC Niter = 10

(b) MLEM-V-MC Niter = 50

(c) MLEM-V-MC Niter = 100

(d) MLEM-V-MC Niter = 300

Figure 6.18: Reconstructed images of contrast phantom based on MLEM-V-MC in
various iterations
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Figure 6.19: Line profile across the hot disk with 0.5 mm diameter
such as PETiPIX. By applying an accurate detector response model, shown in Figures 6.17(a) to 6.17(d), or employing accurate MC simulations, as in Figures 6.18(a)
to Figure 6.18(d), all hot and cold regions can be resolved unambiguously. It should
be noted that some distortion of those images is still evident (e.g. the in the region
between two cold disks). This is due to the fact that the recorded coincidences only
account for half of its angular coverage, even though this fact has been addressed during the construction of the MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC system matrices. These
distortions will disappear if the scanner is rotated by 45 degrees in order to cover
the remaining angles. However, the excellent images obtained with MLEM-V-SD and
MLEM-V-MC algorithms demonstrate the potential of these approaches when only
partial angular coverage is available.
Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 compares the line profiles of the reconstructed images
from MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC. The line profiles were selected across the two
hot sources (parallel to x-axis), measuring 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm in diameter respectively,
at the iteration number of 50. The line profile shown in figure 6.19 and figure 6.20
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Figure 6.20: Line profile across the hot source with 1.5 mm diameter
demonstrate that MLEM-V-MC results in a less noisy image than MLEM-V-SD, as its
system matrix is more complete (having more non-zero elements), at the cost of greatly
increased computational workload for the generation of the system matrix. However,
it should be noted that these pre-computed system matrices can be repeatedly used
unless the scanner has some structural changes.
Quantitative measurements of the contrast phantom, plotted in Figure 6.21 and
6.22, compare the CRC of the hot and cold RoIs for different numbers of iterations
of the MLEM-V-S, MLEM-V-SD and MLEM-V-MC methods. Between 1 and 500
iterations are evaluated, with 1-100 evaluated at increments of one iteration, and 101500 at intervals of 25 iterations.
Figure 6.23 and 6.24 shows the CRC versus CoV for hot and cold ROIs respectively.
The numbers of MLEM iterations used are the same as in Figure 6.19.
For the cold RoI, as the number of MLEM iterations increases from 1 to 500, images
reconstructed using MLEM-V-MC exhibit a higher CRC (nearly 80%) compared to
both MLEM-V-S (30%) and MLEM-V-SD (70%). The three methods have similar
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Figure 6.21: Contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) versus the number of MLEM iterations for each of the system matrix generation methods for cold RoIs
results for hot RoIs (between 72% and 78%), while MLEM-V-SD is slightly better
than MLEM-V-S and MLEM-V-MC.
When taking the image background noise, or CoV, into consideration, it can be seen
from Figure 6.23 that the image reconstructed using MLEM-V-MC exhibits a higher
CRC with a significant lower CoV (less than 0.25 when the number of iterations is
less than 100) compared to that of MLEM-V-SD (approximately 0.3). The CoV of
the image reconstructed from MLEM-V-S exceeds 0.8 after several iterations, which
is a result of the severe distortion in the reconstructed images (Figures 6.16(c) and
6.16(d)). Similar trends can be observed for hot ROIs as well (Figure 6.24), showing
that the MLEM-V-MC method yields a lower CoV when a given CRC is required.
The CW-SSIM index as a function of the number of MLEM iterations is illustrated
in Figure 6.25, for images reconstructed using the MLEM-V-S, MLEM-V-SD and
MLEM-V-MC methods.The iteration number is range from 1 to 300, with 1 to 100 at
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Figure 6.22: Contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) versus the number of MLEM iterations for each of the system matrix generation methods for hot RoIs
the spacing of 1 and 101 to 300 at the spacing of 25.
As shown in Figure 6.25, the CW-SSIM index of the image reconstructed using
MLEM-V-MC is consistently greater than 0.8 when a sufficient number of iterations
are applied (between 20 and 200), which is higher than the images constructed based on
MLEM-V-SD (0.7 to 0.8). The reconstructed image from MLEM-V-S has CW-SSIM
index lower than 0.3 when 50 or more iterations are applied, again due to the distortion
visible in Figures 6.16(c) and 6.16(d). Figure 6.25 demonstrates that MLEM-V-MC
produces reconstructed images closer to the original image in terms of the human
visual perception model.
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Figure 6.23: Contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) versus the Coefficient of Variance for
each of the system matrix generation methods for cold RoIs

6.4.4

MOBY Phantom

Figure 6.26 and Figure 6.27 show the reconstructed images of the MOBY phantom
based on MLEM-V-SD as well as MLEM-V-MC method. The iteration number is 10,
50, 100 and 300. The images are shown in jet color map.
The MOBY phantom shows in figure 6.26 and figure 6.27 demonstrate the potential
of PETiPIX to image realistic radiotracer distributions in mouse brains. The different
FDG concentrations in each structure can be resolved well in the images generated
using MLEM-V-MC with increasing sensitivity as more iterations are used. For the
images reconstructed from MLEM-V-SD, the cortex is not resolved clearly compared
to the other parts of the brain. This is a consequence of the better CRC offered by
MLEM-V-MC over MLEM-V-SD, allowing the relatively low contrast ratio between
the cortex and the whole brain background (1.06:1) in the brain model to be resolved.
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Figure 6.24: Contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) versus the Coefficient of Variance for
each of the system matrix generation methods for hot RoIs
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Figure 6.25: CW-SSIM index for reconstructed images
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Figure 6.26: Reconstructed images of MOBY mouse brain phantom by MLEM-V-SD
methods in 10, 50, 100 iterations.
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Figure 6.27: Reconstructed images of MOBY mouse brain phantom by MLEM-V-MC
methods in 10, 50, 100 iterations.
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Comparison of Virtual Ring Method and MC method
with uncompressed system matrix

This section presents a brief comparison of image quality obtained using the virtual
ring system matrix compression method proposed previously, and a ground truth image
obtained using an uncompressed system matrix, in order to demonstrate that the use
of a suitably dimensioned virtual ring does not significantly degrade the quality of the
reconstructed image. As described previously, PETiPIX is a 2D scanner with extreme
DoI capability (65536 pixels per detector module). Hence, its uncompressed system
matrix is impractically large. Therefore, a 2D PET system (based on CMRPET [9])
with single ring is chosen as the reference model in this comparative study. It consists
of 12 detector modules arranged in a ring, with an inner diameter of 46 mm. Each
detector module contains 4×4 LYSO crystals in an edge-on configuration with crystal
size 3×3×3 mm3 .
An uncompressed system matrix is directly constructed from raw Monte Carlo
simulation data recorded from a flood phantom simulation with necessary scatter
corrections. The virtual ring based system matrix is obtained by applying V-MC
method, with 90 virtual detector elements. Figures of merit are obtained based on a
contrast phantom with all dimensions doubled. The ratio of activity in the hot rods
to the warm background was 5:1. Contrast Recovery Coefficient (CRC) and Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity (CW-SSIM) index are chosen for this comparison.
The image reconstruction method is based on the MLEM algorithm with between
1 and 500 iterations, and the no-compression and virtual ring methods are denoted
MLEM-Uncompressed-MC and MLEM-V-MC respectively.
As shown in Figure 6.28, the proposed MLEM-V-MC method and an MLEM implementation using an uncompressed system matrix (MLEM-Uncompressed-MC) result
in essentially identical image quality in terms of all evaluated figures of merit. For
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of CRC (cold RoI and hot RoI) and CW-SSIM for MLEM
with between 1 and 500 iterations performed with an uncompressed system matrix
‘ground truth’ and the virtual ring method.
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CRC for both cold and hot RoI, the difference is less than 2%. This difference is likely
due to an intrinsically strict scatter-filtering scheme naturally implemented within the
V-MC method, since any LoR with no point of intersection with the virtual ring is
automatically discarded. The CW-SSIM index of the uncompressed system matrix
method is slightly higher than V-MC for between 50 and 200 iterations, reaching a
maximum of 0.926. With an increasing number of iterations, the CW-SSIM index
decreases for both methods slightly, dropping to approximately 0.9 at 500 iterations.
This demonstrates that the images reconstructed using both virtual ring and uncompressed system matrix are very close to the original image in terms of human visual
perception. In conclusion, the additional procedure of applying a virtual ring to the
raw simulation data will not cause a significant decrease in accuracy compared to an
uncompressed system matrix, provided that the number of virtual detector elements
is chosen properly.

6.5

Experimental Application of Virtual Ring Method:
CMRPET

As the virtual ring method is a versatile method, it can be easily applied to any existing
PET scanner geometry. This section will describe an experimental application for a
small animal PET scanner, CMRPET, developed in our centre.
CMRPET is a prototype high resolution SiPM-based PET system for small volume imaging [9]. It is a high resolution experimental positron emission tomography
scanner with a physically adjustable gantry diameter (80 mm to 202 mm), shown in
Figure6.29. Its edge-on pixelated detector architecture allows the depth of interaction
to be effectively estimated while maintaining high gamma detection sensitivity. The
current prototype consists of two 4×4 arrays of 3 × 3 mm2 silicon photomultiplier
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Figure 6.29: CMRPET scanner
(SiPM) detectors, each optically coupled to a 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 LYSO scintillator, which
can be independently moved to emulate a fully populated detector ring. The detector arrays are mounted edge-on, parallel to the transaxial plane; individual detector
elements have an intrinsic energy resolution of 10%-17% and a timing resolution of
approximately 3 ns.
The stepper motors controlling each detector’s ring position are controlled by an
integrated gantry control and data-logging system via a common i2c bus, as shown in
Figure6.30. The controller initially adjusts the physical ring radius to the desired value
and then iterates the rings on which the detector heads are mounted in various position combinations across the scanner’s field of view to cover all potential LoRs, thereby
emulating a fully-populated ring of detector modules. Data logging is synchronised
with the movement control, with logging paused during gantry reconfiguration move-
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Figure 6.30: Schematic diagram of the CMRPET scanner [9].
ments. The position of the detector heads is recorded in the log after each movement
is complete, recording the effective radial sector index of detected events at that time.
Exposure times are continually adjusted during execution to allow for radioisotope
decay.
A 3.5 MBq

68

Ga point source was used to produce coincidence data. The inner

diameter of the gantry was set to 202 mm. The source has a nominal diameter of
1.2 mm and is encased in stainless steel. It was initially positioned close to the centre
of the FoV and then moved radially in steps of 10 mm to a maximum radial distance of
90 mm. At each position, data were acquired for 300 seconds for each pair of possible
detector positions.
To generate the Monte Carlo simulation-based system matrix for CMRPET, the
scanner has been simulated in GATE. A radioactive disk measuring 100 mm in diameter is placed to cover the FoV. The disk is filled with 37 MBq 18 F. Positron range and
photon non-colinearity are not included to decrease simulation time. Over 1 billion
true coincidences were recorded and transformed via the virtual ring model to form
a new system matrix. The virtual ring has a diameter of 190 mm, consisting of 360
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Figure 6.31: Point source images of CMRPET experimental data reconstructed by
MLEM based on Siddon and Monte Carlo virtual ring system matrix
virtual detectors, each with a virtual width of 1.65 mm. The image space has 256×256
pixels and the pixel width is 0.8 mm. The images were reconstructed using MLEM.
The transformed system matrix for CMRPET has non-zero elements of 1.7×107 ,
taking around 40.5 MB memory space. The reconstructed image by MLEM-S and
MLEM-MC are shown in Figure 6.31. The 68 Ge point source at different locations are
clearly resolved, ranging from 1.5 mm to 2.5 mm FWHM, shown in Figure 6.32. The
measured average FWHM across the entire FoV is 2 mm. Based on the experimental
validation by the CMRPET, the virtual ring method has demonstrated itself to be a
versatile and powerful method that could be applied to a wide range of small animal
PET scanners.

6.6

Validation with 3D DoI PET

The virtual ring method presented in this thesis can be also extended to 3D PET
systems, and is especially beneficial when applied to scanners with extensive 3D DoI
capability. Instead of using a virtual ring as in the 2D case, a virtual cylinder is
employed to transform the original system matrix into an equivalent single-layer form,
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Figure 6.32: FWHM of point sources in different locations for MLEM-MC image
such that the extensive 3D DoI information is summarised into a more condensed
form by locating the points of intersection between lines of response and the virtual
cylinder. This method is implemented and a proof-of-concept validation based on a
3D DoI small animal PET scanner is presented.
Since PETiPIX is not intended for use as a 3D imaging system, but rather for
high-resolution examination of a particular slice of interest, the scanner used to demonstrate the 3D validation in this thesis is a 3D extension of a specific configuration of
the variable-geometry 2D DoI CMRPET scanner, previously introduced and experimentally validated in [9]. CMRPET3D has an inner diameter of 46 mm and an axial
FoV of 31 mm consisting of 8 rings, with an inter-ring gap of 1 mm. Each ring contains 12 detector modules, each of which containing a 4 × 4 array of LYSO crystals in
an edge-on configuration attached to a matching array of SiPMs as the detector and
readout system. The crystal size is 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 . Depth of interaction information
is provided by CMRPET3D’s pixellation structure in the radial direction as well as
the arrangement of different rings in the axial direction. A 3D model of the scanner
is shown in Figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.33: CMRPET3D, a 3D extension of the CMRPET variable-geometry 2D
PET scanner [9]
To obtain its system matrix via the Monte Carlo method, an accurate model of this
scanner is simulated in GATE. A simulated flood-filled cylinder, 30 mm in diameter
and 30 mm in height, is placed at the centre of the scanner FoV and filled with 37 MBq
18

F. Positron range and photon non-collinearity are not included. A total of 2 billion

true coincidences are recorded and processed to construct the Monte Carlo-based 3D
system matrix.
The virtual cylinder diameter and height are set to 35 mm and 30 mm respectively,
ensuring that two points of intersection exist between the LoRs of all detected true
coincidences and the virtual cylinder. The virtual cylinder is segmented into 20 rings
without gaps, and each ring consists of 90 virtual voxels, for a total of 1800 virtual
cylinder voxels. The virtual cylinder voxel dimensions are therefore 1.22 × 1.22 ×
1.5 mm3 . The reconstructed image resolution is 128 × 128 × 128 voxels, with voxel
size of 0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25 mm3 . The image volume covers the full range of potential
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locations for positron annihilation.
To validate the virtual cylinder system matrix, a 3D Ultra-Micro Hot Spot phantom, filled with a total activity of 74 MBq

18

F was simulated in GATE. It consists of

a hollow cylinder, 30 mm in diameter and with a height of 30 mm, filled with the

18

F

solution. It accommodates six sectors of hot rods, 25 mm in height, with diameters of
2.4 mm, 2 mm, 1.7 mm, 1.3 mm, 1 mm and 0.75 mm respectively. The centre-to-centre
spacing within each sector is twice the rod diameter. 3 × 108 coincidences are recorded
and the 3D image is reconstructed by a modified MLEM-V-MC algorithm designed
for 3D image reconstruction with 20 iterations.
Based on the flood-filled cylinder simulation, a virtual cylinder-based system matrix
is generated. The number of non-zero elements is approximately 9.2 × 108 , which
corresponds to a compression ratio of 7.3 × 103 . Approximately 4000 core-hours (a
total of around 45 hours on 90 Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 CPU cores) of processor time
is used for this simulation. The compressed memory-resident matrix size is 24 GB.
No symmetry-based compression methods were utilised in this simulation; a further
reduction in memory requirements to around 2 GB can be expected by exploiting the
transaxial symmetry of the scanner, since there are 12 modules around the complete
ring.
Figure 6.34 shows the reconstructed images of a simulated Ultra-Micro Hot Spot
phantom, generated using the MLEM-V-MC method with 20 iterations (further significant improvements were not observed with more MLEM iterations for this simulation). The hot rods with respective diameters of 2.4 mm, 2 mm and 1.7 mm are
clearly resolvable.
The spatial resolution obtained with the CMRPET3D scanner can be estimated
from the line profile shown in Figure 6.35; the three largest hot rods (with diameters
of 2.4, 2.0 and 1.7 mm) are clearly resolvable.
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(a) Transverse section

(b) Coronal section

(c) Sagittal section

Figure 6.34: Reconstructed 3D Ultra-Micro hot spot phantom
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Figure 6.35: Line profile of CMRPET3D
The spatial resolution obtained is comparable (slightly superior) to the previouslypublished results for the original two-dimensional CMRPET system of approximately
2 mm. However, the primary purpose of this demonstration is to show that the
technique provides good 3D image reconstruction for 3D scanners while offering significant system matrix compression, demonstrated by Figure 6.36. In principle, the
proposed method will also work with 3D scanners with much smaller crystals (and
hence greater spatial resolution and better system matrix compression ratio), with the
obvious proviso that generation of the system matrix will require a correspondingly
greater quantity of CPU time.

6.7

Conclusion

Advanced PET scanners tend to employ a great number of small scintillation crystals or
semiconductor detector elements, resulting in an extremely large and complex system
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Figure 6.36: 3D representation of reconstructed image by CMRPET3D
matrix. To reduce memory requirements, in particular for unconventional scanner
geometry, it is necessary to compress the system matrix without sacrificing precision.
In this chapter, an innovative method for constructing a compact yet accurate system
matrix for MLEM-based image reconstruction using the concept of a virtual detector
ring has been developed. This virtual ring method has been proposed and validated for
the 2D image reconstruction of PETiPIX scanner. In addition, a 3D extension of the
virtual ring technique to a virtual cylinder has also been developed and successfully
demonstrated with a small-animal 3D PET scanner design, showing that the proposed
methods are both practical and effective for a wide variety of PET system geometries.
The virtual ring system matrix obtained by two different methods (using Siddon’s ray-tracer with virtual ring detector response and Monte Carlo simulation),
achieved a compression factor of over 2 × 107 and demonstrated excellent performance
in terms of spatial resolution, CRC, CoV and CW-SSIM index for various phantoms.
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Reconstructed images of the MOBY mouse brain phantom with a realistic radiotracer distribution model demonstrated that by applying the proposed methods, the
PETiPIX scanner is able to resolve brain structures with sub-millimetre resolution.
The MLEM algorithm with the virtual ring method, in particular when used with the
Monte Carlo-based system matrix generator, is therefore shown to be an effective and
flexible method for PET image reconstruction by a range of well-known image quality
metrics.
The 3D images reconstructed using the MLEM algorithm with the system matrix
generated using the virtual cylinder model demonstrate that the method works well
when extended to 3D scanner geometries, while providing very high levels of system
matrix compression. Further improvements in compression ratio can be obtained when
conventional symmetry-exploiting compression methods along the transaxial and axial
planes are additionally employed.

Chapter 7
Summary of Contributions and
Future Research
7.1

Contributions

This thesis presents the initial design and feasibility studies of the proposed PETiPIX
small animal PET scanner based on Timepix silicon detector modules placed in coincidence. Monte Carlo simulations of the proposed scanner were performed using GATE
to evaluate its performance. A spatial resolution of 0.26 mm FWHM at the centre
of FoV and 0.29 mm FWHM overall were predicted by the simulations, and system
sensitivity was estimated to be 0.01%.
The high spatial resolution of PETiPIX provides opportunities for pre-clinical small
animal brain research with exceptional levels of detail. Further proposed improvements
to the PETiPIX design include extending the geometry to increase the FoV by employing more Timepix detector modules, and 3D PETiPIX by placing Timepix modules
stacked in a face-on configuration.
Additionally, higher Z substrates, such as CZT version of Timepix detector has
been evaluated through GATE simulation. Due to increased stopping power compared
160
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to Silicon, 81.44 % recorded effective events were Single Compton Scattering and 18.56
% are Photoelectric absorption. The absolute sensitivity is 0.04 %, which is more
than 4 times as the PETiPIX with silicon Timepix module. The spatial resolution is
estimated under 0.3 mm FWHM, similar to the silicon version of PETiPIX scanner.
Advanced PET scanners tend to employ a great number of small scintillation crystals or semiconductor detector elements, resulting in an extremely large and complex
system matrix. To reduce memory requirements, in particular for unconventional
scanner geometry, it is necessary to compress the system matrix without sacrificing
precision. In this thesis, an innovative method for constructing a compact yet accurate
system matrix for MLEM-based image reconstruction using the concept of a virtual
detector ring has been developed. This method is validated using the PETiPIX small
animal PET scanner design, which consists of ultra-high-resolution pixellated silicon
detectors in an edge-on configuration. An 3D virtual cylinder implementation is also
presented.
The virtual ring system matrix obtained by two different methods (using Siddon’s ray-tracer with virtual ring detector response and Monte Carlo simulation),
achieved a compression factor of over 2 × 107 and demonstrated excellent performance
in terms of spatial resolution, CRC, CoV and CW-SSIM index for various phantoms.
Reconstructed images of the MOBY mouse brain phantom with a realistic radiotracer distribution model demonstrated that by applying the proposed methods, the
PETiPIX scanner is able to resolve brain structures with sub-millimetre resolution.
The MLEM algorithm with the virtual ring method, in particular when used with the
Monte Carlo-based system matrix generator, is therefore shown to be an effective and
flexible method for PET image reconstruction by a range of well-known image quality
metrics.
The virtual method has also been applied to CMRPET, a scintillator based small
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animal PET scanner. Significant improvement in terms of spatial resolution across
entire FoV can be observed and it has demonstrated that the virtual ring method is a
versatile method could be employed over a wide range of applications.

7.2

Future Work

Based on the simulation results, a prototype PETiPIX system will be developed in
the near future. The Timepix module could be Silicon based, while ideally CZTbased to increase system sensitivity. To overcome the current issue of constantly reset
pixel clock, the next version of Timepix with significant amount of clock cycles should
be employed. As the Timepix detector module is highly compact, a wide range of
geometry configuration can be setup based on the actually design requirements, such
as the size of FoV. 3D printed geometry could be selected to allocate detector modules
since this technique has been very well developed for the past decade and it is relatively
cheap.
The virtual ring method developed in this thesis is designed and optimised for the
2D PET scanner. The 3D extension of the virtual ring, the virtual cylinder has been
developed for 3D PET scanners. This method can be applied to commercial available
3D scanners so that significant system matrix compression rates can be achieved. In
addition, the implementation of the virtual ring method has not incorporated the
scanner symmetrical property, while with which, at least 4 to 8 times system matrix
size compression can be expected. The system matrix estimated by Monte Carlo
method does not include positron range and photon non-colinearity due to its lengthy
simulation time. Newly developed system matrix dedicated Monte Carlo simulation
tool can be employed with positron range included to construct a more accurate system
matrix. As the impact of resultant randoms contribution to the system matrix elements
being dependent on the source activity, applicability of a simulated system matrix
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to a given measurement condition needs to be evaluated in the future. In addtion,
appropriate animal models need to be included to set down the design criteria for
actual scanner development so that an enhanced PETiPIX scanner can meet the of
biological needs.
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Appendix A
Software Implementation of Virtual
Ring Method
The appendix documents the Software functions developed for this project.

A.1
A.1.1

GATE Simulation of PETiPIX
Scanner Geometry

1

/gate/world/geometry/setXLength 20. cm

2

/gate/world/geometry/setYLength 20. cm

3

/gate/world/geometry/setZLength 20. cm

A.1.2

System Hierarchy

1

/gate/world/daughters/name cylindricalPET

2

/gate/cylindricalPET/daughters/name timepix
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3
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/gate/timepix/daughters/name pixel

A.1.3

Creating Timepix Detector

1

/gate/cylindricalPET/daughters/name timepix

2

/gate/cylindricalPET/daughters/insert box

3

/gate/timepix/placement/setTranslation

14 0.0 0.0 mm

4

/gate/timepix/geometry/setXLength

14 mm

5

/gate/timepix/geometry/setYLength

14 mm

6

/gate/timepix/geometry/setZLength

0.3 mm

7

/gate/timepix/setMaterial

Air

A.1.4

Creating Phantom

1

/gate/world/daughters/name phantom

2

/gate/world/daughters/insert sphere

3

/gate/phantom/setMaterial Water

4

/gate/phantom/vis/setColor grey

5

/gate/phantom/geometry/setRmin

0. mm

6

/gate/phantom/geometry/setRmax

6.5 mm

7

/gate/phantom/attachPhantomSD

A.1.5

Creating Source

1

/gate/source/addSource F18

2

/gate/source/F18/gps/particle e+

A.1. GATE Simulation of PETiPIX
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3

/gate/source/F18/gps/energytype Fluor18

4

/gate/source/F18/setForcedUnstableFlag true

5

/gate/source/F18/setForcedHalfLife 6586 s

6

/gate/source/F18/setActivity 37000000. becquerel

7

/gate/source/F18/gps/type Volume

8

/gate/source/F18/gps/shape Sphere

9

/gate/source/F18/gps/radius 0.005 mm

10

/gate/source/F18/gps/centre 0. 0. 0. mm

11

/gate/source/F18/vis/setColor green

12

/gate/source/F18/gps/angtype iso

A.1.6

Data Acquisition

1

/gate/digitizer/Coincidences/setWindow

2

/gate/digitizer/Coincidences/minSectorDifference 1

3

/gate/digitizer/Coincidences/MultiplesPolicy takeWinnerOfGoods

4

/gate/digitizer/Coincidences/setDepth

A.1.7

10. ns

2

Data outputs

1

/gate/output/ascii/enable

2

/gate/output/ascii/setFileName

3

/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileHitsFlag 0

4

/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesFlag 0

5

/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileCoincidencesFlag 1

PETiPIX
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The Virtual Ring Method-Full System Matrix
Mode

This section shows the MATLAB code for virtual ring method-full system matrix
mode, demonstrated as Figure 5.6.
 Find true coin f.m, find true coincidence pairs

1

function [out ture coincidence] = Find true coin f ...
(mix coincidence)

2
3

coin=mix coincidence;

%% keep a copy of coin in coin for ...

manipulating
4
5

[p,q]=size(coin);

6

counter=1;

7

new coin=zeros(p,q);

8

for i=1:p
if ((coin(i,2)==coin(i,25))&&...

9
10

(coin(i,19)<=1)&&(coin(i,42)<=1)&&...

11

(coin(i,18)==0)&&(coin(i,41)==0));

12

new coin(counter,:)=coin(i,:);

13

counter=counter+1;
end

14
15

end

16
17

out ture coincidence = new coin(1:counter-1,:);

18
19
20
21

return
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 quantise back to abs new full final.m,

1

function [out] = quantise back to abs new full final (in)

2
3

Cindex1 = in(:,8:9);

4

Cindex2 = in(:,17:18);

5
6

n=size(Cindex1,1);

7

m=size(Cindex2,1);

8

sing1=zeros(n,2);

9

sing2=zeros(m,2);

10
11

% Calculate absolute value based on Cindex1 and Cindex2

12

for i=1:n

13
14

temp=Cindex1(i,:); %choose one line of data

15
16

if temp(1,1)==0

17

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

18

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

19

sing1(i,1)=0.0546875*q+7;

20

sing1(i,2)=(-0.0546875*p)+7;

% find p,q for calculating loations

21
22

end

23
24

if temp(1,1)==1

25

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

26

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

27

sing1(i,1)=(-0.0546875*p)+7;

% find p,q for calculating loations
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sing1(i,2)=(-0.0546875*q)-7;

28
29

end

30
31

if temp(1,1)==2

32
33

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

34

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

35

sing1(i,1)=(-0.0546875*q)-7;

36

sing1(i,2)=0.0546875*p-7;

% find p,q for calculating loations

37

end

38
39

if temp(1,1)==3

40
41

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

42

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

43

sing1(i,1)=0.0546875*p-7;

44

sing1(i,2)=0.0546875*q+7;

% find p,q for calculating loations

45

end

46
47

end

48
49

for j=1:m

50
51

temp=Cindex2(j,:); %choose one line of data

52
53

if temp(1,1)==0

54

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

55

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

56

sing2(j,1)=0.0546875*q+7;

57

sing2(j,2)=(-0.0546875*p)+7;

58
59

end

% find p,q for calculating loations
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60

if temp(1,1)==1

61
62

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

63

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

64

sing2(j,1)=(-0.0546875*p)+7;

65

sing2(j,2)=(-0.0546875*q)-7;

% find p,q for calculating loations

66

end

67
68

if temp(1,1)==2

69
70

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

71

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

72

sing2(j,1)=(-0.0546875*q)-7;

73

sing2(j,2)=0.0546875*p-7;

% find p,q for calculating loations

74

end

75
76

if temp(1,1)==3

77
78

p=floor(temp(1,2)./256);

79

q=temp(1,2)-256*p;

80

sing2(j,1)=0.0546875*p-7;

81

sing2(j,2)=0.0546875*q+7;

82

end

83
84
85
86
87

end

88
89
90

out=[sing1 sing2];

% find p,q for calculating loations
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 quantise virtual abs full final.m,

1

function [out,k,b,n] = quantise virtual abs full final (in)

2
3

% Calculate slope and y-inercpt with two points provided in ...
Cartesian plane

4
5

x1 = in(:,1);

6

y1 = in(:,2);

7

x2 = in(:,3);

8

y2 = in(:,4); % Two points Cartesian Coordiantes

9
10

% calculate slope k

11

k = (y2-y1)./(x2-x1);

12

b = y1 - k.* x1;

13
14

% form slope intercpt data set for future use

15

M=[k b];

16
17
18

% find inf to calculate x-intercept instead; prepare for ...
future use

19

OTHER1=find(M(:,1)==inf);

20

for i=1:size(OTHER1)
M(OTHER1(i),2) = x1 (OTHER1(i));

21
22

end

23
24
25
26

OTHER2=find(M(:,1)==(-inf));

27

for i=1:size(OTHER2)
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M(OTHER2(i),2) = x1 (OTHER2(i));

28
29
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end

30
31

% remove NaN items : cause the bug point appears

32

% assign value to some radiculus large number, say M(r,1) is ...
0 and M(r,2)is

33

% 999 to make NaN

34

[r,c]=find(isnan(M));

35

n=size(r,1);

36

M(r,1)=0;

37

M(r,2)=999;

38
39
40
41
42

% use linecirc function to find intersections of circles

43

% find intersetions between LORs with virtual ring geometry

44

% input of linecirc must a scaler

45

[size1,size2] = size(M);

46

X=zeros(size1,2);

47

Y=zeros(size1,2);

48
49

for j=1:size1

50

[xout,yout] = linecirc (M(j,1), M(j,2), 0, 0, 6.5); % radius ...
of ring: 7.0 mm

51

X(j,:) = xout;

52

Y(j,:) = yout;

53

end

54
55

out = zeros(size1,4);

56

out(:,1) = X(:,1);

57

out(:,2) = Y(:,1);
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58

out(:,3) = X(:,2);

59

out(:,4) = Y(:,2);
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60
61

return

 quantise virtual abs full final.m,

1

function [out,k,b,n] = quantise virtual abs full final (in)

2
3

% Calculate slope and y-inercpt with two points provided in ...
Cartesian plane

4
5

x1 = in(:,1);

6

y1 = in(:,2);

7

x2 = in(:,3);

8

y2 = in(:,4); % Two points Cartesian Coordiantes

9
10

% calculate slope k

11

k = (y2-y1)./(x2-x1);

12

b = y1 - k.* x1;

13
14

% form slope intercpt data set for future use

15

M=[k b];

16
17
18

% find inf to calculate x-intercept instead; prepare for ...
future use

19

OTHER1=find(M(:,1)==inf);

20

for i=1:size(OTHER1)
M(OTHER1(i),2) = x1 (OTHER1(i));

21
22

end
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23
24
25
26

OTHER2=find(M(:,1)==(-inf));

27

for i=1:size(OTHER2)
M(OTHER2(i),2) = x1 (OTHER2(i));

28
29

end

30
31

% remove NaN items : cause the bug point appears

32

% assign value to some radiculus large number, say M(r,1) is ...
0 and M(r,2)is

33

% 999 to make NaN

34

[r,c]=find(isnan(M));

35

n=size(r,1);

36

M(r,1)=0;

37

M(r,2)=999;

38
39
40
41
42

% use linecirc function to find intersections of circles

43

% find intersetions between LORs with virtual ring geometry

44

% input of linecirc must a scaler

45

[size1,size2] = size(M);

46

X=zeros(size1,2);

47

Y=zeros(size1,2);

48
49

for j=1:size1

50

[xout,yout] = linecirc (M(j,1), M(j,2), 0, 0, 6.5); % radius ...
of ring: 7.0 mm

51

X(j,:) = xout;

52

Y(j,:) = yout;
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53

end

54
55

out = zeros(size1,4);

56

out(:,1) = X(:,1);

57

out(:,2) = Y(:,1);

58

out(:,3) = X(:,2);

59

out(:,4) = Y(:,2);

60
61

return

 quantise virtual pixel full final.m,

1

% This function is to sort coincidences into virtual ring ...
elements based on

2

% their absoulte values.

3
4

% this ring is 6.5 mm raidus with 180 detector elements.

5
6

function [out] = quantise virtual pixel full final (in)

7
8

ring abs = in;

9

x1 = ring abs(:,1);

10

y1 = ring abs(:,2);

11

x2 = ring abs(:,3);

12

y2 = ring abs(:,4);

13
14

n = size(ring abs,1);

15
16

% change into polar bay car2pol

17

[t1,~] = cart2pol(x1,y1);

18

[t2,~] = cart2pol(x2,y2);
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19
20

t1=t1*360./(2*pi);

21

t2=t2*360./(2*pi);

22

angle1=t1;

23

angle2=t2;

24
25
26

% sort into elements

27

t1=floor(t1./2)+1;

28
29

for i=1:n
if t1(i)<=0

30

t1(i) = t1(i) + 180;

31

end

32
33

end

34
35

t2=floor(t2./2)+1;

36
37

for j=1:n
if t2(j)<=0

38

t2(j) = t2(j) + 180;

39

end

40
41

end

42
43

out=[t1 t2 angle1 angle2];

44
45
46
47

end

 quantise source locations full final.m,
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1
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function [out] = quantise source locations full final (in, ...
s point, num, pixel width)

2
3

% in is the input data

4

% s point is the starting point of the image, defined as the ...
left up coner

5

% num is how many pixel in a row or column

6

% pixel width is the width of single pixel in image

7
8

s x = s point(1,1);

9

s y = s point(1,2);

10

n=size(in,1);

11

new in = zeros (n,2);

12
13

for i=1:n

14

new in(i,1) = in(i,1) - s x;

15

new in(i,2) = in(i,2) - s y;

16
17

end

18
19

new new in = new in./pixel width;

20
21
22

pixel ID = floor(abs(new new in(:,2))).*num + ...
floor(new new in(:,1)+1);

23
24

% when point(2,-2), there is a bug in current code, fixed by ...
introducing m2

25

m2=find(pixel ID==16513);

26

pixel ID(m2,1)=16384;

27
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28
29

number pixel=num*num; % correct some points on boundary

30

m1=find(pixel ID>number pixel);

31

pixel ID(m1,1)=pixel ID(m1,1)-128;

32
33

out = pixel ID;

34
35

return

 find system matrix full final.m,

1

function [system matrix] = find system matrix full final ...
(source detector ID, image, detector)

2
3

% image is the total number of image pixels

4

% detector is total number of detector tube IDs

5
6

% number of detector elements in one row

7

num = 180;

8
9
10

Data = source detector ID;
n=size(Data,1);

11
12

P = zeros(image,detector); % detector is coloum number, image ...
is row number

13
14

% prepare detector tube IDs

15
16
17
18

for i=1:n
if ~isnan(Data(i,2))
b = Data(i,1);

A.3. Siddon Ray-tracer method

19

d1 = Data(i,2);

20

d2 = Data(i,3);

21

d = (d1-1).*num + d2; % calculate detector tube IDs

201

22

P(b,d) = P(b,d) + 1; % system matrix counting plus 1

23

end

24
25

end

26
27

system matrix = P;

28

return

A.3

Siddon Ray-tracer method

item generate siddon sm.m,

1

% This function is to genearate the System Matrix from siddon ...
ray tracing

2

% method

3
4

%addpath('/home/kl780/Ph.D/Software/matlab related/siddon ray');

5
6

% out = generate siddon sm (90,7,256,0.05);

7
8

function out = generate siddon sm(detector num, ring radius, ...
image pixel num, pixel width,fff)

9
10

% genearte points standing for specific geometry

11

%tic;

12

%detector num = 90;
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13

%ring radius = 6.5 ;

14

%image pixel num = 256;

15

%pixel width = 0.05;
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16
17

THETA = (2*pi/detector num)./2; % starting theta

18

RHO = ring radius;

19
20

% construct detector tube dataset

21
22

% full set: first colomn is angle, second is distance, third ...
is detector ID

23
24

full set = [(THETA*fff+ THETA*2.*(0:detector num-1)') ...
RHO.*ones(detector num,1) ...
(1:detector num)'];

25
26
27
28

[X detector mid, Y detector mid] = ...
pol2cart(full set(:,1),full set(:,2));

29
30

detector ID set = [X detector mid Y detector mid full set(:,3)];

31
32

% Let's start to consider every detector tube and find line ...
intersection

33

% need to justify 2/pi case before, come back to it later

34
35

% create full siddon data to hold

36

full siddon data = zeros(100000,3);

37

counter = 0;

38

limit left = -image pixel num * pixel width/2;

39

limit right = -limit left;

40

%inter pixel detector = zeros(2,5); % initilise ...
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inter pixel detector
41
42

% calculate every LORs associated with detector pair

43
44
45

for i=1:detector num
for j =1:detector num

46
47

detector 1 = detector ID set(i,:);

48

detector 2 = detector ID set(j,:);

49
50

% add pi/2 case here

51

% call function siddon sm to calculate intersections

52

if (detector 2(1,1)-detector 1(1,1)==0)&&...

53

(detector 2(1,2) ~= detector 1(1,2));
if detector 2(1,1)>=limit left && ...

54

detector 2(1,1)<=limit right
data part = ...

55

siddon sm 2(detector 1(1,1:2),detector 2(1,1:2),...
56

image pixel num,pixel width);

57

else data part = [];

58

end

59

else data part = siddon sm ...
(detector 1(1,1:2),detector 2(1,1:2),...

60

image pixel num,pixel width);

61

end

62
63
64
65
66

% in data part: output is midpoint location x,y, ...
intersection length, pixel ID

67

% add detector tube ID to it
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68
69

% d = (d1-1).*num + d2; the detector tube number

70

d = (detector 1(1,3)-1).*detector num + detector 2(1,3);

71

inter pixel detector = [data part, ...
d.*ones(size(data part,1),1)];

72

new counter = counter + size(data part,1);

73

if ~isempty(inter pixel detector)
full siddon data(counter+1:new counter,:) = ...

74

inter pixel detector(:,3:5);
end

75
76

counter = new counter;

77
78

end

79
80

end

81
82

% full siddon data; intersection length, pixel ID, detector ...
pair ID

83

full siddon data = full siddon data(1:new counter,:); %delete ...
unused rows

84
85

full siddon data((full siddon data(:,2)<=0),:)=[];

86
87

sparse matrix = sparse(full siddon data(:,3), ...

88

full siddon data(:,2), ...

89

full siddon data(:,1), ...

90

detector numˆ2,image pixel numˆ2 );

91
92

out = sparse matrix;

93
94

%toc;

